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The Law of Theft  : 
Regulations in the Therav!da Vinaya 

and the Law Commentaries1 

All Buddhist canons were transmitted orally for several centuries, and 
— as we have them today — consist of older and younger text layers. In 
the present contribution the composition of the law of theft (P!r!jika 2) 
of the Therav!dins as handed down in their monastic code (vinaya) will 
be explored, focusing on the various chronological layers (part 2). Sub-
sequently the classi"cation of the various types of theft presented in the 
commentarial literature — Samantap!s!dik! and Ka#kh!vitara$¥ — for 
which also information from the old commentaries (s¥ha!a""hakath#) 
had been taken into account by the authors is investigated (part 3). 
Finally, the method for the absorption of offences developed by the 
early A%%hakath!s in line with the law of theft will be looked at (part 4). 

1. Introduction 
The law of theft is part of the P!timokkha, the list of rules which 
regulate the daily life of the fully ordained. It is included among the 
gravest rules, namely in the P!r!jika class, the "rst of the seven sections 
of rules constituting the P!timokkha. Their transgression leads to the 
expulsion from the community, although this, contrary to what had been 
thought for a long time, may not be irreversible.2 

                                                             
1Andrew Huxley sent me a draft of his article on “Max Weber and the Classical 

Pali Law of Theft” ("rst draft, 7 February 2006, for the Law & Buddhism 
conference in Bellagio, March 2006), which — he told me — he is not going 
to publish. There he dealt with several of the questions I present here. 

 My thanks go to Shayne Clarke, who made corrections to a previous version 
of this article, to Peter Jackson and William Pruitt for their valuable sugges-
tions and corrections, and to the latter for his unfailing efforts regarding the 
editorial work and for polishing the English. 

2For other traditions than the Therav!din, see Clarke 2000, 2009 ; for the 
Therav!din, see Kieffer-Pülz 2007, 294. 
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 The P!timokkha is handed down as a separate text and as part of the 
Buddhist law code, where it is embedded in the Suttavibha#ga. Since in 
the Vinaya older versions of a rule were not erased, but simply comple-
mented by new ones, the Vinaya contains much more information than 
the mere P!timokkha can give.  
 Two commentaries of about the "fth century A.D. have been trans-
mitted, namely the Ka#kh!vitara$¥ on the P!timokkha, and the Samanta-
p!s!dik! on the Vinayapi%aka. Tradition ascribes both texts to the well-
known scholar monk Buddhaghosa. It is, however, certain that the 
Ka#kh!vitara$¥ and Samantap!s!dik! were not written by the same 
author and that the Ka#kh!vitara$¥ represents a more recent and 
developed stage.3 The Ka#kh!vitara$¥ comments on theft in seven and a 
half pages (Kkh 41,1–48,11),4 the Samantap!s!dik! in one hundred and 
seven (Sp 285,1–392,6). 

2. Theft in the Suttavibha"ga of the Vinayapi#aka 
 2.1. The Law of Theft 
The law of theft for monks and nuns5 runs as follows :6 

Whatever bhikkhu/bhikkhun¥ should seize from a village or from a 
wilderness what is not given in a way which is counted as theft, in such 
manner of taking what is not given that kings, having arrested a robber, 
would beat or would bind or would expel him/her, [saying], “You are a 
robber, you are a fool, you are stupid, you are a thief,” the bhikkhu/ 
bhikkhun¥, seizing anything of such a nature that is not given, also is 
expelled [from the community, incurs] the loss of communal life.7 

                                                             
3von Hinüber 1996 : § 224. The translation of this text into Chinese by Sa#gha-

bhadra (489 A.D.) is a heavily abbreviated version of the P!li Samanta-
p!s!dik!. But in the section on theft it is very close to the P!li text. (See the 
English translation, Sa#ghabhadra 1970, 219–85.) 

4An English translation of this part of the Kkh is given in Appendix II. 
5Corresponding rules for novices and laymen are handed down in the lists of 
"ve or ten s¥las.  

6P!t 8,9–14 = Vin III 46,16–20. 
7For remarks regarding the translation of some terms, see Appendix II. 
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As is obvious from this rule the Buddha or the redactors of the Vinaya 
based themselves on secular law in de"ning the amount of stolen goods 
in such manner that kings would treat a person stealing it as a thief. An 
absolute measure for this amount is given not in the P!r!jika rule itself, 
but in its predecessor, the akara$¥ya, “[that] which should not be 
done”.8 According to this the amount is one p#da or more.9 In the Word 
Analysis of the second P!r!jika, which is more recent than the 
P!timokkha rule (see below, § 2.2), two different amounts are named, 
"ve m#saka in the de"nition of a “robber” (cora), and one p#da in the 
de"nition of the stolen goods.10 Finally in the "rst Introductory Story of 
the second P!r!jika the p#da is described as an old currency equal to 
"ve m#saka at the time of this Introductory Story.11 This shows that 

                                                             
8For an analysis of akara$¥ya and p#r#jika, see von Hinüber 1999 : 41ff. 
9Vin I 96,30–34 : upasampannena bhikkhun# adinna% theyyasa%kh#ta% na 
#d#tabba% antamaso ti$asal#ka% up#d#ya. yo bhikkhu p#da% v# p#d#raha% 
v# atirekap#da% v# adinna% theyyasa%kh#ta% #diyati, assama$o hoti 
asakyaputtiyo. “When a monk is ordained he should not take by theft what has 
not been given, even if it is only a blade of grass. Whatever monk takes by 
theft a p#da or the worth of a p#da or more than a p#da that has not been 
given, he becomes not a [true] recluse, not a son of the Sakyans.” (BD IV 
124 f.). 

10Vin III 47,3–5 : coro n#ma yo pañcam#saka% v# atirekapañcam#saka% v# 
agghanaka% adinna% theyyasa%kh#ta% #diyati, eso coro n#ma. “Thief 
means that one is called a thief who takes in a way which is counted as theft 
anything not given having the value of "ve m#saka or more than "ve 
m#saka.” Vin III 47,14–15 : tath!r"pa# n#ma p#da% v# p#d#raha% v# 
atirekap#da% v#. “Anything of such a nature means a p#da or the worth of a 
p#da or more than a p#da.”  

11Vin III 45,5ff. tena kho pana samayena aññataro pur#$avoh#riko mah#matto 
bhikkh&su pabbajito bhagavato avid&re nisinno hoti. atha kho bhagav# ta% 
bhikkhu% etad avoca : “kittakena kho bhikkhu r#j# M#gadho Seniyo 
Bimbis#ro cora% gahetv# hanti v# bandhati v# pabb#jeti v# ?” ti. “p#dena v# 
bhagav# p#d#rahena v#” ti. tena kho pana samayena R#jagahe pañcam#sako 
p#do hoti. BD I 71f. : “Now at that time a certain former minister of justice, 
who had gone forth among the monks, was sitting near the lord. And the lord 
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even before the Vinaya was redactionally closed it became necessary to 
replace one amount by another one.12 

 2.2. Structure of the Rules in the Suttavibha"ga 
In the Suttavibha#ga section of the Vinaya each P!timokkha rule is 
presented in a speci"c way : It starts with (1) an Introductory Story, fol-
lowed by (2) the prescription itself (paññatti). Sometimes further Intro-
ductory Stories introduce supplementary prescriptions (anupaññatti). 
Thereafter (3) a Word Analysis (padabh#jan¥ya), (4) a Casuistry, and 
"nally (5) a section with defences leading to guiltlessness, the an#patti-
formula, follow. In the case of the four p#r#jika and the "rst "ve 
sa'gh#disesa rules (6) a section called vin¥tavatthu is added after the 
an#patti-formulas (an#pattiv#ra), that means at the end of the rules. 
These are collections of exemplary cases meant to give guidance to later 
law specialists.13 In my impression these sections comprise all cases 
collected up to the date of the redactional closing of the Vinayapi%aka.14 
Regarding the chronological succession the rule itself is supposed to be 
the oldest part. The Introductory Stories have been added later and 
sometimes do not "t in with the rule.15 The Word Analysis and the 
Casuistry are thought of as originating from around the same time as the 
Introductory Stories, whereas the an#patti-formulas are considered the 
youngest part.16 

                                                             
spoke thus to this monk : ‘For what amount [of theft] does King Seniya 
Bimbis!ra of Magadha, having caught a robber, &og or imprison or banish 
him ?’ ‘For a p#da, lord, or for the worth of a p#da, or for more than a p#da,’ 
he said. Now at that time in R!jagaha the p#da was [worth] "ve m#sakas.”  

12For this passages, see also von Hinüber 1999 : 47f. 
13See von Hinüber 1996 : § 22. 
14The Vin¥tavatthu of the second P!r!jika has been dealt with in some detail by 

Huxley 1999 : 313–30.  
15Schlingloff 1964 ; von Hinüber 1996 : § 23. 
16For the different layers of the Vinaya and their relative chronology, see von 

Hinüber 1996 : §§ 22ff. 
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The law of theft starts with an Introductory Story followed by a pre-
scription ( paññatti, Vin III 45,15–19). A second Introductory Story leads 
to the supplementary prescription (anupaññatti, Vin III 46,16–20) which 
further speci"es the original rule in prohibiting theft whether from a 
village (g#ma) or from the wilderness (arañña).  
 Deviating from the usual structure of the rules in the Suttavibha#ga 
the law of theft has two supplementary sections, not belonging to any of 
the listed categories. They follow after the Word Analysis (Vin III 
46,21–47,26) and before the Casuistry (Vin III 54,14–55,20). (See 
Table 2.) 

 2.3 The First Supplementary Section (Vin III 47,27–53,18) 
The First Supplementary Section is composed of three parts :17 (1) a list 
of stolen goods de"ned by their location, (2) a list of stolen goods 
speci"ed by nature, and (3) a list of special types of theft. (See Table 3.) 
Probably all aspects of theft relevant to the practice at a certain time 
were collected here. This at least would explain the heterogenous 
structure of that section. 
 In my opinion this passage is not so much an example of “Virtuoso 
Patterns” as Andrew Huxley suggested for this First Supplementary 
Section,18 but rather it was important for practical usage. Since the 
p#r#jika offence of theft was accomplished only if the act of taking was 
carried out with the intention to steal an object (mens rea) and after the  
 

                                                             
17This is a simpli"cation since in many of the cases not only items deposited in 

some location but also the locations themselves are dealt with. 
18Huxley 2006a, 7 : “For comparative purposes, I shall borrow Calder’s descrip-

tion as a label for legal reasoning which looks pretty but which is analytically 
useless.” 
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(1) Introductory Story 

(2) Prescription (paññatti) = P!timokkha rule 

Possible 
– Further Introductory Stories 
– Supplementary prescriptions (anupaññatti) 

(3) Word Analysis (Commentary on each word of the P!timokkha rule ; 
padabh#jan¥ya) 

(4) Casuistry or hypotheticals 

(5) An#patti formula / defences (exceptions to the rule ; an#pattiv#ra) 

(6) Vin¥tavatthu section (only in p#r#jika and part of the sa'gh#disesa rules) 

Table 1. General structure of the p#r#jika rules in the Suttavibha#ga 

 
First Introductory Story (Vin III 41,1–45,14) 

P!timokkha rule : prescription (paññatti ; Vin III 45,15–19) 
Second Introductory Story (Vin III 45,22–46,15) 
P!timokkha rule : supplementary prescription (anupaññatti ; Vin III 46,16–20) 

Word Analysis (padabh#jan(ya ; Vin III 46,21–47,26) 
First Supplementary Section : list and de$nition of types of stolen goods 
and theft (Vin III 47,27–53,18).  
Second Supplementary Section : theft by incitement (Vin III 53,19–54,13) 
Casuistry (Vin III 54,14–55,20) containing a probably more recent passage 
(Vin III 54,31–55,5) 
An#patti-formula (Vin III 55,21–23) 

Vin¥tavatthu section (Vin III 55,25–67,38) 
Table 2. Structure of the second P!r!jika rule in the Suttavibha#ga 
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object to be stolen had been moved from its place,19 it was necessary to 
know at which point the act of moving (the actus reus) was in fact 
accomplished.20 Thus one had to know with respect to every object 
when the movement had been completed. To move, for example, stand-
ing four-footed creatures from their place was completed only when all 
four legs were moved. But if the animal was pegged, "ve points had to 
be taken into consideration, i.e. the four legs and the connection to the 
peg (Sp 364,18ff.). If, however, the animal lay on the ground, then only 
one point had to be examined ; if it was pegged, two points had to be 
considered (Sp 365,4). This was different with respect to birds and even 
more complicated if birds as “objects being in the air” (#k#sa""ha) 
changed into “objects above ground” (veh#sa""ha) by sitting down on a 
tree or something else.21 Thus the law specialists had to know how to 
de"ne the exact status and range of an object depending on its location, 
and, in the case of living beings, on its posture. 
 The second part of the list, dealing with eleven special goods, had 
the same purpose ; in the case of stealing water, for example, accom-
plishment of shifting the water from its location (case 16 ; Vin III 51,9–

20) could not be judged as easily as in the case of goods placed on "rm 
ground. In the case of goods in transit, no "xed location existed from 
which to move the goods (case 19 ; Vin III 51,29–35), etc.  
 The last group comprises "ve special types of theft. The "rst of these 
is a type of theft by incitement through a person who spies out goods 
and circumstances (case 27 ; Vin III 52,36–38). It is the only instance 
where theft by incitement is mentioned in the second P!r!jika, if we 
ignore the Second Supplementary Section (Vin III 53,19–54,13). Even  
 

                                                             
19Exceptions to this are mentioned in the Vin¥tavatthu section. 
20If one of the two, mens rea (intention) or actus reus (actual completion of 

theft), is incomplete, a lesser offence is committed. I take over these two terms 
from Huxley 2006a. 

21Vjb 129,9–12, see also Kieffer-Pülz (forthcoming), B [Z 42]. 
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(1) Stolen goods de$ned by 
their location 

(2) Stolen goods speci$ed 
by their nature 

(3) Speci$c kinds of theft 

(a) being in the earth (2)* (a) water (16) (a) theft by incitement 
through a spy (case 27) 

(b) being on "rm ground (3) (b) tooth-cleaners (17) (b) theft by a keeper of the 
entrusted goods (case 
28) 

(c) being in the air (#k#sa ; 
4) 

(c) forest trees (18)  (c) theft arranged by a group 
of bhikkhus (case 29) 

(d) being above ground 
(veh#sa ; 5) 

(d) goods in transit (19) (d) theft for which an 
appointment in time was 
made (case 30) 

(e) being in the water (6) (e) deposits (20) (e) theft by giving a sign (31) 

(f) a boat, being in a boat (7) (f) toll taxes (customs 
frontier ; 21) 

 

(g) a vehicle, being in a 
vehicle (8) 

(g) creatures (p#$a ; 22)  

(h) carried as a burden (9) (h) apodal creatures (23)  

(i) an #r#ma, being in a 
garden or monastery 
(#r#ma ; 10) 

(i) two-footed creatures (24)   

(j) being in a monastic 
building (vih#ra ; 11) 

(j) four-footed creatures (25)   

(k) "eld, being in a "eld (12) (k) many-footed creatures 
(26) 

 

(l) property, being on a 
property (vatthu ; 13) 

  

(m) being in a village (14)   

(n) wilderness, being in the 
wilderness (arañña ; 15) 

  

*Paragraph numbers 
Table 3. Contents of the First Supplementary Section (Vin III 47,27–53,18) 
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the Vin¥tavatthu with its forty-nine cases does not give one example for 
this type of theft. In the second case, theft by a keeper of the entrusted 
goods (case 28 ; Vin III 53,1–3), the keeper himself steals goods 
entrusted to him. This slighty deviates from case 39 of the Vin¥tavatthu, 
where it is explicitly allowed that keepers give fruits from gardens they 
watch over to monks (Vin III 65,12–18). The third type of theft, theft by 
arrangement, planned by a group of bhikkhus and executed by at least 
one of them (case 29 ; Vin III 53,4–5) is not mentioned elsewhere in the 
Vinaya. This also holds true for  theft by appointing a time (case 30 ; 
Vin III 53,6–11), and theft by making a sign (case 31 ; Vin III 53,12–18) 
which form the fourth and "fth types of theft. 

 2.4 The Second Supplementary Section (Vin III 53,19–54,13) 
The Second Supplementary Section is a homogenous text dealing exclu-
sively with theft by incitement. Differentiated are simple incitement of a 
monk by a monk ; Vin III 53,19–27, and incitement in a chain (German : 
Kettenanstiftung), i.e. a monk incites another monk to incite a third 
monk to steal ; Vin III 53,27–32.22 Thus the Second Supplementary 
Section seems to supplement the First. 

 2.5 The Vin¥tavatthu (Vin III 55,25–67,38) 
The Vin¥tavatthu section is still more heterogenous than the First 
Supplementary Section. I do not want to go into detail here, since that 
subject has been investigated at some length by Andrew Huxley (1999), 
but I want to review some of the facts. Out of the forty-nine cases listed 
in the Vin¥tavatthu, twenty describe situations where no theft takes 
place.23 Some of them lead to the establishment of new rules.24 Other 
                                                             
22Further cases are dealt with in which a monk enjoined another monk to steal, 

and even when that one returned and said that he was not able to steal, insisted 
on the theft (Vin III 53,32–54,5), or the instigator enjoined another monk to 
steal, but felt regret thereafter.  

  For a fuller investigation of the position of this section, the third P!r!jika 
should be compared since it contains an almost identical section. 

23Cases 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 45 ; 19 and 20 ; 25, 33, 38, 39, 40, 41b, 43, 44, 46, 
47, 48, and 49.  
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cases deal with the missing intention to steal.25 Twenty-nine cases of 
theft show that the questions of (1) ownership,26 of (2) who kept the 
object at the time of theft,27 of (3) whether the owner, keeper or thieves 
lost the object before it was stolen,28 or (4) whether the objects were 

                                                             
24It is forbidden to take clothes from a body not yet decomposed, dukka"a (case 

8 ; Vin III 58,11–21) ; it is allowed to take something away from animals 
(case 11 ; Vin III 58,31ff.) ; it is forbidden to creep into a family’s favour by 
referring to a bhikkhu who is respected by this family, dukka"a (case 25 ; Vin 
61,23ff.) ; it is forbidden to eat something destined for another vih!ra, dukka"a 
(case 43 ; Vin III 65,37ff.) ; it is allowed to accept what is given by a watchman 
(case 39 ; Vin III 65,12ff.) ; the temporary use of objects belonging to the 
sa#gha is allowed (cases 40, 44 ; Vin III 65,19ff. ; 66,7ff.) ; it is allowed that 
#gantuka monks distribute fruits belonging to the sa#gha among themselves 
as food (case 38 ; Vin III 65,1ff.) ; it is forbidden to burn grass belonging to the 
sa#gha, dukka"a (case 41 ; Vin III 65,25ff.) ; it is forbidden to eat a pot of ghee 
little by little, dukka"a (case 33 ; Vin III 64,4ff.). 

25If a monk mistakes something as his own (cases 10, 20 ; Vin III 58,25ff. ; 
60,15ff.) ; if a monk takes something in trust thinking that he may use it (case 
19 ; Vin III 60,7ff.); see Norman 1989: 222ff. for this case) ; if a monk takes 
something to return it to its owner, but in being accused of having stolen it, he 
seems to con"rm the accusation that he stole (case 6 ; Vin III 57,16ff.) ; if one 
takes some extra portion for a person — whether existing or not — and eats it 
himself. In that case, however, we are referred to the p#cittiya rules, since this 
is a deliberate lie (cases 12, 45 ; Vin III 59,1ff. ; 66,11ff.). 

26Theft of objects belonging to the sa#gha (cases 16, 23, 41a, 42 ; Vin III 59,35–

37 ; 61,12–16 ; 65,25ff., 32ff.), of objects the owner of which is unknown (cases 3, 
17 ; Vin III 56,27–32 ; 59,38ff.). 

27Theft of an object from one who bleaches robes, etc. (cases 1, 2 ; Vin III 56,10–

27) ; theft of an object owned by someone else, which the monk carries at that 
moment (case 5 ; Vin III 57,6–15). 

28Theft of an object lost by the owner (case 7 ; Vin III 58,1–10) or by the one 
who bleaches robes (case 32 ; Vin III 63,32ff.), or objects lost or left by thieves 
(21, 22, 36 ; Vin III 60,28–61,11 ; 64,25–32) or someone else (30, 31 ; Vin III 
63,16–31). 
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stolen from thieves who stole them from the owner before,29 are 
irrelevant. Some cases illustrate that special situations, as for instance a 
famine, are not counted as alleviating circumstances if a monk steals 
something eatable (cases 13, 35 ; Vin III 59,11–20 ; 64,18–24). Three cases 
indicate that theft may be accomplished even if one does not move the 
object to be stolen from its place,30 but only the object on which the 
object to be stolen is located (cases 15, 28 ; Vin III 59,31–34 ; 63,4–7). A 
few cases show speci"c types of theft, as (1) theft by exchanging a lot 
marker (case 9 ; Vin III 58,22–24), (2) arranged theft (case 34 ; Vin III 
64,8–17), and (3) smuggling objects over some boundary (case 26 ; 
Vin III 62,9–29). 
 The Vin¥tavatthu section gives the impression of having been com-
piled out of various lists, since the same topic with only slight dif-
ferences is dealt with in various places (i.e. cases 4 and 14 ; 7 and 32 ; 13 
and 35 ; 12 and 45 ; 15 and 28 ; 16 and 23 ; and 41a and 42 ; etc.). This 
corresponds to Huxley’s (1999 : 315) opinion, that the Vin¥tavatthus 
were compiled from several collections of various monasteries. 

 2.6 Comparison of the Three Sections 
Comparing the three sections we can see that “arranged theft” is 
described in the First Supplementary Section (case 29 ; Vin III 53,4–5) as 
well as in the Vin¥tavatthu (case 34 ; Vin III 64,8–17). Though the two 
cases agree with each other, the version in the Vin¥tavatthu is more 
detailed and contains an additional case, thus giving the impression of 
being more recent.  
 Passing an object over a boundary is described in the First Supple-
mentary Section (case 21 ; Vin III 52,5–13) and in the Vin¥tavatthu (case 
26 ; Vin III 62,9–29). But whereas the First Supplementary Section deals 
with a monk who himself intends to pass an object over a boundary, the 
Vin¥tavatthu has only cases where monks smuggle objects for other 

                                                             
29Theft of something taken away from the owner by someone else (case 29 ; 

Vin III 63,8–15). 
30Thus not accomplishing a p#r#jika offence according to the general rules. 
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people. Thus the Vin¥tavatthu case complements that in the First 
Supplementary Section. 
 As mentioned before, the Vin¥tavatthu does not contain any case of 
theft by incitement, whereas the two supplementary sections do. In the 
light of the facts mentioned before this may be taken as a further 
indication that the Vin¥tavatthu was compiled later than these two 
supplementary sections, because there was no necessity to deal with that 
settled subject any longer. 
 Thus we may assume that these three sections were handed down 
independently, and that probably the First Supplementary Section is the 
oldest of them, being complemented by the Second Supplementary 
Section and "nally by the Vin¥tavatthu. 

 2.7 The Casuistry (Vin III 54,14–55,20) 
The only systematic list of conditional clauses for theft is the list of the 
"ve constituent factors (a'ga)31 of theft which lead to a p#r#jika 
offence. Only if all "ve constituent factors are given and if the actus 
reus is accomplished is a p#r#jika offence committed (Table 4).32 
 In addition to this list we have a list of six, and a second list of "ve 
(Vin III 54,14–55,20). In the second list of "ve (Vin III 55,6–20) the "rst 
of the "ve constituent factors (“the object belongs to another”) has been 
replaced by “the object does not belong to another.” In that case only 
dukka"a offences arise, irrespective of the value of the object and 
irrespective of the proceeding of the actus reus. 
 Now, the list of six constituent factors (Vin III 54,31–55,5) has the 
same purpose as the "rst list of "ve (see Table 5). This is proven by the 
identical distribution of offences in all cases, the worst being a p#r#jika.  
                                                             
31This is how the commentaries name these "ve points. 
32The list of "ve is applied to three items in accordance with the three types of 

possible objects : (1) a valuable object worth more than "ve m#saka, (2) a 
non-valuable object worth one to "ve m#saka, and (3) a non-valuable object 
worth less than one m#saka ; and it gives the three possible offences for each 
item depending on how far the actus reus has proceeded : (1) touching, (2) 
shaking, and (3) moving from its place. 
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(1) The object belongs to another (parapariggahita%) 

(2) One thinks that the object belongs to another (parapariggahitasaññ¥) 
(3) The object is valuable33 (garuko parikkh#ro) 

(4) The object is worth more than "ve m#saka (pañcam#sako v# atireka-
pañcam#sako) 

(5) The intention to steal is present (theyyacitta% paccupa""hita%). 

Table 4. The list of "ve constituent factors for theft from the Vinaya 

Therefore the list of six seems to be a variant on the "rst list of "ve. If 
we examine the list of six, it becomes obvious that the "rst two constitu-
ent factors of the "rst list of "ve — (1) “the object belongs to another,” 
and (2) “one thinks that the object belongs to another” — are missing 
here. Though the "rst constituent factor is not listed, we can safely say 
that it must be presupposed in the list of six. This is proven by the fact 
that a p#r#jika offence arises when all six factors are given and the 
actus reus is accomplished. That, however, presupposes that the object 
belongs to another. For, if it did not belong to another, only dukka"a 
offences would be possible, as is clearly shown by the second list of "ve 
(Vin III 55,6–20). Therefore the difference between the list of "ve and 
the list of six from the view of content is reduced to the second 
constituent factor of the list of "ve (“one thinks that an object belongs to 
another”). The list of six has three constituent factors instead : (1) “one 
does not think that the object is one’s own” ; (2) “one does not take the 
object on a mutual agreement” ; (3) “one does not take the object 
temporarily”. The "rst of these, “one does not think that the object is 
one’s own”, clearly says the same as the constituent factor 2 of the list 
of "ve (“one thinks that the object belongs to another”) only formulated 
in the negative. Constituent factors 2 to 3 of the list of six clearly 
presuppose that a monk knows that the object belongs to someone else. 

                                                             
33The splitting up of (3) and (4) would not be necessary in the case of a valuable 

object. In the case of non-valuable objects, however, there are two categories 
depending on the value. Thus the division results from those categories. 
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All three situations if turned into the positive exempted a monk from the 
accusation of theft. This is illustrated by cases 10 and 20 of the Vin¥ta-
vatthu, where a monk mistakes something as his own, by cases 40 
(Vin III 65,19–24) and 42 (Vin III 65,32–37) of the Vin¥tavatthu which 
allow the temporary use of material of the community, and by case 19 
(Vin III 60,8–14) of the Vin¥tavatthu, where taking under the wrong 
impression of a mutual agreement frees one from theft. Besides, these 
exceptions are mentioned in the an#patti-formula (Vin III 55,21). In 
giving the negatives of these defences the list of six expresses the same 
as the constituent factor 2 of the "rst list of "ve, but it speci"es this 
constituent factor in excluding the possible exceptions.  
 

The list of $ve constituent factors The list of six constituent factors 
(1) The object belongs to another 

(parapariggahita%) 
                    —34 

(2) One thinks that the object belongs to 
another (parapariggahitasaññ¥) 

(1) One does not think that the object is 
one’s own (na sakasaññ¥) 

(2) One does not take the object on a 
mutual agreement (na viss#sag#h¥) 

(3) One does not take the object 
temporarily (na t#vak#lika% 

(3) The object is valuable (garuko 
parikkh#ro) 

(4) The object is valuable (garuko 
parikkh#ro) 

(4) The object is worth more than "ve 
m#saka (pañcam#sako v# atireka-
pañcam#sako) 

(5) The object is worth more than "ve 
m#saka (pañcam#sako v# atireka-
pañcam#sako) 

(5) The intention to steal is present 
(theyyacitta% paccupa""hita%) 

(6) The intention to steal is present 
(theyyacitta% paccupa""hita%) 

Table 5. The "rst list of "ve and the list of six constituent  
factors from the Casuistry of the second P!r!jika 

 Thus the list of six seems to be an attempt to specify the second 
constituent factor of the "rst list of "ve in the light of exceptions, which 
probably occurred only after the "rst list of "ve had been compiled. 
Since the exceptions listed in that part of the Casuistry are mentioned 
only in the an#patti-formula and in the Vin¥tavatthu, it may well be that 

                                                             
34Implicitly presupposed, but not explicitly stated. 
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the list of six was inserted into the Casuistry around the time of the 
formation of the an#patti-formula and the Vin¥tavatthu section. Never-
theless such a speci"cation was super&uous since the "fth constituent 
factor of the "rst list of "ve and the sixth constituent factor of the list of 
six require the presence of the intention to steal. Therefore, “taking 
erroneously”, “taking temporarily”, and “taking on a supposed mutual 
agreement” are already excluded by this constituent factor. Since 
furthermore the list of six presupposes the constituent factor 1 of the list 
of "ve without mentioning it, the attempt at a more speci"ed list of six 
constituent factors resulted in a rather weak product. The position of the 
commentaries regarding this Casuistry will be discussed below (§ 3.3). 

3. The Commentaries of the Fifth Century 
 3.1. The Twenty-$ve Types of Theft 
As the canonical material discussed so far shows, the Vinaya’s state-
ments on theft are not arranged according to some visible system, but 
rather consist in various lists, each systematized to a different degree, 
put side by side. Obviously the old commentaries lost today — setting 
aside the quotations in the commentaries from the "fth century onwards 
— also had problems in classifying this material ; at least the Samanta-
p!s!dik! says that the statements in the old A%%hakath!s were confused, 
and hard to understand.35 Thus the commentators of the "fth century 
and later had little help from the Vinaya and the old commentaries.  
 Nevertheless they present a system of twenty-"ve types of theft 
classi"ed in "ve groups with "ve items in each. 
 These "ve groups are : 

(1) The group of $ve concerning various objects (n!n!bha$%a-
pañcaka) 
(1.1) Should seize (#diyeyya) 
(1.2) Should take (hareyya) 
(1.3) Should take away (avahareyya) 

                                                             
35The regulation presented by all old commentaries was confused, disturbed, 

and could hardly be understood (Sp 303,18–19). 
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(1.4) Should cause [someone] to deviate from the path he is moving 
along (iriy#patha% vikopeyya) 

(1.5) Should move from its place ("h#n# c#veyya)  

(2) The group of $ve concerning a single object (ekabha$%apañcaka) 
(2.1) As in (1.1) 
(2.2) As in (1.2) 
(2.3) As in (1.3) 
(2.4) As in (1.4) 
(2.5) As in (1.5) 

(3) The group of $ve [beginning] “with one’s own hand” 
(s!hatthikapañcaka) 
(3.1) “With one’s own hand” (s#hatthika) 
(3.2) “Done by commanding someone else” (#$attika) 
(3.3) “Throwing out” (nissaggiya) 
(3.4) “Accomplishing a legal case” (atthas#dhaka) 
(3.5) “Giving up the legal claim” (dhuranikkhepa) 

(4) The group of $ve [beginning with] “acts preparatory to the main 
act” (pubbapayogapañcaka) 
(4.1) “Act preparative to the main act” (pubbapayoga) 
(4.2) “Act simultaneous with the main act” (sahapayoga) 
(4.3) “Taking away by an arrangement” (sa%vidh#vah#ra) 
(4.4) “Act of appointing the time” (sa'ketakamma) 
(4.5) “Act consisting in making a sign” (nimittakamma) 

(5) The group of $ve [beginning with] “taking away by theft” 
(theyy!vah!rapañcaka) 
(5.1) “Taking away by [simple] theft” (theyy#vah#ra) 
(5.2) “Taking away by force” (pasayh#vah#ra) 
(5.3) “Taking away by determination” (parikapp#vah#ra) 
(5.4) “Taking away by concealment” (pa"ichann#vah#ra) 
(5.5) “Taking away by changing lot markers” (kus#vah#ra) 

The names of these "ve groups and their items reveal that groups 3 to 5 
received their names from their respective "rst item, while in the case of 
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the "rst two groups no connection between the names of the groups and 
their items exists. Thus the system is composed of two units : unit one 
consisting of the "rst two groups, and unit two of groups 3 to 5. 
 As an examination of the de"nitions of all twenty-"ve types of theft 
indicates, there was no absolute necessity to construct "ve groups of 
"ve. The "rst and second groups describe exactly identical types of theft 
with the only difference that group one refers to “various [types] of 
objects” (n#n#bha$)aka) while group two refers to “one [type of] 
object” (ekabha$)aka). As Samantap!s!dik! and Ka#kh!vitara$¥ 
explain, the group of “various [types] of objects” comprises animate and 
inanimate objects, whereas “one [type of] object” refers to animate 
beings only. Later, these are de"ned as slaves and animals which have 
an owner. Since the "rst group also includes animate beings, no neces-
sity can be detected for the formation of the second group, except the 
wish to systematically cover n#n#- and eka-bha$)aka. Therefore one 
might suppose that these two groups — instead of one — were formed 
in order to have a smoothly constructed system of "ve by "ve. 
 Looking at the "ve items of the "rst two groups (for the following, 
see the table in Appendix I) it becomes obvious that the commentaries 
took the "rst "ve (out of six) synonyms given in the Word Analysis of 
the Vinaya for the word “should seize” (#diyeyya ; Vin III 46,35–36) as 
names of these items. For each of them they de"ned a certain type of 
action subsumed under the fact of theft. Thus “should seize” (#diyeyya) 
was understood as laying legal claim to someone else’s property ; 
“should take” (hareyya) as stealing another’s goods which one carried 
as a load already ; “should take away” (avahareyya) as rejection of 
giving back some property deposited before ; “should cause someone to 
deviate from the path he is moving along” (iriy#patha% vikopeyya) as 
stealing the goods together with the carrier ; and "nally, “should move 
from its place” ("h#n# c#veyya) as stealing property which stands on 
"rm ground. If we examine which of these types of acts are described in 
the Vinaya, we realize that eight cases described in the First Supple-
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mentary Section do agree with those "ve items of the "rst group, and six 
with those of the second group. 
 The third group, “the group of "ve [beginning] with one’s own 
hand” (s#hatthikapañcaka), comprises "ve types of means of theft : 

(3.1) stealing something with one’s own hand, 
(3.2) inciting someone else to steal, 
(3.3) throwing something out of a certain location, 
(3.4) settling a legal case, i.e. inciting someone else to steal at some 

time (variant to 3.2), and 
(3.5) the owner’s giving up his legal claim on his property. 

 Most types of theft are committed by the "rst two means, i.e. with 
one’s own hand (3.1) or by inciting someone (3.2). Giving up the legal 
claim (3.5) is an additional original means.36 But the two remaining 
groups (3.3 and 3.4) are only special forms of stealing with one’s own 
hand (3.1) and incitement (3.2). Thus they may have been listed in order 
to attain "ve items and because appropriate cases were described in the 
Vinaya.37  
 Some of the Vinaya cases are conformable to the items of group 
one/two and of three respectively. From them we can deduce from 
which viewpoint theft is considered in the respective groups. “Laying 
legal claim to someone else’s property” is the "rst item of group 
one/two (1.1). In group three we have as "fth item “giving up the legal 
claim” (dhuranikkhepa)  (3.5). From the way it is expressed it becomes 

                                                             
36Within this item a development can be observed, when the Samantap!s!dik! 

refers this case solely to giving up the legal claim to goods deposited before 
(Sp 304,20–21 ; Kkh 44,4–5), whereas the Ka#kh!vitara$¥ also refers it to real 
estates and to cases where temporary goods were not returned and no com-
pensation was given for them (Kkh 44,4–6). Interestingly the sub-commen-
taries try to explain that discrepancy between Ka#kh!vitara$¥ and Samanta-
p!s!dik! by declaring that the Sp only gave an example, and that the other 
things are to be included. 

37The Samantap!s!dik! relates the third case (3.3) to the sixth synonym for 
#diyeyya given in the Vinaya (Vin III 46,36 ; Sp 303,8–10 ; 304,5–9). 
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clear that group one/two describes the execution of theft from the 
viewpoint of the culprit (the monk lays claim to someone’s property) 
whereas group three describes the means of theft by which theft is 
accomplished — the owner gives up his rightful claim to his own 
property.  
 The meaning of the fourth and "fth groups is self-evident. Group 
four, “the group of "ve [beginning with] acts preparative to the main 
act” (pubbapayogapañcaka), comprises types of acts preparative to 
theft, which nevertheless constitute the fact of theft. These can precede 
the main act, but may also be nearly simultaneous. The "ve items are :  

(4.1) acts preparative to the main act, represented by incitement ; 
(4.2) acts simultaneous with the main act, represented by moving an 

object from its place or by shifting boundary pegs in the case of 
"elds, etc. ;38 

(4.3) taking away by an arrangement ; 
(4.4) act of appointing the time for theft ; and 
(4.5) making signs for stealing. 

Here again the "rst two items cover all cases, because each preparative 
act will precede the act or will be nearly simultaneous. Items three to 
"ve could have been subsumed also under the "rst item. But here too 
adequate cases were listed in the First Supplementary Section. 
 The last group (5), “the group of "ve [beginning with] taking away 
by [simple] theft” (theyy#vah#rapañcaka), lists the methods by which 
theft is executed : 

(5.1) simple theft, 
(5.2) theft by force, 
(5.3) theft in determining the objects or the place, 
(5.4) in hiding something, or 

                                                             
38This seems a bit strange, because moving something from its place generally 

represents the main act, not a preparative act. Perhaps this was listed because 
in some cases, preparative acts like shifting pegs resulted in the accomplish-
ment of the main act with the shifting of the last peg. 
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(5.5) in changing lot markers to get another share than the one 
determined for oneself. 

 Each type of theft falls under one of these methods of theft. The 
Vinaya itself does not contain examples for most of them. In fact, nearly 
all the Vinaya cases fall under the "rst item. Only one case from the 
Vin¥tavatthu conforms to the "fth, i.e. changing the lot marker (Vin III 
58,22–24 [P!r 2.7.9]). The Samantap!s!dik! relates the third item to the 
sixth synonym given by the Vinaya for #diyeyya (Vin III 46,36 ; Sp 
303,6–8 ; 304,5–9). 
 Summarizing, we can say that in the system of twenty-"ve types of 
theft ("ve by "ve) theft is looked at from four angles :  

1. Types of [main] acts constituting the fact of theft (groups 1 to 2). 
These are all possible main acts by which a person might steal 
some object. 

2. Types of means of theft by which theft is accomplished (group 
3). 

3. Types of preparative acts constituting the fact of theft (4). These 
are all possible preparative acts by which a person might steal 
some object. 

4. Methods of executing the acts which constitute the fact of theft 
(5). This refers to the mode in which theft is executed. 

Each type of theft that might occur within the Buddhist community thus 
has to be examined from these four viewpoints. 
 This list of twenty-"ve types, though ignored by most of the secular 
Burmese law books (dhammathats), came up in the Manugye dhamma-
that (eighteenth century) and was later on used to lend some authority to 
two non-classical lists. Thus, the twenty-"ve types of theft of the 
commentarial tradition of monastic law crept into Burmese secular 
law.39 

                                                             
39For their usage there, see Huxley 2006b : § 2b ; Okudaira 2006 : § III.1.(2). 
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 3.2 The Five Points (pañca &h!n!ni) 
The Samantap!s!dik! gives a further set of "ve points — handed down 
already in the early sources, i.e. some old commentaries — which have 
to be taken into consideration in examining theft (see Table 6). These 
are : 

(1) Object (vatthu) : determining the object as such ;40 
(2) Time (k#la) : determining the value of the stolen object at the 

time of theft (Sp 306,20–23).  
(3) Place (desa) : determining the value of the stolen object in the 

region where it was stolen (Sp 306,23ff.).  
(4) Value (aggha) : determining the value of the object as such 

(Sp 307,23–27) ; 
(5) Use (paribhoga) : determining the value of the stolen object 

diminished by usage.  

The Ka#kh!vitara$¥ reduces this list to three points, (1) time, (2) place 
and (3) increasing as well as decreasing value by use (Kkh 47,26–48,2).  
 
Samantap!s!dik! based on  

old sources 
Ka"kh!vitara%¥ 

(1) object (vatthu)                —41 
(2) time (k#la) (1) time 
(3) place (desa) (2) place  
(4) value (aggha) (3) increasing as well as decreasing 

value by use  
(5) use (paribhoga)  

Table 6. The "ve points (pañca "h#n#ni) in  
Samantap!s!dik! and Ka#kh!vitara$¥ 

                                                             
40If no charge is brought against the thief, though he declares that he has stolen 

it, one has to examine whether the object is owned or not. If it is owned, one 
has to examine whether the owner wants to keep it or not. If the owner does 
not want to keep it, the thief is not dealt with according to the p#r#jika offence 
(Sp 305,6–12).  

41Implicitly presupposed, but not explicitly stated. 
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In the version of the Kkh point one does not appear, but is implicitly 
presupposed, whereas points four and "ve are united. The sub-commen-
taries on the Samantap!s!dik! do not touch on this passage except for 
one or other word explanation. This is an indication that the system of 
"ve additional points was outdated, or better, transformed as early as the 
Ka#kh!vitara$¥ and that its application did not lead to any problems 
which the commentaries thought worth discussing. These "ve points 
reduced to three in the Ka#kh!vitara$¥ appear in Burmese secular law as 
the four mah#padesas, points four and "ve being united there.42 

 3.3 The Five Constituent Parts (a'ga) 
As mentioned in connection with the Casuistry of the second P!r!jika, 
the Vinaya hands down two lists, one with "ve, and one with six con-
stituent factors. As a statement of the Samantap!s!dik! shows, this 
Casuistry was not very well understood by the early commentaries. The 
Samantap!s!dik!, after having explained the dif"culties which the early 
commentaries had regarding the system of the twenty-"ve types of theft, 
proceeds with respect to the Casuistry (Sp 303,20–29) in the following 
way : 

For likewise the constituent parts (a'ga) of theft named [in the Vinaya] — 
in the manner “one who takes what is not given in $ve ways has 
[committed] a p!r!jika[-offence] : (1) [the object] is owned by another” 
(Vin III 54,14), etc., — which have been approved [by the early com-
mentaries], are indicated as one group of "ve in some places [of the early 
A%%hakath!s,43 and] as two groups of "ve in some [other] places [of the 
early A%%hakath!s, where the "rst list of "ve is considered] together with 
the [constituent parts] handed down by “in six ways” (i.e. the list of six ; 
Vin III 54,31).44 But these are not groups of "ve. For that is called a group 
of "ve where a theft is proven by each single word. But here, only one 

                                                             
42See for this Huxley 2006b : § 2c ; Okudaira 2006 : § II.4.(1).  
43Explanation of the '¥k!s. 
44i.e. some early A%%hakath!s obviously did only refer to the "rst list of "ve, 

whereas others took the "rst list of "ve and the list of six into account and 
regarded each of them as a group of "ve. 
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theft [is indicated] by all the words, and the meaning of all these groups of 
"ve, which are indicated as in fact being received there (i.e. in the 
Vinaya), is not explained. Thus, in this point all [early] A%%hakath!s have 
regulations which are confused, disturbed, and could hardly be under-
stood. 

The explanation of the Casuistry by the Samantap!s!dik! (Sp 370,24–
371,16) does not add anything regarding the development or the usage of 
the two lists in the Casuistry. But a further development of the list of 
"ve can be detected in the Ka#kh!vitara$¥, where the constituent facts 
(a'ga) for each rule are part of the classi"cation of the rule given at the 
end.45 The Ka#kh!vitara$¥ lists "ve a'gas for theft : 

(1) The object belongs to another human being. This formulation 
shows that the rules resulting from some stories in the Vin¥ta-
vatthu, i.e. the allowance to take things from animals (case 11) 
and from corpses (case 8), now have been taken into 
consideration. 

(2) One knows that the object belongs to another [human being], 
(3) it is a valuable object, 
(4) the intention to steal is present, 
(5) it is taken away by theft of one among the [twenty-"ve types] 

described (Kkh 48,6–8). 
 The Ka#kh!vitara$i clearly has developed the list of "ve constituent 
factors given in the Casuistry in the Vinaya by (a) specifying the "rst 
constituent factor, (b) uniting clauses three and four and (c) adding as 
the "fth the theft according to the twenty-"ve types described in Sp (see 
Table 7). 

                                                             
45The classi"cation in Sp does not contain the a'gas, at least not as systemati-

cally as Kkh. 
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List of $ve from the Casuistry 

of the Vinaya 
List of $ve constituent parts (a'ga) 

from the Ka"kh!vitara%¥ 
(1) The object belongs to 

another (parapari-
ggahita%) 

(1) The object belongs to another 
human being (aññassa 
manussaj#tikassa vasena 
parapariggahita%) 

(2) One thinks that the object 
belongs to another (para-
pariggahitasaññ¥) 

(2) One thinks that the object belongs 
to another [human being] (para-
pariggahitasaññit#) 

 
(3) The object is valuable 

(garuko parikkh#ro) 
(3) The object is valuable (garu-

parikkh#ro) 
 

(4) The object is worth more 
than "ve m#saka (pañca-
m#sako v# atirekapañca-
m#sako) 

 
                  — 

(5) The intention to steal is 
present (theyyacitta% 
paccupa""hita%) 

(4) The intention to steal [is present] 
(theyyacitta%) 

 (5) It is taken away by theft of one 
among the [twenty-"ve types] 
described (vuttappak#r#na% 
avah#r#nam vasena ava-
hara$a%) 

Table 7. List of "ve from the Vinaya and the list  
of "ve constituent parts from the Kkh 

4. Absorption of Offences 
As the Vinaya’s statements on theft of an object deposited in the earth 
(bhumma""ha), etc., indicate, there might be a number of activities 
preceding the actual theft. A monk who plans to steal some goods 
deposited in the earth might, for instance, badly need assistants, and/or 
tools to unearth the goods as, for example, some tool to cut the grass, 
the creepers, etc., or others to dig the soil. Furthermore he is forced to 
"rst dig the soil, pile it up, or throw it out of the hole in the earth. All 
such activities may accompany theft. The Vinaya clearly prescribes 
dukka"a offences in each and every case (Vin III 48,35–48,3).  
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 Now the Samantap!s!dik! describes these “preceding” or more 
precisely “accompanying actions” and the resulting offences in great 
detail, and thus makes plain that in preparing theft one could commit 
hundreds of smaller offences, mainly of the dukka"a type. I will illus-
trate this by the translation of a short excerpt from a passage of the 
Samantap!s!dik! which extends over several pages (Sp 310,8ff.) : 

A monk who, having learned [about some object to be stolen] ... 
develops the intention to steal ... gets up during the night [and] walks [to 
the place of theft] commits dukka"a [offences] with every movement of 
body and speech, even if he does not reach [the place of theft].... If he 
gets up in order to take away [the goods], he moves limb by limb ; in 
every single case [this] is in fact a dukka"a [offence. If] he puts the 
under and upper garments into order, a dukka"a [offence arises] with 
every movement of the hand. [If he thinks] that the treasure is large, that 
one person might not be able to take it away, and wishes to go to a 
friend, desiring [to win] him as an assistant, a dukka"a [offence arises] 
with every gesture of the feet and the hands. ... 

What results from this enumeration of examples is that a monk, even if 
he gives up theft during the “accompanying actions,” has already com-
mitted many dukka"a and p#cittiya offences. Now, if he wants to be of 
good standing (pakatatta) — which means that he is free from offences, 
and thus able to participate in legal proceedings of the community — he 
has to confess all offences committed by him. As one can easily imagine 
after what has been said before, the number of offences in the case of a 
more complex type of theft could amply accumulate. How could a monk 
be sure that he did not forget to confess one of his many offences ? 
 In fact, the early commentaries had already started to develop 
methods for solving this problem which are at least partly preserved in 
the Samantap!s!dik!.  
 The Samantap!s!dik! divides accompanying actions into actions 
which precede [theft], i.e. “earlier actions” (pubbapayoga), and “simul-
taneous actions”, i.e. actions simultaneous [with theft] (sahapayoga), 
see Table 8. Searching for assistants, searching for tools or preparing 
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them belong to the “earlier actions”; digging the soil, piling it up, etc.,46 
to the “simultaneous actions”. All offences resulting from “earlier 
actions” are valued as dukka"a or p#cittiya offences depending on the 
transgressed Vinaya rule. In the case of “simultaneous actions”, how-
ever, dukka"a and p#cittiya offences are valued as dukka"a offences 
only.47 For example, when a monk who wants to steal an animal kills 
that animal before he moves it from its place, then the act of killing — 
regularly a transgression of a p#cittiya rule — is counted as a dukka"a 
offence only, because this act of killing is an accompanying action to 
theft.48 All offences resulting from “earlier actions” accumulate, i.e. 
they are not absorbed. If a bhikkhu stops while still being involved in 
these “earlier actions” he therefore has to confess all offences.49 The  
 

                                                             
46In the case of the object in the earth (bhumma""ha) there are "ve “simul-

taneous actions” which lead to dukka"a offences : (1) cutting [plants at the 
place of theft] (chedana), (2) digging [the soil] (kha$ana), (3) piling up [the 
soil] (vy&hana), (4) throwing the soil out [of the hole in the earth] 
(uddhara$a), and (5) touching [the goods to be stolen] (#masana). Moving 
(phandana) the object also belongs to the simultaneous actions, but it results 
in a thullaccaya offence as stated in the Vinaya.  

47This results from all explications of the Sp and of the "¥k#s. See Sp 312,17–20 : 
ida% sahapayogadukka"a% n#ma.  ettha pana p#cittiyavatthu ca dukka"a-
vatthu ca dukka"a""h#ne yeva ti""hati.  kasm# ?  avah#rassa sahapayogatt# ti. 
“This is called a dukka"a offence on account of the simultaneous action. But 
here the object of a p#cittiya [offence] as well as the object of a dukka"a 
[offence] remain in the class of a dukka"a [offence] only. Why ? Because these 
are simultaneous with theft.“ Cf. Vin-vn-p% I 62,8–10 : idha, adinn#d#na-
sahitapayogatt# p#cittiyavatthumhi, itaratra ca dukka"am ev# ti ayam ettha 
viseso. “Here, in the case of a p#cittiya [offence resulting] from an [accom-
panying] act being simultaneous with taking what is not given (theft) and else-
where [i.e. in other similar cases] only a dukka"a [offence arises]. This is the 
difference here [to the preceding action].”  

48Sp 365,5–6 with Vjb 134,5–8, Sp-% II 155,3–5. 
49Sp 314,12–14 : sahapayoga% pana akatv# lajjidhamma% okkantena y# pubba-

payoge dukka"ap#cittiy# #pann#, sabb# t# desetabb#. “But not having com-
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Accompanying actions to theft 

Actions earlier [than theft] 
(pubbapayoga) 

Actions simultaneous [with theft] 
(sahapayoga) 

dukka"a and p#cittiya offences 
are counted as such 

dukka"a and p#cittiya offences both are 
valued as dukka"a offences 

All offences accumulate, i.e. 
are not absorbed as long as 
“earlier actions” are executed. 

All offences of one and the same simulta-
neous action accumulate. 

All offences are absorbed as 
soon as one starts with simul-
taneous actions 

All offences of one simultaneous action 
are absorbed as soon as one starts with 
another type of simultaneous action 

Table 8. The absorption of offences 

offences resulting from “earlier actions” are only absorbed as soon as 
the monk starts with a “simultaneous action”.50 Within the category of 
“simultaneous actions” the offences resulting from one and the same 
activity accumulate, and are only absorbed when one changes the type 
of “simultaneous action”. That means, when one "nishes digging the 
soil and starts to pile it up, then all offences resulting from digging are 
absorbed,51 if, on the other hand, one digs the soil, and in a next step 

                                                             
mitted a simultaneous action [a monk] "lled with shame (and thus stopping 
his theft) has to confess all dukka"a and p#cittiya [offences] which he 
committed with respect to earlier actions.”  

50Sp 314,10–12 : sahapayogato pa""h#y’ eva c’ ettha purim# purim# #patti pa"i-
ppassambhati. “And only from the simultaneous action onward is each earlier 
offence absorbed.”  

51Sp 314,16–19 : kha$ane bahuk#ni pi viy&hana%, viy&hane bahuk#ni pi 
uddhara$a%, uddhara$e bahuk#ni pi #masana%, #masane bahuk#ni pi 
phand#pana% patv# pa"ippassambhanti. “Many [offences committed] in 
digging [the earth] lapse when one arrives at the amassing [of the earth] ; all 
[offences committed in] amassing [the earth] lapse when one arrives at the 
throwing out [of earth] ; all [offences committed in] throwing out [of earth] 
lapse when one arrives at touching [the goods to be stolen] ; all [the offences 
committed in] touching [the goods to be stolen] lapse when one arrives at 
moving [the goods to be stolen].”  
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piles it up, then the offence arising from digging is immediately 
absorbed by the action of piling up. 
 The system of absorption described here seems to have originated in 
one of the early commentaries, i.e. in the Mah!-A%%hakath!.52 Another 
system of absorption is described in the Vinaya within the y#vatatiyaka-
rules,53 where the culprit has to be admonished three times before he 
becomes guilty with the third ineffective admonition. This type of 
absorption is different from the one described in the case of theft insofar 
as the offences arising from the "rst and second ineffective admonitions 
are only absorbed when the "nal offence arises with the last ineffective 
admonition. But the regulation in the y#vatatiyaka-rules seems to have 
served as a model for the absorption invented with respect to theft. At 
least it is mentioned as a pattern for the development of this method by 
the '¥k!s. 

Petra Kieffer-Pülz 

                                                             
52Sp-% II 135,8–9 ; Vin-vn-p% I 65,2–5. 
53They are enumerated in the Pariv!ra (Vin V 146,19–21) : from the Bhikkhu-

p!timokkha it is Suddhap!cittiya 68 and Sa#gh!disesa 10–13, from the 
Bhikkhun¥p!timokkha Suddhap!cittiya 36, Sa#gh!disesa 7–10 and P!r!jika 3. 
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Appendix I : The explanation of the twenty-$ve types of theft and 
the corresponding cases of the Vinaya  
 

Ka"kh!vitara%¥, Samantap!s!dik! Vinaya 

(1) The group of $ve concerning various objects (n!n!bha$%apañcaka) 

(1.1) should seize (#diyeyya) : to lay 
legal claim to something belonging 
to someone else (Kkh 43,1–3 = Sp 
302,22–25). 

Vin III 50,5–7.14.22.30 (P!r 
2.4.10, 11, 12, 13). 

(1.2) should take (hareyya) : stealing 
the goods of another which one 
carries as a load on the head (Kkh 
43,4–6 = Sp 302,25–28) 

Vin III 49,26–35 (P!r 2.4.9). 

(1.3) should take away (avahareyya) 
refers to cases where someone who 
deposited his goods and now asks 
to get them back is rejected by a 
bhikkhu with the words “I do not 
fetch them” (Kkh 43,7–10 = 
Sp 302,28–303,1). 

Vin III 51,36–52,4 (P!r 2.4.20). 

(1.4) should cause [someone] to deviate 
from the path he is moving along 
(iriy#patha% vikopeyya) refers to 
cases where a person who carries 
some goods with him is caused to 
leave its original path (Kkh 43,11–

13 = Sp 303,1–3). 

Vin III 51,30–32 (P!r 2.4.19). 

(1.5) should move from its place ("h#n# 
c#veyya) refers to stealing property 
standing on "rm ground 
(thala""ha% bha$)a%, Kkh 43,14–15 
= Sp 303,3–6). 

Vin III 48,20–24 (P!r 2.4.3). 
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(2) The group of $ve concerning a single object (ekabha$%apañcaka) 

(2.1) seizing (#diyana, as in 1.1) Every theft of creatures may 
belong to this section (Vin III 
52,14–35 [P!r 2.4.22–26]). 

(2.2) taking (hara$a, as in 1.2)                        ” 
(2.3) taking away (avahara$a, as in 

1.3) 
                       ” 

(2.4) should cause someone to deviate 
from the path he is moving along 
(iriy#pathavikopana, as in 1.4) 

                       ” 

(2.5) moving from its place ("h#na-
c#vana, as in 1.5)  

                       ” 

(3) The group of $ve [beginning] with one’s  
own hand (s!hatthikapañcaka) 

(3.1) “with one’s own hand” 
(s#hatthika) means with one’s own 
hand one takes away the goods of 
another (Kkh 43,21–22 = Sp 304,12) 

All cases in the Vinaya — except 
incitement — are cases in 
which theft is committed 
with one’s own hand. 

(3.2) “done by commanding someone 
else” (#$attika, Kkh 43,22–23 = 
Sp 304,12–13)  

Vin III 52,36–38 (P!r 2.4.27) ; 
53,19–54,13 (P!r 2.5.1–4). 

(3.3) “throwing out” (nissaggiya) 
means throwing outside, while 
standing inside of the customs 
frontier (Kkh 43,23–24  Sp 304,14–

16) 

Vin III 46,36 ; 52,5–13 (P!r 
2.4.21). 

(3.4) “accomplishing a legal case” 
(atthas#dhaka) means that one 
commands another to steal goods 
when he is able (the difference to 
3.2 is that the command and theft 
are not simultaneous ; Kkh 43,24–
44,4  Sp 304,16–20).  

Vin III 54,3–5 (P!r 2.5.3) 
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(3.5) “giving up the legal claim” 
(dhuranikkhepa) refers (a) to an 
owner who gives up his legal claim 
to his deposited goods as a conse-
quence of a bhikkhu’s claim to the 
respective object (Sp 304,20–21 ; 
Kkh 44,4–5), or to his property 
(Kkh 44,4) ; (b) to one who does 
not give compensations for tempor-
ary goods (Kkh 44,5–6). 

Vin III 50,5–7.14.22.30 ; 52,2 (P!r 
2.4.10, 11, 12, 13, 20). 

(4) “The group of $ve [beginning with] acts  
preparative to the main act” (pubbapayogapañcaka) 

(4.1) “act preparative to the main act” 
(pubbapayoga) refers to a com-
mand preceding the theft (Kkh 
44,8–9 = Sp 304,24–25).  

Vin III 52,36–38 (P!r 2.4.27) ; 
53,19–54,13 (P!r 2.5.1–4). 

(4.2) “act together with the main act” 
(sahapayoga) refers to (a) moving 
the object from its place (Kkh 44,9 
= Sp 304,25), (b) taking "elds, etc., 
in shifting the boundary pegs 
(Kkh 44,9–10). 

(a) nearly all types of theft ; (b) 
no example for this type of 
theft is to be found in the 
Vinaya. 

(4.3) “taking away by an arrangement” 
(sa%vidh#vah#ra) refers to cases, 
where several bhikkhus planned 
together to take away such-and-
such goods. When these goods are 
moved from their place by even 
one of them, it is theft for all of 
them (Kkh 44,10–13 ; Sp 304,26 only 
refers to the Vinaya). 

Vin III 53,4–5 (P!r 2.4.29). 

(4.4) “act of appointing the time” 
(sa'ketakamma) means having 
"xed a time for theft (Kkh 44,13–

17 ; Sp 304,26 only refers to the 
Vinaya).  

Vin III 53,6–11 (P!r 2.4.30). 
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(4.5) “act consisting in making a sign” 
(nimittakamma) refers to making a 
sign such as blinking with the eyes, 
etc. (Kkh 44,17–20 ; Sp 304,26 
only refers to the Vinaya). 

Vin III 53,12–18 (P!r 2.4.31). 

(5) “The group of $ve [beginning with] taking  
away by [simple] theft” (theyy!vah!rapañcaka) 

(5.1) “Taking away by [simple] theft” 
(theyy#vah#ra) refers to theft (a) 
by making a hole in a wall, etc., 
then taking away goods without 
being seen, or (2) by deceiving 
others by means of false weights 
and false coinage, etc. (Kkh 44,22–
25 ; Sp —). 

(a–b) no example in the Vinaya ; 
 

(5.2) “Taking away by force” 
(pasayh#vah#ra) refers to (a) 
overpowering others by application 
of force grasping their property, or 
(b) grasping more by application of 
force than the tax which is suitable 
for one (Kkh 44,25–45,3 ; Sp —). 

(a–b) no example in the Vinaya. 

(5.3) “Taking away by determination” 
(parikapp#vah#ra) means : the 
throwing outside, while standing 
inside the pre-determined place ; or 
grasping after the determination of 
goods or the place (Kkh 45,3–25 ; 
Sp —). 

Vin III 46,36, but no example in 
the Vinaya 

 

(5.4) “Taking away by concealment” 
(pa"ichann#vah#ra) taking away 
something by covering it (Kkh 
45,26–46,13 ; Sp —). 

No example in the Vinaya. 
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(5.5) “Taking away by changing lot 
markers” (kus#vah#ra) refers to 
theft by moving the lot-marker to 
another share (Kkh 46,14–47,3 ; Sp 
304,31–32 refers to the commentary 
in Sp 375,13ff.). 

Vin III 58,22–24 (P!r 2.7.9). 

 

Appendix II : Translation of the commentary on the second 
P!r!jika from Ka"kh!vitara%¥ 41,1–48,1154 

!41"  [2. The Commentary on the Second P!r!jika] 
[P!r!jika Two for monks : Whatever bhikkhu should seize from a 
village55 or from a wilderness56 what is not given in a way which is 
counted as theft,57 in such manner of taking what is not given that kings, 

                                                             
54This is an excerpt of the joint translation of the Ka#kh!vitara$¥ (still in 

progress), translated by K.R. Norman, revised by Petra Kieffer-Pülz and 
William Pruitt. 

  Numbers in pointed brackets ! "  refer to page numbers of the new Kkh 
edition ; numbers in square brackets [ ] refer to the page numbers of the old 
Kkh edition. The abbreviations follow those used in the CPD, Epilegomena.  

55g#ma represents any type of settlement. 
56arañña represents all areas outside of settlements, rivers, oceans, and natural 

lakes. Therefore our translation as “wilderness” does not give the whole sense 
of the word. This is also true for BD I 73 “jungle” or VinTexts I 4 “wood”. 
Where exactly the arañña begins is different depending on the rule and the 
respective de"nition of g#ma. 

57P!t 9 “in a way which is called theft” ; BD I 73 “by means of theft” ; VinTexts I 
4 “what men call ‘theft’”. Von Hinüber 1999 : 47, translates theyyasa'kh#ta% 
(Vin III 47,3–5 : yo ... adinna% theyyasa%kh#ta% #diyati) as “wer einen nicht 
gegebenen, als Diebsgut bezeichneten [Gegenstand] ... an sich nimmt” (“who 
pockets a not given [object], called stolen goods”). This would help with the 
problematic theyyasa'kh#ta% in various parallel references, but theyya is not 
known to us as being used in the meaning “Diebsgut” (= “das zu Stehlende”) 
anywhere. Cf. the explanation of Kkh 42,9–17 = Sp II 302,3–12 + Ps II 329,30–
30,2. 
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having arrested a robber, would beat or would bind or would expel him, 
[saying], “You are a robber, you are a fool, you are stupid, you are a 
thief,” the bhikkhu, seizing anything of such a nature that is not given, 
also is expelled [from the community],58 [incurs] the loss of communal 
life59 (P!t 8,9–14 = Vin III 46,16–20)].   
 In the second [rule] (i.e. P!r 2 M), herein “from a village or from a 
wilderness” (P!t 8,9) means : indeed each [village, one] consisting in a 
single hut, etc.,60 whether enclosed (parikkhitta) or not enclosed 
(aparikkhitta), whether [inhabited by] human beings (samanussa) or 
[uninhabited] by human beings61 or even every caravan which has 
settled for more than four months ; [each of these] is to be understood as 

                                                             
58Translated by “entailing defeat” in P!t (9,1.2 etc.) ; von Hinüber (1985 : 62) 

discusses the different derivations of p#r#jika (par# + passive of ji or par# + 
aj), and shows that p#r#jika is derived from the latter and thus to be translated 
as “was zur Vertreibung (aus dem Orden) gehört”. 

59asa%v#so ; P!t 9 “not in communion” ; BD II 42 “he is not in communion” ; 
VinTexts I, 4 : “he is no longer in communion” ; von Hinüber 1999 : 50 “wäre 
des Zusammenlebens verlustig”. 

60The “etc.” refers to the de"nition of g#ma in the Word Analysis on P!r 2 M, 
where “a village of one hut” up to “a village of four huts” are enumerated (Vin 
III 46,23–24). 

61Alternative : “[inhabited by] beings who are not human.” Both possibilities are 
considerated in Sp II 298,27–28 : amanusso n#ma yo sabbaso v# manuss#na% 
abh#vena yakkhapariggahabh&to yato v# manuss# kenaci k#ra$ena puna pi 
#gantuk#m# eva apakkant#. “[A village uninhabited] by human beings/ 
[inhabited by] beings who are not human (Vin III 46,24) means : whichever 
[village] has been totally taken possession of by demons by virtue of the total 
absence of human beings, or whichever [village] the human beings leave (or : 
which the human beings leave for any reason) indeed with the wish to return 
again for any reason.” Cf. Kkh-p% 35,26–36,7 ; Sp-% II 123,26–24,5, 125,12ff. ; Vjb 
124,20ff., Vmv I 170,2–5, 15–17. 
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a “village” (g#ma).62 Apart from a “village” and the “vicinity of a 
village” (g#m&pac#ra),63 the rest is called “wilderness” (arañña).64  
 There, in order to avoid confusion, this classi"cation should be 
known :  
 (1) a house (ghara),  
 (2) the vicinity of a house (ghar&pac#ra),  
 (3) a village (g#ma),  
 (4) the vicinity of a village (g#m&pac#ra).65  
 (1) For “house” (ghara) means [the space] inside the place where the 
water falls from the eaves of the roof.66 
 (2) Moreover, whatever water for washing bowls the women throw 
when standing at the door, [both] the falling place of that, and the falling 
place of a winnowing basket or a sweeping brush thrown outside in the 
usual way by women standing inside the house, and the enclosure made 
to prevent oxen entering, by joining the two corners in the front of the 
house, then "xing in the middle a gate with a wooden bolt, all of this 
indeed means “vicinity of a house” (ghar&pac#ra).67 
 (3) [The space] inside the falling place of a clod thrown in this way 
— as young men showing off their strength stretching forth their arm 

                                                             
62This whole passage repeats the de"nition of g#ma as given in Vin III 46,23–27, 

only the gonis#dinivi""ho pi g#mo is missing here. 
63BD I 74 “precincts of the village”. The de"nition of g#m&pac#ra is given 

Vin III 46,27–30.  
64Quotation from Vin III 46,30–31. 
65The explanations in Sp of what is and what is not a village are much more 

detailed. The categorization given in Kkh is traced back to the Mah!-
A%%hakath! by Sp II 299,25ff. and taken as the standard. The relevant passage of 
Sp has been dealt with in Kieffer-Pülz 1992 : B 13.3.1, and von Hinüber 1996 : 
107f. 

66For nibbakosa, see Kieffer-Pülz 1992 : B 7.2.2. 
67Cf. Sp II 299,25–300,4 ; for the de"nitions of Kurund¥ and Mah!paccar¥, see 

Sp II 299,21–23 ; The third method refers to the vicinity around the whole 
house, see Vjb 125,1f. ; Sp-% II 124,26–27 ; Vmv I 170,17–22. 
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throw a clod of earth — by a man of medium strength standing in such a 
vicinity [as described in (2)] of that house, which, moreover, is the 
outermost house [of a village],68 means “village” (g#ma). 
 (4) 69–[The space] inside the falling place of another clod of earth 
[thrown] from there (i.e. from the village)70 means “vicinity of a 
village” (g#m&pac#ra).–69 The place where the clod rolls after it has 
fallen is not to be taken into consideration. 
 (4.1) In the case of an enclosed village, however, only the enclosure 
(parikkhepa) constitutes the exact determination (pariccheda) of a 
village.71 If [such an enclosed village] has two thresholds,72 [the space] 
inside the falling of a clod [thrown by] someone standing by the 
innermost threshold means “vicinity of a village” (g#m&pac#ra).73 !42"  
For also in the Word Analysis [of the Vinaya] the meaning is to be 
understood only this way.74  
 (4.2) There, whatever vicinity is shown for a village which is not 
enclosed, by virtue of that the offence [against the rule] “entering a 
village at the wrong time” (P!c 85 M75), etc.,76 is to be determined.77 

                                                             
68See n. 60. 
69–69= Sp II 300,6–7. 
70But, see Vism 72,10–11, where the second clod is also thrown from the vicinity 

of a house. See Kieffer-Pülz 1992 : B 13.3.1, p. 317 and n. 550. 
71Cf. Sp 300,20–21. 
72indakh¥la, see DOP s.v. ; Kieffer-Pülz 1992 : 312f. 
73Cf. Sp 299,6–7. 
74Vin III 46,26–30 : g!m"pac!ro n#ma parikkhittassa g#massa indakh¥le "hitassa 

majjhimassa purisassa le))up#to, aparikkhittassa g#massa gharupac#re 
"hitassa majjhimassa purisassa le))up#to. (See BD I 74).  

75P!t 78,17–20 = Vin IV 166,11–12. 
76There exist many rules for which the exact de"nition of a village, etc., plays 

an important role ; for instance sa%vidh#nasikkh#pada% (P!c 27 M/Sgh 3 N), 
uyyojanasikkh#pada% (P!c 42 M/123 N), theyyasatthasikkh#pada% (P!c 66 
M), sa%vidh#nasikkh#pada% (P!c 67 M), kulad&sakasikkh#pada% (Sgh 13 
M/17 N), s#sa'kasikkh#pada% (Niss 29 M, P!% 4 M), and asa'kaccikasikkh#-
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Thus the remainder, apart from the village and the “vicinity of a 
village,” means “wilderness” in this rule (i.e. P!r 2 M).78  
 The [phrase] “from the village or from the wilderness” (P!t 8,9), 
however, is only a mere wider concept.”79 But whatever house, vicinity 
of a house, village, or vicinity of a village is spoken of in order to show 
their (i.e. the village’s and the wilderness’s) exact determination, there 
arises indeed an [offence entailing] expulsion for anyone taking away 
from there an [object that is] the subject matter of a p#r#jika [rule].80 
 Not given (adinna%, P!t 8,9) means : the property of another human 
being.81  
 82–What is counted83 as theft (theyyasa'kh#ta%, P!t 8,9–10) : herein 
[27] thief (thena) means robber (cora) ; the mental disposition of a thief 
                                                             

pada% (P!c 96 N). Kkh-n% (196,12–13 : vik!le g!mappavesan!d¥s" ti ettha #di-
saddena asa'kaccik#g#mappavesana% sa'ga$h#ti) in explaining #di refers to 
P!c 96 N. 

  The reason for this explicit statement in Kkh is that for Sgh 3 N another 
de"nition of g#ma and g#m&pac#ra is valid. 

77The de"nition of the g#m&pac#ra of a village that is not enclosed as given in 
the Vinaya is also valid for the rule P!c 85 M and others (e.g. P!c 96 N, see 
n. 76), mentioned only by #di. See also Sp II 300,31–301,2 : tato ghara% 
ghar&pacaro g#mo g#m&pac#ro ti esa vibh#go sa'k¥yati, asa'karato c’ ettha 
vinicchayo veditabbo, vik#le g#mappavesan#d¥su. “On account of that the 
classi"cation (1) house, (2) vicinity of a house (3) village [and] (4) vicinity of 
a village becomes confused. Here, however, the regulation (vinicchaya) has to 
be known without confusion for [the rule] ‘entering a village at the wrong 
time’ [P!c 85 M], etc.”  

78Cf. Sp II 301,8–11. For other de"nitions of arañña, see Sp II 301,11ff. 
79desan#matta% ; which means that other — not explicitly mentioned — 

objects, can also be subsumed under the respective term. In the present case 
ghara, ghar&pac#ra, g#ma, g#m&pac#ra, etc., are all subsumed under g#m#. 

80Kkh-n% 196,20 explains it by p#daggh#naka%, “[an object] worth one p#da”. 
81Cf. Sp II 301,24–28. 
82–82= Sp II 302,3–12. 
83Translated “called” in P!timokkha. 
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is theft (theyya) ; the [word theft (theyya)] is [another] designation for 
“thinking of taking away”. Sa'kh# (“counting”) and sa'kh#ta 
(“counted”) are one in meaning. The [words sa'kh# and sa'kh#ta are 
another] designation for “number/group”, as in [the phrase] “for, the 
group ‘diversi"cation’ has perception as its origin”.84 That “which is 
counted as theft” (theyyasa'kh#ta) : that part [of the thoughts which] is 
“theft”.85 The meaning is : that single group of thoughts counted as 
thoughts about theft. And this accusative [is used] in the sense of an 
instrumental ; therefore, as to the meaning [theyyasa'kh#ta%] is to be 
regarded as “by means of what is counted as theft” (theyyasa'kh#tena). 
And whoever takes up by means of what is counted as theft, since he 
has thoughts of theft, therefore to show only the meaning without taking 
the letter into consideration, the Word Analysis on it (= theyya-
sa'kh#ta%) is taught thus : “[one who] has thought[s] of theft, [one, 
who] has thought[s] of taking away.”86 [Thus] it is to be understood.–82 

 Should seize (#diyeyya, P!t 8,10) means : should take by virtue of one 
or other of the twenty-"ve [types of] taking away. But those [types of] 
taking away 87–are to be thoroughly examined putting together "ve 
groups of "ve. The "ve groups of "ve are :  
 (1) the group of "ve concerning various objects (n#n#bha$)a-

pañcaka),  
 (2) the group of "ve concerning a single object (ekabha$)a-

pañcaka),  
 (3) the group of "ve [beginning] with one’s own hand (s#hatthika-

pañcaka),  
 (4) the group of "ve [beginning with] “action preceding [the main 

action]” (pubbapayogapañcaka), and  

                                                             
84Sn 874d. 
85i.e. it is a kammadh#raya compound. 
86Vin III 46,34 (BD I 74). 
87–87= Sp II 303,31–304,1. 
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 (5) the group of "ve [beginning with] “taking away by [simple] 
theft” (theyy#vah#rapañcaka).–87 

 There, the "rst two groups of "ve (1–2) are to be understood by 
virtue of the words uttered in the Word Analysis on this very word (i.e. 
on #diyeyya)[, i.e.] 
 “(i) should seize (#diyeyya),  
 (ii) should take (hareyya),  
 (iii) should take away (avahareyya),  
 (iv) should cause [someone] to deviate from the path he is moving 
along (iriy#patha% vikopeyya),  
 (v) should move from [its] place ( "h#n# c#veyya).”88 
 There, (1) “the group of "ve concerning various objects” (n#n#-
bha$)akapañcaka) is to be regarded by virtue of animate (saviññ#$aka) 
and of inanimate (aviññ#$aka) [objects],89 
 (2) the other [group of "ve] (i.e. ekabha$)apañcaka)90 only by 
virtue of animate [objects]. !43"  
 How [is this] ?  
 (i) 91–“Should seize” (#diyeyya, Kkh 42,23) means : [if a bhikkhu] 
lays [legal] claim to a pleasure park, [he commits] an offence of wrong 
doing. [If] he creates doubt for the owner, [he commits] a grave offence. 
[If] the owner, thinking, “[This] will not be mine,” gives up [his legal] 
claim, [the bhikkhu commits] an offence entailing expulsion. 
 (ii) “Should take” (hareyya, Kkh 42,23) means : [if,] while taking the 
goods of another, he touches the load on his head with the thought of 
stealing [it, he commits an offence of] wrong doing. [If] he shakes it, 

                                                             
88Vin III 46,35–36 (BD III 74).  
89Cf. Sp II 302,20–21. 
90Since the "rst two were mentioned before, itara% must refer to the other of 

the two. This tallies with Sp II 302,20 ; Vin-vn-p% I 52,18–21. 
91-91= Sp II 302,22–303,6. 
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[he commits] a grave offence. [If] he puts it down on his shoulder,92 [he 
commits] an [offence entailing] expulsion.  
 (iii) “Should take away” (avahareyya, Kkh 42,23) means : [if,] being 
spoken to with the words, “Goods have been deposited [by me] ; give 
me [back] the goods,” [a bhikkhu] says “I do not take them,” [he 
commits an offence of] wrong doing. [If] he creates doubt for the 
owner, [he commits] a grave offence. [If] the owner, thinking, “This 
will not be mine” gives up [his legal] claim, [he commits] an [offence 
entailing] expulsion. 
 (iv) “Should cause [someone] to deviate from the path he is moving 
along” (iriy#patha% vikopeyya, Kkh 42,23) means : [If, thinking] “I will 
lead the one taking the goods with him,” he causes [the person with the 
goods] to pass [the original path by93] the "rst step, [he commits] a 
grave offence ; [if] he causes [the person with the goods] to pass [the 
original path by] the second step, [he commits] an [offence entailing] 
expulsion.94 
 (v) “Should move from [its] place” ("h#n# c#veyya, Kkh 42,23) 
means : [if] with the thought of stealing he touches property standing on 
["rm] ground, [he commits an offence of] wrong doing. [If] he shakes it, 
[he commits] a grave offence. [If] he moves it from its place, [he 
commits] an [offence entailing] expulsion.–91 
 Thus "rst of all “the group of "ve concerning various objects” 
(n#n#bha$)apañcaka) is to be understood.  

                                                             
92Since it is a load to be carried on the head, putting it down from the head is 

moving the goods from their place ( "h#n# c#veti), therewith the actus reus of 
a p#r#jika is accomplished. 

93Regularly in other instances of Par 2 M, the "rst and second steps refer to the 
passing of the boundary of that space within which the respective object can 
be touched, carried around, etc., without an offence being committed in this 
way (Sp II 303,6–10 ; 359,6–7). Here, however, the transgressing by one and 
two steps refers to the transgression of the original path.  

94Cf. Sp II 303,1–3. 
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 (2) “The group of "ve concerning a single object” (ekabha$)a-
pañcaka) is to be known by virtue of  
 (i) seizing (#diyana),  
 (ii) taking (hara$a),  
 (iii) taking away (avahara$a),  
 (iv) causing [someone] to deviate from the path he is moving along 
(iriy#pathavikopana),  
 (v) moving from [its] place ("h#nac#vana) by the means as described 
[above95] beginning with the laying legal claim96 to a slave or animal 
which has an owner.97  
 (3) What about “the group of "ve ‘[beginning] with one’s own 
hand’” ? (s#hatthikapañcaka) 
 (i) with one’s own hand (s#hatthika),  
 (ii) [done by] commanding [someone else] (#$attika),  
 (iii) throwing out (nissaggiya),  
 (iv) accomplishing a legal case (atthas#dhaka),  
 (v) giving up the legal claim (dhuranikkhepa).98 
 There (i) “with one’s own hand” (s#hatthika) means : with his own 
hand he takes away the goods of another.  
 (ii) “[Done by] commanding [someone else]” (#$attika) means : he 
commands another, “Take away the goods of so-and-so.”99  
 (iii) “Throwing out” (nissaggiya) means :100 throwing outside while 
standing inside the customs frontier or a [pre-]determined place.101  
                                                             
95This refers to the de"nition of the words #diyeyya, hareyya, etc., with respect 

to “the group of "ve concerning various objects” just given before (Kkh 43,1–

16). 
96abhiyoga takes up the verb abhiyuñjati (Kkh 43,1). 
97This shows that the object of this group of theft is an animate being only, as 

declared in the beginning (Kkh 42,25–26). Cf. Sp II 303,12–15. 
98This "ts P!r 2 M, but not the word dhuranikkhepa as used elsewhere, where it 

also means “burden, responsibility”. 
99Cf. Sp II 368,21–70,23. 
100The passage from (3) up to here corresponds to Sp II 304,10–16. 
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 (iv) 102–“Accomplishing a legal case”103 (atthas#dhaka)104 means :  
he commands another : “When you are able, then take away the goods of 
so-and-so.” There, !44"  if the other person, without obstacle (= un-
prevented), takes it away, for the one who gives the command it is an 
offence entailing expulsion at the very moment the command is  
given.–102 Or [28] [if] he places sandals, etc.,105 inevitably "t to 
absorb106 oil worth a p#da into an oil jar belonging to another, [he 

                                                             
101Sp II 304,14–16 ; cf. Sp II 358,24–61,4. 
102-102=  Sp II 304,16–19. 

103CPD s.v. attha-s#dhaka, “accomplishing one’s welfare, pro"table”, but with-
out references to the Vinaya literature. DOP does not list this compound. 
There are many possible meanings of attha ; our suggestion is “legal case” on 
account of the explanations of the commentaries : Vmv I 173,17–20 : kiriy#-
siddhito puretaram eva p#r#jik#pattisa'kh#ta% attha% s#dhet¥ ti attha-
s!dhako. atha v# attano vattam#nakkha$e avijjam#nam pi kiriy#siddhi-
sa'kh#ta% attha% avassa% #patti% s#dhet¥ ti pi atthas!dhako. “Quite before 
the completion of the activity one accomplishes a legal case counted as an 
offence entailing expulsion, [this is] accomplishing a legal case. Or, though 
at the moment, when one speaks, a legal case counted as a completed activity 
does not exist, one accomplishes inevitably an offence ; [this] also [is] 
accomplishing a legal case”. The "rst explanation is to be found in Kkh-n% 
200,20–21 = Sp-% II 128,30–29,1. 

104atthas#dhaka differs from #$attika insofar as the order to commit the theft is 
for the time after the command, whereas in the case of #$attika, command and 
theft are simultaneous (Kkh-n% 200,25–29 ; Sp-% II 128,16–20 ; Vmv I 174,1–3). 

105Kkh-n% 201,17 explains that duk&las#"aka (“a hempen cloth”), camma-
kkha$)a (“animal skins”), etc., are included in #di.  

106pivanaka (lit. "t to drink, can drink) ; so in most parallels (Sp-% II 129,3–4 : 
tela% avassa% pivanak#na% up#han#d¥ni ; Kkh-n% 201,20 : telapivanaka% 
bha$)a% ; Vin-vn-p% I 53,23 : p#dagghanakatelapivanakam up#han#dikiñci-
vatthu%). Vin-vn-p% has telapivan#raha% instead in another instance (I 70,23f. : 
telapivan#raha% duk&las#"akacammakha$)#dika% bha$)a%). This clearly 
shows that the commentaries understood pivanaka in this way. Compare also 
Sp II 319,21–24. 
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commits] an offence entailing expulsion in the mere act of releasing 
[them] from his hand.107  
 (v) “Giving up the legal claim” (dhuranikkhepa) should be 
understood by virtue of laying legal claim to a pleasure park or of goods 
which have been deposited.108 Exactly the same principle also applies to 
someone not giving compensations (bha$)adeyya) for temporary 
[goods].109 This is the group of "ve [beginning] “with one’s own hand”.  
 (4) What is “the group of "ve [beginning with] ‘action preceding 
[the main action]'” (pubbapayogapañcaka) ? It is  
 (i) action preceding [the main action] (pubbapayoga),  
 (ii) action together with [the main action] (sahapayoga),  
 (iii) taking away by an arrangement110 (sa%vidh#vah#ra),  
 (iv) act of appointing [the time]111 (sa'ketakamma),  
 (v) act [consisting in making] a sign (nimittakamma).  
 There, (i) “action preceding [the main action]” (pubbapayoga) is to 
be known by virtue of [there being] a command.112  

                                                             
107Cf. the exact parallel for the "rst part at Sp II 304,16–20 ; parallels for the later 

part at Sp II 319,3–7 and 319,21–24. 
108Sp II 304,20–21 only mentions upanikkhittabha$)a. Sp-% II 129,23–25, Vmv I 

174,4–6, Khuddas-n% 247,5–7 explain that the same principle applies to the case 
of laying legal claim on #r#mas (#r#m#bhiyuñjana), etc., and of not giving 
compensation for temporary goods (t#vak#likabha$)adeyy#na% ad#ne). 

109Sp II 350,17 t#vak#likagaha$e pi tath’ eva (with the preceding lines 14–17) 
shows that in this case also compensation has to be paid.  

110According to von Hinüber (1968 : 117, n. 1), in the passage dealt with by him 
(Vin IV 64,11f.), sa%vidahati is used in the sense of “(einseitig) eine Verabre-
dung festlegen” contrary to sa%keta- “gegenseitige Verabredung”. As the 
present case shows, this is not valid at the time of the commentaries, since 
here sa%vidhakamma describes a theft with a prior mutual arrangement, 
whereas sa%keta refers to an appointment of time. 

111asa%keta, CPD s.v. “without appointing (a place)”, see also von Hinüber 
1968 : 117, with n. 273. Sa%keta in the context of theft, however, always 
refers to appointing a time, as Sp II 367,23–368,14 shows. 

112= Sp II 304,24–25. 
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 (ii) And “action together with [the main action]” (sahapayoga) is to 
be known by virtue of moving [the object] from [its] place113 and by 
virtue of taking "elds, etc., in shifting the [boundary] pegs, etc.114 
 (iii) “Taking away by an arrangement” (sa%vidh#vah#ra), means : 
the taking away after having arranged ; after having consented : “We will 
take away such-and-such goods”. For, when they have gone [away] 
after having arranged [it] in this way, when these goods have been 
moved from [their] place by even one of them, it is taking away (i.e. 
theft) for all of them.115 
  (iv) “Act of appointing [the time]” (sa'ketakamma) means act of 
making aware (sañj#nana).116 For if, having "xed a time, such as the 
time of the morning meal, etc., the one spoken to [with the words :] “At 
such-and-such a time take away such-and-such goods”, takes [them] 
away neither after nor before (i.e. simultaneously with) the appointed 
time, for the one who appoints [the time] this is “taking away” at the 
very moment of appointing [the time].117 
  (v) “Act [consisting in making] a sign” (nimittakamma) means 
making a sign such as blinking with the eyes, etc., in order to produce 
awareness. For if the one spoken to [with the words] “Take it away” 
takes it away neither after nor before (i.e. simultaneously with) the 
making of the sign, for the one who makes the sign this is “taking away” 
at the very moment of making the sign.118 

                                                             
113This always is the main action in the case of theft. 
114This second possibility is not mentioned in the parallel in Sp II 304,25. 
115Sp II 304,26, refers to the Vinaya for this and the following two types of 

avah#ra. However, a detailed discussion is to be found in Sp II 366,8–67,22. 
116Cf. Sp II 367,23–24, where additionally k#laparicchedavasena saññ#$a-

kara$an ti attho (“the meaning is : making being aware by virtue of the exact 
determination of time”) is stated. 

117For a detailed discussion, see Sp II 367,23–68,14. 
118For a detailed discussion, see Sp II 368,15–20. 
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 This is “the group of "ve [beginning with] ‘action preceding [the 
main action]’” (pubbapayogapañcaka). 
 (5) 119–What is the “group of "ve [beginning with] ‘taking away by 
theft’” (theyy#vah#rapañcaka) ? They are  
 (i) taking away by [simple] theft (theyy#vah#ra),  
 (ii) taking away by force (pasayh#vah#ra),  
 (iii) taking away by [pre]determination (parikapp#vah#ra),  
 (iv) taking away by concealment (pa"ichann#vah#ra),  
 (v) taking away by [moving] a lot marker (kus#vah#ra).–119  
 There, (i) whoever, having made a hole in a wall, etc., takes away 
[goods] without being seen, or, having deceived [others] by means of 
false weights and false coinage, etc., grasps [goods], for him, grasping 
[the goods] in this way, the “taking away” is to be known as “taking 
away by [simple] theft” (theyy#vah#ra).120 
 (ii) But anyone who overpowers [others121] then by applying force 
grasps the property of others, !45"  like a village robber, etc., or who 
grasps more than the tax [which is] suitable for him, — exactly in the 
manner described122 — as king’s servants, etc., do, for him, grasping in 
this way, the “taking away” is to be known as “taking away by force” 
(pasayh#vah#ra).123  
 (iii) Grasping after [pre]determining, however, is called “taking 
away by [pre]determination” (parikapp#vah#ra). That is two-fold by 
virtue of goods and place.  
 There, this is “[pre]determination of goods” (bha$)aparikappa) : 
Someone who needs a piece of cloth, enters an inner room thinking, “If 
there is a piece of cloth I will grasp it. If [there is] thread I will not grasp 
[it].” In the darkness he grasps a sack. If there is a piece of cloth in it, 

                                                             
119 –119= Sp II 304,27–29. 
120Cf. Sp II 375,19–22. 
121Sp II 375,22 adds pare 
122i.e. by force ; see Sp II 375,26 : balakk#rena. 
123Cf. Sp II 375,22–28. 
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there is an offence entailing expulsion in the very act of picking it up 
(i.e. the sack with the cloth in it). If there is thread, [this] preserves [him 
from an offence]. If he takes it outside, opens it, knows, “It is thread,” 
carries it back again, [and] puts it [back, this] indeed preserves [him 
from an offence]. If he knows, “It is thread,” but thinks, “Whatever is 
received is to be grasped,” [and] goes away, he is to be treated 
according to the number of steps [he takes].124 If having put it on the 
ground he grasps it [again], there is an offence entailing expulsion in 
picking it up. If [he is] followed [by people] crying, “Robber, robber,” 
[and] having thrown it down he runs away, [that] preserves [him from 
an offence]. If the owners see it and grasp it, [that] indeed preserves 
[him from an offence]. If someone else grasps it, compensation [has to 
be paid]. If the owners turn back [i.e. stop following him], then he, who 
after having seen [the object] himself, grasps [it thinking,] “How much 
more is the object grasped by me with the perception125 [that it is a rag 
robe from a] dust heap126 my property now ;”127 even he [has to pay] 

                                                             
124padav#rena is used in Sp in instances where bhikkhus with the intention of 

stealing deliberately leave the space protected by a respective command. For 
instance, if a bhikkhu deviates from the allowed route and goes into the 
wilderness, which is not allowed (e.g Sp 323,22–23 ; 351,5, 28 ; 352,4, 13–14, etc.). 
From the point of content, the expression p#duddh#ra (“taking the feet off the 
ground” ; Kkh 157,21 ; Sp 334,22, 28 ; 376,19–20 ; 774,34–35 ; 775,2) seems to refer 
to the same matter. Possibly the two divergent expressions result from 
different texts, since padav#rena is used in the Kurund¥, one of the early 
commentaries belonging to the so-called S¥ha*a%%hakath! (Sp 351,5), and 
p#duddh#ra is used in the Mah!paccar¥, also one of the old commentaries (Sp 
376,19–20). Cf. the discussion of this expression of the Mah!paccar¥ in Vjb 
141,21ff. 

125saññ# in such constructions mostly implies that the impression is wrong. 
126pa%suk&la is allowed for bhikkhus, Vin I 280,35–37 ; 282,3–5. 
127What is meant is that the owners gave up the search, i.e. the object therefore 

does not have an owner. The bhikkhu now "nds the object on the street, i.e. it 
is a rag robe, which is allowed for him, so he thinks that taking this object 
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compensation indeed. There, whatever [pre]determination occurs such 
as “If there is a piece of cloth, I shall grasp it”, this is called “[pre]deter-
mination of property” (bha$)aparikappa). 
 “[Pre]determination of place” (ok#saparikappa), however, is to be 
understood thus : Someone [29] has entered someone else’s residence, 
etc. Seeing some desirable goods after making an assessment along the 
door of the inner room, the veranda, the entrance door of the lower 
[&oor of the] palace, the gateway, the foot of a tree, etc., he determines, 
“If they see me here inside, I shall give it back as though having grasped 
it from a desire to see it while [I was] wandering around ; if they do not 
see me, I shall take it.” For him, taking it there is “taking away” in the 
mere act of transgressing the [pre]determined assessment.128 Thus what-
ever [pre]determination occurred in just the manner spoken of, that is 
“[pre]determination of place” (ok#saparikappa). 
 Thus the taking away of one who grasps, having [pre]determined by 
virtue of both these [pre]determinations is to be known as “taking away 
by [pre]determination” (parikapp#vah#ra).129 
 (iv) Taking [something] away in covering it, however, is called 
“taking away by concealment” (pa"ichann#vah#ra). It is to be under-
stood thus : Whatever bhikkhu in gardens, etc., seeing a signet ring, etc., 
belonging to others who have taken it off and put it down, !46"  [think-
ing], “I will grasp it later,” covers it with dust or leaves, as long as he 
does not pick it up, for so long there is no “taking away” (avah#ra). But 
if the owners, searching for it and not having seen it, go off with the 
mere intention, “Tomorrow we shall "nd out,” then for him, [when] 
picking it up, there is “taking away” in the act of picking it up 
(uddh#re). One, however, grasping [it] at the very time of concealing 
                                                             

now, when it is a rag robe, makes it even more his property than before (i.e. 
when the owners had not given up their claim). 

128i.e. the range within which the bhikkhu will return the object he has taken is 
de"ned by him mentally depending on where he is, terrace, lower &oor of a 
palace, etc. 

129The whole section (iii) corresponds to Sp II 375,29–77,20. 
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[it], with the perception that it is his own, [thinking], “This is my 
property,” or with the perception that it is [a rag robe from] a dust heap, 
[thinking], “Now they have gone, these are goods thrown away,” [has to 
pay] compensation. Even if they, having come back on the second or 
third day, having searched and not having seen [it], go away having 
given up [their] legal claim, [and] it is grasped [by him, he has to pay] 
compensation indeed. For him being reprimanded afterwards [by some-
one] knowing [about it, but] not giving it back, there is “taking away” in 
the giving up of the legal claim by the owners. Why ? Because it was not 
seen by them because of his action. But whoever with the thought of 
stealing, not covering property of such a kind lying in such a place, [but] 
treading on it with his foot, pushing it into the mud or the sand, for him 
there is “taking away” in the mere act of pushing it in.130 
 (v) Now taking away by having moved the lot marker, however, is 
called “taking away by [moving the] lot marker” (kus#vah#ra). This too 
is to be understood thus : If any bhikkhu has dropped [on his share] a lot 
marker, made of bamboo or made of palm leaf, with [his] sign on it ; 
when robe material is being shared out, he, being desirous of taking the 
share of another, [which is] lying in the vicinity of his own share, 
[which is] less valuable, or more valuable [than his own], or of equal 
value, picks up the lot marker which had fallen on his own share 
because of his desire to drop it on the share of another, this preserves 
[him from an offence].131 First of all, when it has fallen132 on the share 
of another, he is preserved indeed [from an offence]. But if, when it has 
fallen there, he picks up the lot marker of the other one from that other 
one’s share, there is “taking away” in the mere act of picking it up.133  

                                                             
130Section (iv) corresponds to Sp II 377,21–78,8. 
131That means that up to this point of his preparations for theft, he is still 

without guilt. 
132Kkh reads p#tike ; w.r. for p#tite ? 
133The arrangement of actions is as follows : (1) the thief picks up his own lot 

marker from his own share ; (2) he drops it on the share of the other ; (3) he 
picks up the lot marker of the other from the other one’s share, and becomes 
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 If at the very "rst he picks up the lot marker of another from that 
other one’s share, in picking [it] up because of his desire to drop it on 
his own share [this] preserves [him from an offence] ; also in dropping 
it, [this] preserves [him from an offence]. !47"  [If] he picks up134 his 
own lot marker from his own share, however, [this] preserves [him from 
an offence] only in the act of picking it up. For one who, having picked 
it up, drops it on another’s share, there is “taking away” in the mere 
release from his hand.135 This is “taking away by [moving the] lot 
marker” (kus#vah#ra).136 
 Thus, the meaning has been made clear of what was said [above, i.e. 
(Kkh 42,18–19)] “‘should seize’ (#diyeyya) means : should take away by 
virtue of one or other of the twenty-"ve [types of] taking away“. 
 In such manner (yath#r&pe, P!t 8,10) means : of such a kind. 
 Of taking what is not given (adinn#d#ne, P!t 8,10) means : of taking 
the property belonging to another which is not given.  
 Kings (r#j#no, P!t 8,10) : this is said with reference only to 
Bimbis!ra. [30] Other [kings] whether they might or might not act like 
that are not authoritative. 
 Or would beat (haneyyu% v# P!t 8,11) means : they would strike with 
hands, etc., or they would cut with a weapon.  

                                                             
guilty in that very moment. Thus the fourth action, dropping the other one’s 
share on his own share, is not described any more. 

134uddharati. Kkh reads uddharato, Sp in the parallel passage reads uddharati. 
In the preceding sentences that have the same structure uddharati is used 
throughout (Kkh 46,19, 21, 22).  

135This is an example for the same type of theft, but the actions are arranged the 
other way round : (1) the thief takes the lot marker of the other person from the 
other one’s share ; (2) he drops it on his own share ; (3) he lifts his own lot 
marker from his share (up to this point no offence arises) ; (4) he drops his 
own lot marker on the other’s share. With the release of his own lot marker 
from his hand the monk becomes guilty. 

136Section (v) corresponds to Sp II 378,9–79,6. 
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 Or would bind (bandheyyu% v#, P!t 8,11) means : or they would bind 
with ropes and bonds, etc. 
 Or would expel (pabb#jeyyu% v#, P!t 8,11) means : or they would 
drive [him] off. 
 You are a robber, you are a fool, you are stupid, you are a thief 
(coro ’si, b#lo ’si, m&!ho ’si, theno ’si, P!t 8,11–12) : With such words 
they abuse [the guilty person]. In respect of the taking of what sort of 
things that are not given do kings act thus ? In respect of [the taking of] 
a p#da or something worth a p#da.137  
 The bhikkhu taking anything that is not given of such a nature 
(tath#r&pa% bhikkhu adinna% #diyam#no, P!t 8,12–13) means : a 
bhikkhu taking away, by one “taking away” (avah#ra) or another of the 
[twenty-"ve “types of] taking away” described [above],138 such goods, 
which are not given, as a p#da of an ancient kah#pa$a139 or worth a 
p#da, whether they are endowed with life or are lifeless, wherever they 
are placed, in the earth, etc.,140 he is expelled [from the community]. 
What need to talk about anything [worth] more than that ?   
 141[This rule] was prescribed at R!jagaha (= 1. provenance) con-
cerning Thera Dhaniya (= 2. individual) with respect to the subject 

                                                             
137This value is given in the akara$¥ya (Vin I 96,32–33) preceding the formu-

lation of P!r 2 M ; the Word Analysis of P!r 2 M, however, has m#saka 
(Vin III 47,3–5) as well as p#da (Vin III 47,14–15), and the introductory story 
to P!r 2 M explains that at that time in R!jagaha one p#da equalled "ve 
m#saka (Vin III 45,10–11). For a discussion of all this, see above § 2.1. 

138Kkh 42,18–47,3. 
139According to Sp II 308,28–29 the p#da is a quarter of a kah#pa$a (one 

kah#pa$a = four p#da), which following Kkh-n% 206,9–10, is the old kah#-
pa$a. According to the Vinaya de"nition one p#da = "ve m#saka (Vin III 
45,10–11), see n. 137. 

140This refers to the various places listed and described in the Vinaya, where the 
goods may be placed. 

141Here starts the classi"cation of P!r 2 M. The number and the name of the 
respective classi"cation category are given in round brackets. 
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matter (= 3. subject matter) of taking [goods] which had not been given, 
[i.e.] the king’s [pieces of] wood. This[, i.e.] “from a village or from a 
wilderness” (P!t 8,9 ; Kkh 41,7), is the supplementary prescription 
(anupaññatti) herein (i.e. in P!r 2 M). [The rule] is a prescription in 
common [for both bhikkhus and bhikkhun¥s] (s#dh#ra$apaññatti) (= 
4. prescription). It is connected with commanding [someone else] (= 
5. command ).142 An offence of wrong doing [arises] in respect of an 
action preceding [the main action] (pubbapayoga) beginning with 
going143 in order to take144 [goods]. In the case of touching, an offence 
of wrong doing [arises]. In shaking [something which is] the subject 
matter of an offence entailing expulsion, a grave offence [arises]. For 
[someone] taking [something not given], an offence of wrong doing 
[arises] for [something worth] a m#saka but less than a m#saka. In the 
case of [something worth] more than a m#saka or less than "ve 
m#sakas, a grave offence [arises]. In the case of "ve m#sakas or more 
than "ve m#sakas, an offence entailing expulsion [arises].145 Through-
out, !48"  the regulation is to be understood by the time of taking it, and 
by the region of taking it, and by the increase or decrease [in value] by 

                                                             
142i.e. an offence against this rule can be committed by commanding someone 

else to steal. 
143Sp II 310,3–314,25 describes in detail the various pubbapayoga and saha-

payoga in connection with theft. The activities mentioned are taken from the 
casuistry given in the Vinaya (Vin III 47,27ff.). Offences resulting from pubba-
payoga are dukka"a or p#cittiya offences depending on the rule which is 
violated by the respective pubbapayoga. “Going” with the intention to commit 
the theft belongs to the pubbapayoga, and is quali"ed as a dukka"a offence in 
the Vinaya (Vin III 47,37 ; 48,22.29.36 ; etc.). Sp II 310,8–11 explains that a 
bhikkhu going to steal goods, commits a dukka"a offence with each change of 
body and speech, even if he does not reach the place where the goods are 
placed. Cf. Sp II 311,27ff. 

144Kkh 47,22 reads kara$atth#ya (also the reading of Ee) without any vv.ll. Kkh 
Be, however, reads hara$atth#ya, which makes much more sense here. 

145See Vin III 52,15–20 with reference to water. 
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reason of use, of exchanging [the content] of a vessel, etc.146 (= 6. [sort 
of ] offence). There is no offence for one who thinks it is his own, in the 
case of taking on trust, in the case of a temporary thing, in the posses-
sion of a ghost (peta), in the possession of an animal, for one who 
thinks it is a [rag robe from a] dust heap, and for one who is insane, etc. 
(= 7. non-offence). [The offence against this rule] is a failure of virtuous 
conduct (s¥lavipatti) (= 8. failure). These are the "ve constituent parts 
(a'ga) herein : (i) it belongs to others referring to another human being, 
(ii) the awareness that it belongs to others, (iii) it is a valuable 
requisite,147 (iv) there is the intention of stealing, and (v) there is a 

                                                             
146Sp II 305,1–308,23 discusses the "ve conditions (pañca "h#n#ni), i.e. vatthu, 

k#la, desa, aggha, paribhoga, which are to be considered in estimating the 
value of a stolen object (see above, 3.2), the "fth being the “use” (paribhoga) 
diminishing the value of the goods which are stolen. Kkh lists only the terms 
k#la, desa, and parih¥na/aparih¥na, the last being speci"ed by paribhoga-
bh#janaparivattan#di ; paribhoga is clear, but the exact meaning of bh#jana 
and parivattana is not. Perhaps they form a compound, and pick up bh#jan’-
antaraparivattanen#pi (“also by exchanging the content of a vessel (?)”, Sp II 
308,14), which is listed as one of the means by which the value of an object 
decreases. Kkh-n% 206,23ff., explains that Kkh here gives the short version, and 
quotes the whole passage from Sp (II 305,1–308,23). 

147Vin I 305,10–13 differentiates between lahubha$)a lahuparikkh#ra and garu-
bha$)a garuparikkh#ra. Lahubha$)a lahuparikkh#ra are goods to be divided 
among the sa#gha present. Garubha$)a garuparikkh#ra, however, must not 
be given away or transferred and are indivisible (avissajjika, avebha'gika). 
They belong to the Sa#gha of the four directions of the past and future. Five 
garubha$)a not to be transferred (avissajjiy#ni) are listed in the Cullavagga 
(Vin II 170,23–35) : (1) #r#ma, #r#mavatthu, (2) vih#ra, vih#ravatthu, 
(3) mañca, p¥"ha, bhisi, bimbohana, (4) lohakumbh¥, lohabh#$aka, loha-
v#raka, lohaka"#ha, v#s¥, pharasu, ku"h#r¥, kudd#la, nikh#dana, (5) vall¥, 
ve!u, muñjababbaja, ti$a, mattik#, d#rubha$)a, mattik#bha$)a. The same "ve 
categories are also de"ned as avebha'giya (Vin II 171,32–38). To transfer one 
of these goods is to commit a grave offence (Vin II 170,25–26). 

  Sp explains that garubha$)a in connection with P!r 2 M describes goods 
worth "ve m#saka (Sp II 484,12–14). In the context of P!r 4 M, however, Sp 
refers to the Cullavagga passage cited above (Sp II 484,15–25). Here in the 
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“taking away” by virtue of the [twenty-"ve “types of] taking away” 
described [above]148 (= 9. constituent factor). The [offence against this 
rule has the] origin (= 10. sort of origin) of taking what is not given 
(adinn#d#nasamu""h#na%) ; [it originates in] activity (= 11. activity149), 
has acquittal because of [lacking] awareness (= 12. awareness), is 
[dependent on] intention (= 13. intention), [is] a fault according to 
common opinion (= 14. faults), [is a] bodily deed (= 15. deed), a verbal 
deed (= 15. deed), [is done with an] unwholesome thinking (= 
16. thinking), [and involves] three feelings (= 17. feelings).   
 The commentary on the second [rule] entailing expulsion is "nished. 

                                                             
classi"cation of P!r 2 M garubha$)a must have the meaning “goods worth 
"ve m#saka”, since only if this condition is ful"lled, do we have the third 
a'ga necessary for an offence against P!r 2 M. 

148See Kkh 42,18–47,3. 
149kiriya% ; Kkh 48,9 kiriy# with v.l. kiriya%. The latter is the better reading, 

since the classi"cation categories refer to the word sikkh#pada. 
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P!li Grammar and Grammarians 

from Buddhaghosa to Vajirabuddhi : 
A Survey 

I. Introduction 
§ 1. Since the publication of R.O. Franke’s study Geschichte und Kritik 
der einheimischen P!li-Grammatik und -Lexicographie (PGL) in 1902 
which constitutes the !rst and so far only attempt at writing an outline 
of the history and development of indigenous P"li grammars, little 
research has been carried out in this vast and largely unexplored !eld.1 
When Franke wrote his monograph he did not consider historically 
important grammars like Vajirabuddhi’s Mukhamattad#pan# (Mmd) 
mainly basing his study on Kacc"yana (Kacc) and Kacc"yanavutti 
(Kacc-v), R$pasiddhi (R$p), Moggall"na (Mogg), Moggall"navutti 
(Mogg-v), and fragments of Saddan#ti (Sadd), nor did he attempt a more 
thorough study of the literature he chose to focus upon. Thus the limited 
textual basis of Franke’s study sometimes made him draw conclusions 
which are no longer valid. Now that all important surviving grammars 
have been published, there is reason to make another attempt at writing 
a survey of the indigenous P"li grammars in a historical perspective  : 
!rst of all, Helmer Smith has published his monumental edition of 
Aggava%sa’s Saddan#ti which in many ways constitutes the culmination 
of centuries of indigenous P"li philology. Other historically important 
works like Kacc"yanasuttaniddesa (Kacc-nidd) and Moggall"napañcik" 
(Mogg-p) have also been published as well as a substantial number of 
minor grammatical works together with their commentaries.2 

                                                             
 1For studies in various aspects of the P"li grammatical tradition, see von 

Hinüber, 1987 ; Kahrs, 1992 ; Pind, 1989 ;“Studies in the P"li Grammarians I”, 
JPTS XIII : 33–81 ; Pind, 1990 ; Pind, 1992 ; Pind, 1995 ; Renou, 1957. This 
article is a revised version of one !rst published under the same title in Bukky" 
Kenky# (Buddhist Studies), 26 (1997), pp. 23–88. 

2For details, see CPD Epilegomena, 5. Philology (incomplete). 
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Consequently, the basis for evaluating the extant P"li grammars has 
been widened considerably : it is now possible to study the statements of 
the P"li grammarians in a more comprehensive historical context. This 
is especially important for a correct evaluation of their descriptive 
method : as a rule they would either formulate new rules or re-formulate 
the rules embodied in Kacc and Kacc-v so as to improve upon their 
grammatical description of the many phonological, morphological, and 
syntactical features of the P"li. This was done on the basis of a com-
prehensive collection of examples from canonical and post-canonical 
literature.3 Thus the study of the P"li grammars from a historical 
perspective is likely to shed light upon the transmission of the canonical 
and post-canonical literature. 

§ 2. A substantial part of post-Kacc"yana grammatical literature is no 
longer extant. Thus we are only informed about important works 
through grammars like Mmd (see IV.3.1), R$p, R$p-&, Mogg, Mogg-p, 
and Sadd which occasionally quote or discuss statements found in 
Mah"nirutti (Mah"-nir) (see IV.2.2), Niruttipi&aka (Nir-pi&) (see IV.2.4), 
C$'anirutti (C$'-nir) (see IV.2.5), Mañj$s" (Mañj) (see IV.2.6), Sa(gaha 
(Sgh) (see IV.2.7), Mah"sandhippakara)a (Mah"-s) (see IV.2.8), C$'a-
sandhi (C$'-s) (see IV.6.9), etc. Without these references it would have 
been impossible to form an idea of the history and development of P"li 
grammar. Direct as well as indirect evidence indicates that these works 
have exerted a great in*uence on subsequent P"li grammarians. Thus, 
for instance, Mañj affected the description of the k!raka system in R$p, 
which in turn was used by Aggava%sa who copied verbatim several of 
the relevant paragraphs from R$p.4 In those circumstances — there are 
many other examples — it is clear that the P"li grammars have to be 
studied from a historical perspective, otherwise the context of certain of 
their statements or discussions remains incomprehensible. 

                                                             
3See Pind 1995. 

 4See, e.g. Sadd 714,10 (with insigni!cant variations in formulation) = R$p 
92,19ff. 
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§ 3. In addition to main works like Kacc, Kacc-v, Mmd, R$p, Mogg, and 
Sadd, P"li grammarians mention or quote many other treatises. Thus, for 
instance, Kacc"yanasuttaniddesa (Kacc-nidd) — no doubt the most im-
portant source of information on grammatical literature in the !fteenth 
century A.D. — quotes as many as twenty-!ve grammatical treatises in 
addition to well-known works like Ny"sa (= Mmd), R$p, Sadd, and 
Mogg : 1. Akkharapadamañj$s",5 2. Akkharasam$ha,6 3. A&&hakath"-
atthad#pan#,7 4. Atthajotaka,8 5. Atthavinicchayava))an",9 6. Attha-
vy"khy"na,10 7. Atthava))an",11 8. Kacc"yananissayappakara)a,12 
9. K"rik",13 10. +#k"vy"khy",14 11. Therapotthaka,15 12. (Mah")-
                                                             
 5See Kacc-nidd 202,14–17 : Akkharapadamañj#s!yañ ca 
  ekâkhy!to padacayo siy! v!kya$ sak!rako 
  !me%&itan ti viññeyya$ dvattikkhattum ud'rita$ 
  bhaye kodhe pasa$s!ya$ turite kot#halacchare 
  h!se soke pas!de ca kare !me%&ita$ budho  
 ti vutta$ ; the second verse is quoted by Buddhaghosa from an unknown 

source in his cts. ; see Pind 1989 : 74–75 ; if the verse is part of the original 
work and not just quoted from the A&&hakath"s, the Akkharapadamañj$s" must 
antedate Buddhaghosa ; perhaps it is an old P"li ko,a. 

 6See Kacc-nidd 155,17. 

 7See Kacc-nidd 126,17 ; the subject matter of this work appears to be the case 
system of P"li ; it is related to the Sa(gaha (see IV.2.7) ; Kacc"yanas"ra&#k" 
mentions it together with Mmd (paramatthavinicchayo pana A((hakath!d'-
pan'to Ny!sato ca gahetabbo, 48,9–10) immediately after having quoted the 
relevant verses from Mañj (for which, see § 93) as a work dealing with the 
question of paramatthavinicchaya, presumably in the light of Mañj and the 
P"li A&&hakath"s which occasionally quote verses de!ning the nature of the 
Two Truths, on which, see O.H. Pind, “The P"li Verses on the Two Truths” 
(forthcoming). 

8See Kacc-nidd 210,20–21. 
9See Kacc-nidd 188,34. 
10See Kacc-nidd 25,11 and passim. 
11See Kacc-nidd 225,17–20. 
12See Kacc-nidd 187,15–20. 
13See Kacc-nidd 223,7. 
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Nirutti,16 13. Niruttijotaka,17 14. Niruttijotakava())an",18 15. Nirutti-
b#jâkhy"na (= B#jâkhy"na  ?),19 16. Ny"sa&#k",20 17. Ny"sapad#pa&#k",21 
18. Ny"sappad#pappakara)a,22 19. B"lâvat"ra,23 20. B#jâkhy",24 
21. B#jâkhy"na,25 22. Bhassak"r#,26 23. Mañj$s"&#k"27 24. Mukha-
mattas"ra,28 and 25. Sa(gahak"ra.29 

§ 4. Among these grammatical treatises, Gandhava%sa only mentions 
Atthavy"khy"na by C$'avajira and Mukhamattas"ra by Gu)as"gara.30 
However, the Pagan Inscription from 144231 A.D. mentions not only 
Atthavy"khy"na,32 Kacc"yananissaya,33 B"lâvat"ra,34 B#jâkhy",35 and 

                                                                                                                           
14See Kacc-nidd 222,26. 
15See Kacc-nidd 169,31–32. 
16See Kacc-nidd 223,17. 
17See Kacc-nidd 173,12. 
18See Kacc-nidd 177,8. 
19See Kacc-nidd 268,23. 
20See Kacc-nidd 103,27. 
21See Kacc-nidd 40,22. 
22See Kacc-nidd 29,30. 
23See Kacc-nidd 135,9. 
24See Kacc-nidd 177,27–28. 
25See Kacc-nidd 245,15. 
26See Kacc-nidd 222,23. 
27See Kacc-nidd 138,20. 
28See Kacc-nidd 85,28–30. 
29See Kacc-nidd 126,4–6. 
30See Gandhava%sa : 60, 70 and 63, 73. 
31List of works reproduced in M. Bode, P!li Literature of Burma : 102–107. 
32See list no. 225. 
33See list no. 183. 
34See list no. 143. 
35See list no. 178 : B'jakkhyam. 
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Mukhamattas"ra,36 but also other important P"li and Sanskrit gram-
mars.37 Especially Atthavy"khy"na must have been an important work, 
because Chapa&a either quotes from, or refers to it twenty-eight times in 
Kacc-nidd. Particular interest is also attached to B#jâkhy", from which 
Kacc-nidd cites a verse, which has been interpolated in Kacc-v (see § 64). 

§ 5. Faced with this overwhelming number of works and the regrettable 
fact that virtually no research has been carried out in this vast !eld, it is 
obvious that a selection has to be made in the context of a brief survey. 
Since there is no hope of understanding the history and development of 
P"li grammar without knowledge of the works that in one way or 
another shaped the tradition, it seems justi!ed in the present case to 
focus primarily, although brie*y, on those works that belong to the 
formative period of P"li grammar, that is to say, the period that stretches 
from the time of composition of Buddhaghosa’s A&&hakath"s through the 
complicated history of Kacc and Kacc-v to the completion of 
Vajirabuddhi’s Mmd, presumably in the tenth century A.D. The treat-
ment is not intended to be exhaustive.38 The main purpose has been to 
shed light upon important aspects of the early history and development 
of indigenous P"li grammars. 

II. Grammar in the P!li A""hakath!s 

 II.1. Grammatical Terminology of the A""hakath!s 
§ 6. Buddhaghosa (!fth century A.D.) occasionally focuses on points of 
grammar in Visuddhimagga and the A&&hakath"s in order to explain a 
syntactical problem, a particular construction, or the derivation of a 
particular word or the like. The interesting thing about these gram-
matical analyses is that certain of the technical terms Buddhaghosa uses 
are without parallel in Sanskrit grammar. It is possible to show, how-

                                                             
36See list no. 151. 
37See list nos. 138, 141–80, 210, 220, 226–27, 245, 273. 290. 
38The author is preparing a comprehensive history of P"li grammar to which 

interested readers are kindly referred when it is published. 
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ever, that in substance the analyses found in Visuddhimagga and the 
A&&hakath"s presuppose P")inian grammar. Consequently there is no 
reason to assume with R.O. Franke39 that these terms constitute the 
vocabulary of an old P"li grammatical system used by the compiler(s) of 
the A&&hakath"s.40 In fact, the rudimentary character of the vocabulary 
would seem to indicate that it was established for exegetical purposes, 
its nature being dictated by its relevance for the canonical exegesis and 
the wish to use a distinct P"li terminology for this purpose, rather than 
with the intention of establishing a comprehensive P"li grammatical 
system. 

§ 7. The grammatical vocabulary that is speci!c to the A&&hakath"s is 
limited to (a) a peculiar phonological terminology, (b) a remarkable case 
terminology, (c) a term denoting the syntactical category of adverb, (d) 
terms denoting the four parts of speech, (e.a, e.b) two sets of terms 
de!ning four types of nominals, and (f) terms denoting words, 
sentences, and syllables. 
 (a) Certain of the phonological terms differ from Sanskrit termin-
ology. They occur in a verse which is quoted and commented on at Sp 
1399,19ff.41 where the question of correct articulation of the P"li is dis-
cussed in the context of the kammav!c!. Among the individual technical 
terms sithila “unaspirated”, dhanita “aspirated”, niggah'ta “nasalized”, 
and vimutta “oral”, are without parallel in Sanskrit terminology  ; 
d'rgharassa “long and short”, garuka “heavy” and lahuka “short”, how-
ever, are common to P"li and Sanskrit grammar, whereas sambaddha 
“bound together” and vavatthita$ “separated” merely relate to the con-
nected or disjoint articulation of the words in a sentence. The term 

                                                             
39See PGL : 2 ; 20. 
40See Pind 1989 : 33ff. 
41sithila$ dhanita$ ca d'gharassa$ | garuka$ lahukañ ca niggah'ta$ | 

ambaddha$ vavatthita$ vimutta$ | dasadh! vyañjanabuddhiy! pabhedo ti (= 
Sv 177,1–4 = Mp II 289,17–20). For a study of this interesting passage, see von 
Hinüber, 1987. 
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niggah'ta, which denotes a nasalized vowel articulated by checking the 
organs of articulation (kara%!ni) and without opening the mouth 
(aviva(ena mukhena), has been adopted by Kacc and post-Kacc"yana 
grammarians as a technical term equivalent to Sanskrit anusv!ra. The 
grammarians, however, differ in their interpretation of niggah'ta. 
Vajirabuddhi, the author of Mmd, interprets the term as (sara$) niss!ya 
gayhati, i.e., grasped by means of a vowel.42 Buddhappiya propounds 
the same view, but in addition he reproduces the de!nition of the 
A&&hakath", quoting a verse at R$p 1043 which de!nes niggah'ta in such 
a way as to suggest that it is a versi!cation of the de!nition at Sp. In 
contrast to Vajirabuddhi he also refers to sithila, dhvanita and the other 
terms at R$p 1 (= Kacc 1),44 thus evidently interpreting the remarks at 
Kacc-v 1 about akkharavipatti, i.e., failure to articulate the letters 
correctly, in terms of the kammav!c!, which in the !nal analysis may 
have been the raison d’être of Kacc 1  ;45 moreover, he uses sithila and 
dhanita at R$p 11.46 Aggava%sa appears to be the !rst P"li grammarian 
who has integrated all the terms into his grammar.47 
                                                             
42See Mmd 17,3. 
43See R$p 4,26–27 : 
  kara%a$ niggahetv!na mukhenâviva(ena ya$. | 
  vuccate niggah'tan ti vutta$ bindu sarânuga$ || 
 Quoted Mogg-p 9,22–23 ; cf. Sp 1399,30–32 : niggah'tan ti ya$ kara%!ni 

niggahetv! avissjjetv! aviva(ena mukhena anun!sika$ katv! vattabba$.  
44See R$p 1,12 : sithiladhanitâdiakkharavipattiya$ hi atthassa dunnayat! hoti. 
45Kacc-nidd 8,5ff. quotes three verses that connect the articulation of niggah'ta 

with kammav!c! and ñatti : 
  padamajjhe padante v! pati((hita$ anuss!ra$ 
  ñattiya$ kammav!c!ya$ bha%e niggah'tanta$ v! 
  dutiy!do mak!ranta$ upajjhaggaha%âdisu 
  vagganta$ niggah'tan ti yath!raham ud'raye 
  sara%agamanad!ne niggah'ta$ mak!ranta$ 
  avaggesu )ak!rassa )âdayo n’ atthi s!sane. 
46R$p 5,5: ettha ca vagg!na$ dutiyacatutth! dhanit! ti pi vuccanti, itare sithil! ti. 

47See Sadd §§ 14–21. 
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 (b) The P"li A&&hakath"s use the following set of terms to denote the 
individual case forms :48 nom. paccatta, acc. upayoga, instr. kara%a, dat. 
sampad!na, abl. nissakka, gen. s!mi, loc. bhumma, voc. !lapana. The 
term !lapana is the only one that has canonical status : it is used in the 
Vinaya49 to denote the voc., and as such it has been adopted by the 
grammarians since Kacc, although they also use the term !manta%a (see 
§ 70) in the same sense. As for the remaining terms they consist mainly 
of terms that are either innovations based upon canonical P"li or terms 
derived from Sanskrit grammatical terminology. Thus the use of 
paccatta to denote the nom. is no doubt motivated by the semantics of 
P"li paccatta$ (Skt praty!tma$), evoking the idea of the nom. as 
denoting any given thing individually, i.e., its character as such, and 
thus roughly corresponding to the concept of li)ga. The term for the 
abl., nissakka, is a verbal noun derived from nis + -sak, “to move 
away” — evidently coined as a counterpart to Skt apad!na — and is 
only recorded in P"li as a grammatical term. However, the term 
expressing the loc., bhumma (n.) < Skt bhaumya or bh#mya, the case 
that relates to place, is recorded both as an adjective and a noun in the 
P"li canon.50 The remaining terms are related to Sanskrit terminology : 
kara%a (ts.) (cf. P") I 4 :42), sampad!na < Skt samprad!na (cf. P") I 
4 :32) ; the use of s!m' < Skt sv!min to denote the gen. has a counterpart 
in the discussion in Mah"-bh on P") II 3 :50, where the expression 
sv!mitva is used of the gen. relation rajña* puru+a*. It is dif!cult to 
determine what motivated the use of the term for the acc., namely, 
upayoga, which means “use, utility” and hence “thing used” denoting 
what is useful from the perspective of the agent. There is no clear 
parallel in contemporary Sanskrit grammar.51 According to Aggava%sa 
(Sadd § 632) the term ubb!hana is used in the s!sana to designate the 
                                                             
48For references, see the indexes in Sp VII, Spk III, and Mp V s.vv. 
49See Vin III 73,33. 
50See PED s.v. 
51For the use of upayoga in the sense of “use, utility”, see P") I 4 :29 and Mah"-

bh ad loc. ; for the use of upayoga in late sources, see K",ik" on P") I 4 5 :1. 
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partitive gen. or loc. (Skt nirdh!ra%a), but it has not been possible to 
trace it to any known A&&hakath" or ('k!. 
 (c) The origin and exact meaning of the term bh!vanapu$saka, 
which denotes the adverb, is obscure ; the most likely suggestion is that 
it denotes a term in the neuter (qualifying) an action (bh!va), alterna-
tively it might denote an action noun (bh!va) in the neuter. In the 
discussion at Sadd § 590, Aggava%sa observes that it is used in the 
s!sana, i.e., the A&&hakath"s, etc., as the equivalent of kiriy!visesana < 
Skt kriy!vi+e,ana denoting the adverb in Skt grammar. 
 (d) The A&&hakath"s divide the parts of speech (padavibh!ga) into 
four categories, namely, n!mapada, !khy!tapada, upasaggapada and 
nip!tapada. Most of them reproduce this division with minor variations 
in connection with the exegesis of the well-known canonical stereotype 
eva$ me suta$, etc. Thus Sv 26,9ff. (on D I 1,4) identi!es eva$ as a 
nip!tapada ; me, etc., as n!mapada ; pa(i (of the pp. pa(ipanno) as 
upasaggapada ; and hoti as !khy!tapada.52 There is reason to believe 
that this vocabulary belongs historically with the other terms. They 
occur in a similar classi!cation of the parts of speech in Mah"-bh,53 and 
may thus have been inspired by the Sanskrit grammatical tradition. 
 (e.a) This fourfold division of nominals is only found in Vism 209,29 
from which it was copied verbatim at Sp 122,19ff. The four types of 
nominals are 1. !vatthika, referring to a speci!c state (in the existence 
of an entity) (< Skt !vasthika ; cf. Buddhist Skt avasth!), e.g. vaccho, 
dammo, balivaddo ; 2. li)gika, referring to, based upon a characteristic 
mark (< Skt lai)gika), e.g. da%&', chatt', sikh' ; 3. nemittika, referring to, 
based upon an attribute (of a person) (< *naimittika, cf. P"li nimitta), 
e.g. tevijjo, cha-abhiñño ; 4. adhiccasamuppanna, spontaneous (= yad-
icchika, cf. Skt yad!cchika) like proper nouns, e.g. Siriva&&haka. The 
origin of this terminology is not known. It only occurs in a discussion of 
the word Bhagavat and therefore probably originated in an exegetical 
                                                             
52For similar analyses, see Ps I 3,1ff. ; Spk I 4,5ff. ; Mp I 4,4ff. 
53See Mah"-bh ad P") I 1 :1 (Pa,p!,!hnika) : I 3,17 ; Renou, Terminologie : 383 

s.v. !khy!ta. 
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context with the intention to establish a distinct P"li vocabulary for this 
particular purpose. It would seem to combine features from Sanskrit 
sources and canonical P"li. 
 (e.b) The same tendency comes through in the analogous division of 
names at As 390,29 quoted in Pa&is-a 306,23 . Moh 110,36. The terms are 
1. s!maññan!ma, a name given by general assent, e.g. Mah!sammato 
(cf. D III 93,11) ; 2. gu%an!ma, a name expressing an attribute, e.g. 
Bhagavat ; 3. kittin!ma, a name expressing honour, i.e., a proper noun 
given at the birth ceremony ; 4. opap!tikan!ma, original name, i.e., a 
name that is unalterably the same in time and space : purimakappe pi 
cando etarahi pi cando yeva, As 391,13. The term gu%an!ma is analo-
gous to na-imittikan!ma of the above list. However, except for the term 
opap!tikan!ma, which presumably imitates Skt autpattika, “original” 
— used, e.g. in M#m"%s" of the original relation (sambandha) between 
a word and its denotation54 — the remaining terms cannot be assigned 
to any known context. Although this peculiar terminology is hardly ever 
used, it seems to belong in the A&&hakath" tradition because it is also 
found at Spk I 95,7–8. 
 (f) Sp 223,22–24 quotes a passage presumably from the Mah"-
a&&hakath",55 which de!nes a rule of conduct (sikkh!pada) in terms of 
the collection of words (n!mak!ya), sentences ( padak!ya) and syllables 
(vyañjanak!ya) constituting it : vuttam pi c’ eta$ : “sikkh!padan (Vin 
III 21,16) ti yo tattha n!mak!yo, padak!yo, niruttik!yo, vyañjanak!yo 
ti”. The true meaning of this terminology was clearly not understood by 
S"riputta who interprets them at Sp-& II 33,23–25 as synonyms of n!ma 
with reference to Dhs § 1306.56 The terminology stems from Buddhist 
Skt literature and can be traced to Vaibh"/ika theories of language 

                                                             
54See Oberhammer, Terminologie 2 s.v. autpattikasambandha. 
55See Sp-& II 33,22–23 : yo tattha n!mak!yo padak!yo ti ida$ Mah!-a((ha-

kath!ya$ vuttan ti vadanti. 
56padaniruttibyañjan!ni n!mavevacan!n’ eva “n!ma$ n!makamma$ n!ma-

nirutt'” ti !d'su viya. 
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which Vasubandhu criticizes in Abhidharmako,abh"/ya.57 It is not clear 
why the term niruttik!ya (= n!mak!ya) has been inserted in the list.58 

 II.2. Grammatical Analysis in the A""hakath!s 
§ 8. The most interesting grammatical analyses found in the Visuddhi-
magga and the A&&hakath"s are based upon P")inian grammar. Their 
main interest is that they identify syntactical or other features of P"li 
with similar features of the Sanskrit bh!+! described by P")ini in the 
A/&âdhy"y#. In spite of the importance of these grammatical observa-
tions, the P"li grammarians were slow at absorbing them. Only some of 
the exegetical remarks about certain uses of the cases were incorporated 
into the literature (see IV.2.7). However, as the grammatical tradition 
developed, some of the analyses were adopted by the tradition. Thus, for 
instance, Buddhaghosa’s analysis of the syntactical constraints on the 
tense of the verb when constructed with the sentence complements atthi 
n!ma, katha$ hi n!ma, and yatra hi n!ma are only treated by 
Moggall"na and Aggava%sa (see § 13), and in both cases in a polemical 
context with special reference to its treatment in Buddhaghosa’s 
A&&hakath"s. 

§ 9. Other interesting discussions were not noticed by the grammarians. 
Thus, for instance, the analysis at Sp 211,3–559 of pit!maha as an adj. 
with elided taddhita suf!x (= pet!maha < Skt pait!maha) presupposing 
P") IV 3 74 + 77 : vidy!yonisa$bandhebhyo vuñ,60 was never adopted 
by the grammarians. Nor did the analysis of the commonly used particle 

                                                             
57See the debate with the Vaibh"/ikas recorded by Vasubhandhu at Abhid-k-bh 

II 47ff. ; see the translation by La Vallée Poussin, 1923–31, Vol. I : 238ff. 
58If, in fact, we are dealing with a quotation from the Mah"-a&&hakath", it sheds 

an interesting light on this allegedly Sinhalese A&&hakath" of the Mah"vih"ra. 
59pit!mahan ti taddhitalopa$ katv! veditabba$, pet!mahan ti v! p!(ho = Ps III 

299,25–26. 
60See Sp-& II 10,5–8 : taddhitalopa$ katv! veditabban ti … pit!mahato !gata$ 

pit!mahassa v! ida$ = pet!maha$.  
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tena hi (= vibhattipatir#pako nip!to) at Sp61 !nd its way into the 
description of the P"li particles at R$p and Sadd.62 The sophisticated 
grammatical analyses, e.g. at Sp 204,25–32 and Sp 480,26–81,663 
apparently also went unnoticed, as well as many other interesting 
grammatical observations.64 

§ 10. Buddhaghosa’s analysis at Vism 216,4ff. of a string of derivatives 
in ika occurring in the well-known canonical formula sv!kkh!to 
Bhagavat! dhammo sandi((hiko ak!liko ehipassiko opanayiko 
paccatta$ veditabbo viññ#h' ti65 is one of the few which has left its 
mark on the grammatical literature. The derivation sandi((hiy! jayat' ti 
sandi((hiko is based upon P") IV 4 :2 : tena d'vyate khanati jayati jitam ; 
the alternative derivation sandi((ha$ arahat' ti sandi((hiko is indebted to 
P") V 1 :63 : tad arhati ; this is also the case with the derivations ehi, 
passa ima$ dhamman ti eva$ pavatta$ ehipassavidhi$ arahat' ti 
ehipassiko and upanayana$ arahat' ti opanayiko, whereas the analysis 
of ak!lika presupposes P") V 1 :108 : prak!+(e (hañ. Of these derivations 
Buddhapiya and Moggall"na only quote those on sandi((hika and 
ehipassika at R$p 36066 and Mogg-v IV 29, respectively. Aggava%sa, 
on the other hand, quotes most of the analysis at Sadd § 764 (. Kacc 
352, 353).67  

                                                             
61See Sp-& II 211,16–17 ; Skt vibhaktisvarapratir#paka at Mah"-bh (ad P") VIII 3 

1) : vibhaktisvarapratir#pak!, ca nip!t! bhavanti. 
62See the nep!tikapada at R$p 88,20ff. ; Sadd 886,22ff. 
63See Pind 1989 : 54–56 ; 61–63. 
64For an overview, see Pind 1989 and 1990. 
65For a study of this formula, see H. Bechert, “A Metric ‘var)aka’ in the P"li 

Scriptures”, in Studies in Buddhism and Culture in Honour of Professor 
Dr. Egaku Mayeda on his Sixty-.fth Birthday : 751–58, Tokyo 1990. 

66R$p 151,23–24 : sa$di((ham arahat' ti sa$di((hiko, ehi pass! ti ima$ vidhi$ 
arahat' ti ehipassiko (i.e.) dhammo. 

67See Sadd 787,15ff. 
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§ 11. Moggall"na and Aggava%sa are also the !rst grammarians to have 
taken notice at Mogg IV 74 and Sadd § 783, respectively, of the deriva-
tion of kammaniya, kammañña. They rely presumably on the P"li ('k!s 
for their information, but the analysis itself presupposing P") IV 4 98 : 
tatra s!dhu is already found in As.68  

§ 12. As mentioned above Buddhaghosa describes the constraints of the 
complements atthi n!ma, katha$ hi n!ma, and yatra hi n!ma on the 
tense of the verb which almost invariably occurs in the P"li in the future 
tense, when constructed with them. He deals with (a) atthi n!ma + fut. 
in Sp (= Ps), and Mp, (b) katha$ hi n!ma + fut. in Sp, and (c) yatra hi 
n!ma + fut. in Sv, Ps, and Spk. 
 (a) Buddhaghosa claims in two slightly different analyses at Sp 
209,13–10,1 (= Ps III 297,14ff.) and Mp III 298,18–99,369 that the comple-
ment atthi n!ma is constructed with the future tense according to 
whether the meaning is that something is not likely to take place, or is 
not to be tolerated. The analysis presupposes P") III 3 (145+) 146 : ki$-
kil!styarthe+u l!(. 
 (b) Buddhaghosa states at Sp 288,12–1570 that the future is used in the 
sense of the past in a sentence introduced by katha$ hi n!ma. The 
analysis would seem to depend on P") III 3 143 (+ 142) : vibh!+! 
kathami li) ca.71 S"riputta’s commentary, however, shows that he 
identi!ed the source with P") III 3 144 : ki$v!tte li)l!(a$.72 

                                                             
68See As 151,7 : kammaññat! ti kammas!dhut! (so read). 
69On which, see Pind 1989 : 57–58 ; Pind 1992 : 150–53. 
70On which, see Pind 1989 : 58–60. 
71K",, for instance, allows on the interpretation of vibh!+! the construction 

katha$ n!ma + fut. in the commentary ad loc. : katha$ n!ma tatrabhav!n 
v!+ala$ y!jayi+yati. 

72See S"riputta ad loc. : saddasatthavid#hi ki$saddayoge an!gatavacanassa 
icchitatt! vutta$ “tassa lakkha%a$ saddasatthato pariyesitabban” ti (Sp-& Be 
1960 II 117,14–16). 
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 (c) Buddhaghosa addresses this complement twice in Sv, once each 
in Ps and Spk. In Sv 425,26ff. : yatra hi n!m! ti acchariyatthe nip!to … 
anussarissat' ti ida$ yatr! iti nip!tavasena an!gatavacana$, and Ps III 
327,16 : yatra hi n!ma vimhayatthe nip!to, he underlines that it is the 
construction with the particle yatra hi n!ma when expressing wonder 
that entails future tense of the verb, whereas Sv 569,15ff. : yatrasadda-
yuttatt! (so read) pan’ eta$ an!gatavasena vutta$ (cf. Sv-p& II 219,20–

22) and Spk I 209,4–5 : yatr! ti nip!tayogena pana an!gatavacana$ 
kata$, merely attribute the future to the particle yatra. These remarks 
can only allude to P") III 3 (+ 147 : yaccayatrayo*) 150 : citr'kara%e ca : 
“the af!xes denoted li) (= optative) are used in construction with yacca 
and yatra also when the implied sense is wonder”. In these  cases, the 
P"li invariably substitutes the future for Skt optative, but the syntactical 
constraint is the same. 

§ 13. Moggall"na de!nes the syntactical constraints of these con-
structions at Mogg VI 3 : n!me garah!-vimhayesu : “[the future occurs] 
in construction with the particle n!ma to express reproach or wonder”, 
quoting in the vutti the relevant examples from the canon.73 It is clearly 
written in opposition to Buddhaghosa because in the Pañjik! he 
criticizes him, claiming that it is only the presence of the particle n!ma 
as such that entails future.74 Aggava%sa in turn criticizes Moggall"na’s 
view in his own analysis of katha$ hi n!ma at Sadd § 893 on the 
grounds that it can be shown that n!ma in itself has no restrictive force 
(niyama) on the tense of the verb. He thus appears to defend 
Buddhaghosa on linguistic grounds.75 It is notable, however, that he 
does not deal with the other two complements. 

                                                             
73Mogg-v VI 3 quotes in the following order : (illustrating reproach) Vin III 

42,12–14 ; Vin III 16,5 ; (illustrating wonder) D II 130,33–131,3. 
74See Mogg-p 346,26 ; at 346,3–15 he quotes Sp 209,13–27 ad Vin III 16,5. 
75See Pind 1995 : 295–97. 
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III. Kacc!yana (Kacc) 
 III.1 Authorship of Kacc 
§ 14. Kacc undoubtedly represents the !rst attempt ever made at writing 
a P"li grammar.76 Its author, or rather compilator(s) (see § 17), is not 
known. The fact that the Sinhalese tradition claims that Kacc is 
composed by Buddha’s disciple Mah"kacc"yana is rather an indication 
of a fundamental uncertainty as regards its origin and authorship. This 
tradition can be traced back to the Apad"na-a&&hakath" (Ap-a), the only 
work among the A&&hakath"s and ('k!s which mentions and quotes 
Kacc.77 It is there claimed that Mah"kacc"yana “expounded the three 
treatises Kacc"yanappakara)a, Mah"nirutti-ppakara)a, and Netti-
ppakara)a in the midst of the Sa(gha”.78 It is not possible to determine 
when this tradition originated : it is taken for granted by Vajirabuddhi 
(tenth century A.D.), who quotes in Mmd a well-known canonical 

                                                             
76The only quotation from the grammar attributed to Bodhisattamah"thera at 

Padas"dhana&#k" 402,29–30 (Bhadanta-Bodhisattamah!thero “naravarava-
canôpak!r!ni catt!l's’ akkhar!n'” ti !ha), and the two quotations from the 
M"gadhisaddakalik" attributed to Sabbagu)âkara at Padas"dhana&#k" 396,1–8 
(vuttañ câcariya-Sabbagu%âkarena M!gadhikasaddakalik!ya$ “sutta$ vy!-
kara%am ussuttâbhidh!nenâdeyyatt!, suttam eva vy!kar%asar'ra$ sadda-
vippa(ipattiya$ pavatt! ya$ sutta$ vin! agathitapupphar!simhi viya 
atthâkhy!ne kar'yam!ne y!va sutta$ na dassita$, t!vad anupp!deya$ 
vacana$ bhavati, tasm! k!ra%! ti attho lakkhiyalakkha%!ni vy!kara%a$ añño 
ubhay!ni samudit!ni vy!kara%a$ n!m! ti Kacc!yano maññate iti”) and 
P"das"dhana&#k" 403,1–2 (Sabbagu%âkaramah!thero “siddhakkamâd!dayo 
va%%âkkhar! tit!lis!” ti !ha), do not suggest that they are pre-Kacc grammars 
as assumed by Franke, Geschichte und Kritik, p. 2. 

77Ap-a quotes Kacc 406 at Ap-a 102,16–24. 
78Ap-a 491,17–21 (ad Ap 531) : thero … puna satthu santikam eva !gato attano 

pubbapatthan!vasena Kacc!yana-ppakara%a$, Mah!nirutti-ppakara%a$, 
Netti-ppakara%an ti pakara%attaya$ sa)ghamajjhe by!k!si. In the study by 
James d’Alwis, An Introduction to Kachchâyana’s Grammar of the Pâli 
Language, Colombo 1863, the author cites a passage from Kacc"yanava))an" 
(Introduction : xxii) ascribing this passage to Mp-& where it is not found ; nor 
has it been possible to trace the passage to Kacc-va)). 
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statement concerning Kacc"yana in explanation of his authorship.79 A 
somewhat different account is found in Kacc-nidd according to which 
Kacc 1 : attho akkharasaññ!to was enunciated by the Buddha on 
hearing a bhikkhu mispronouncing udayabbaya$ as udakabaka$ ;80 it is 
subsequently put by Kacc"yana at the beginning of his grammar. The 
emphasis here is on the correctness of the pronunciation of P"li, and 
thus ultimately on sandhi, the subject matter of the !rst chapter. 

 III.2. The Title of Kacc 
§ 15. The question of the authorship of Kacc is not the only problem 
surrounding the grammar ; the title is also a major problem. In general 
the work is quoted by the grammarians as Kacc!yana. Vajirabuddhi 
claims in his discussion of the title that the grammar is called 
Kacc!yana (n.) because it is the work of Mah"kacc"yana, but then he 
adds that the grammar is also called Sandhikappa. He explains this by 
referring to a line of the introductory verse of the sandhi chapter : 
vakkh!mi … susandhikappa$ : “I shall set forth … the chapter on 
excellent sandhi.” The reason is, he claims, that the title of the !rst 
chapter has been transferred to the grammar as a whole. The correctness 
of Vajirabuddhi’s remarks is con!rmed by the fact that the phrase 
sandhikappo ni((hito is found at the end of mss,81 whereas the title 
Kacc"yana is conspicuously absent. It is not possible to decide whether 
originally the introductory verse was an integral part of the sandhi 
chapter or whether it was added later on. However, Vajirabuddhi’s 
remarks indicate that at least in the tradition they were considered to be 

                                                             
79See A I 23,16–28 : etadagga$ … mama s!vak!na$ bhikkh#na$ sa$khittena 

bh!sitassa vitth!rena attha$ vibhajant!na$ yadida$ Mah!kacc!yano. 
80For the cpd, see Dhp 113, 374 ; for the narrative, see Kacc-nidd 3,24ff. ; this 

narrative offers a striking parallel to the story that is narrated in the Vinaya of 
the M$lasarv"stiv"din about a certain monk mispronouncing the cpd udaya-
vyaya$ at Dhp 113 as udakabaka$ ; for a discussion of the M$lasarv"stiv"din 
story, see GDhp, Introduction : 45ff. 

81See Senart’s ed. of Kacc and Kacc-v 338 : sandhikappo ni((hito. 
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Kacc"yana’s own, otherwise it is dif!cult to explain why the work as a 
whole came to be known as Sandhikappa. 

 III.3. The Date of Kacc 
§ 16. It is impossible to date Kacc with any degree of certainty, !rst of 
all because there is hardly any internal evidence that would give a clue 
as to when the work was compiled. Since the rule at Kacc 69 : !dito ca o 
stating that after !di o is substituted for the locative morpheme smi$, 
only seems to apply to post-Buddhaghosa P"li,82 this rule must have 
been composed at a time when this Sanskritism,83 which is recorded in 
the Vin-vn,84 had been well established, presumably in the sixth–
seventh centuries A.D. If it is true that Kacc presupposes the K",ik" 
(seventh century A.D.) (see § 28) it may have been composed in the 
eighth century A.D. This assumption would not seem to leave suf!cient 
time for the comprehensive commentarial literature, namely, Kacc-v, 
Mah"-nir, Sudatta-nir, Nir-pi&, C$'-nir, and Mañj, to develop between 
the eighth and the tenth–eleventh century A.D., which is the approximate 
date of Mmd (see § 108). Since Kacc-v sometimes misinterprets Kacc 
(see § 52) it is reasonable to assume that it was composed at a time when 
the purport of certain rules was no longer clearly understood. Moreover 
Kacc-v presupposes the K",ik" and thus presumably belongs to the 
eighth century A.D. (see § 49 below). Consequently it is more likely that 
the approximate date of Kacc is the seventh century A.D.  

 III.4. Composition of Kacc 
§ 17. According to the account of Mmd, Kacc comprises four treatises 
(pakara%!ni) : 1. sandhippakara%a, 2. n!mappakara%a, 3. !khy!ta-
ppakara%a, 4. kibbidh!nappakara%a, divided into twenty-three sections 
(paricched!) : !ve sandhiparicched!, eight n!maparicched!, four 
!khy!taparicched!, six kibbidh!naparicched!.85 The division of the 
                                                             
82See CPD s.v. !do. 
83See von Hinüber, 1986, § 327. 
84See CPD s.v. "do. 
85Mmd 5,22–24. 
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standard text differs slightly : it consists of four main chapters (kappa = 
pakara%a), some of which are subdivided into sections and sub-
chapters. Thus the n!makappa is divided into !ve sections (ka%&a) and 
three sub-chapters : k!rakakappa, sam!sakappa, and taddhitakappa.86 
This is also the case with the chapter on verbal derivatives, the 
kibbidh!nakappa, of which the !nal section is called u%!dikappa. Mmd 
apparently presupposes the same division.87 We must assume that this 
division re*ects the history of transmission of Kacc. At the time when 
Dhammasen"pati composed his K"rik" it was customary to divide Kacc 
into eight chapters as appears from K"rik" 49 : sandhin!mañ ca 
k!raka$, sam!sataddhitâkhy!takitakañ ca u)!dika$. 
§ 18. Assuming that the verse introducing the !rst chapter of Kacc is an 
integral part of it, the grammar as a whole is marked by a conspicuous 
lack of compositional coherence. Thus the second chapter (n!makappa) 
has no introductory verse. This contrasts with chapters three (!khy!ta-
kappa) and four (kibbidh!nakappa), which are introduced by verses in 
different metres in the standard version of Kacc. Of these verses, 
Vajirabuddhi only knows those introducing chapter four : the prefatory 
verses of chapter three have been added later on.88 Unlike the other 
chapters, chapter three concludes with a verse in which the anonymous 
writer asks the learned readers to judge his attempt at making a short 
exposition of the verb for the sake of the (Buddha’s) teaching ;89 the 

                                                             
86See, e.g. iti n!makappe k!rakakappo cha((ho ka%&o, Kacc 317 at Mmd 260,9 ; 

(Ee reads iti k!rakakappe (sic) cha((ho ka%&o).  
87See Mmd 265,39–40 : samatto Mukhamattad'paniya$ k!rakakappo cha((ho 

paricchedo. 
88Kacc-va)) 297,31–32 : im! g!th! hi Ny!sa-R#pasiddhisu ava%%itt! pacch!-

pa%&itehi (hapit! ti vadanti ; the interpolation must have taken place before the 
time of Chapa&a (!fteenth century A.D.) since he quotes them at Kacc-nidd 
200,4. 

89    s!sanattha$ samuddi((ha$ mayâkhy!ta$ sam!sato || 
    sakabuddhivisesena cintayantu vicakkha%! || 
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verse is quoted and explained in Mmd.90 Such haphazard composition 
would indicate that Kacc is a compilation by various hands.91 

 III.5. The Number of Suttas of Kacc 
§ 19. There is considerable uncertainty about the actual number of suttas 
constituting Kacc. Vajirabuddhi claims that Kacc consists of 710 suttas : 
sutt!ni … dasâdhik!ni sattasat!ni honti.92 He quotes and explains 708, 
of which he considers 34 to be interpolations. According to this account, 
674 suttas are supposedly genuine. He relates that “stupid persons93 
whose minds are confused by abridgements have interpolated some 
suttas here from Sudattakisivanirutti (see IV.2.3) and Mah"nirutti (see 
IV.2.2), thinking that this sutta (i.e. Kacc 317) is de!cient”. And he adds 
that “they do not appear in an absolutely clean copy of the original 
book”.94 In the light of this information it is somewhat surprising that he 
incorporates interpolations in his account. Thirty-three suttas are inter-
polated in the k!raka section : three between Kacc 285 and 286, 287 and 
288, and 301 and 302 ; twenty-nine between Kacc 317 and 318 ; one 
between Kacc 320 and 321 (see § 68). Vajirabuddhi also considers Kacc 
245 to be an interpolation.95 
§ 20. The standard text of Kacc upon which Kacc-v comments com-
prises 675 suttas in the Sinhalese and Siamese versions, and 673 in the 
Burmese version which omits Kacc 244–45 from the n!makappa.96 This 
                                                             
90Mmd 407,18–19. 
91It is, of course, possible that the verses were added later on ; but in that case it 

is dif!cult to understand why it was not done systematically. The unsystem-
atic way in which they are added seems to indicate that Kacc is a compilation.  

92See Mmd 5,28–29. 
93Namely, the interpolators (suttapakkhepaka), see e.g. Mmd 264,34, 265,10. 
94Mmd 243,20–23 : eva$ hi s#yate sa)khepôpajanitavibbhantabuddh'hi mandehi 
#nam idan ti maññam!nehi Sudattakisivanirutti-Mah!niruttito k!nici sutt!ni 
idha pakkhitt!n' ti. na ca t!ni suparisuddhe purimapotthake sandissant' ti. 

95See Mmd 197,38–39 : na … eso purimap!(ho. 
96Probably in*uenced by Vajirabuddhi, who considers Kacc 244 to be 

unauthentic ; see n. 83. 
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deviation from the other versions is no doubt re*ected in Dhamma-
sen"pati’s account according to which there are 51 suttas in the sandhi 
chap., 218 in the n!ma chap., 35 in the k!raka chap., 28 in the sam!sa 
chap., 62 in the taddhita chap., 118 in the !khy!ta chap., 100 in the kit 
chap., and 50 in the u%!di chap.,97 in all 672 suttas. Three suttas are 
missing from the n!makappa, which comprises 221 suttas in the 
Sinhalese version. No doubt Kacc 244–45 had already been omitted in 
those days, presumably on the basis of Vajirabuddhi’s remark about 
Kacc 244. We are left to speculate, however, about the identity of the 
third missing sutta. 

 III.6. Variant Readings of Kacc 
§ 21. There are hardly any recorded variants of individual suttas. The 
readings that Mmd presupposes differ only in a few cases from the 
standard text of Kacc, e.g. Kacc 356 reads : sam#hatthe ka%-%!. Mmd 
and Kacc-nidd, however, presuppose the reading sam#hatthe ka%-%! 
ca.98 Mmd and the Burmese version omit ca at Kacc 436. R$p, on the 
other hand, reads ca.99 In fact, the often illogical use of the conjunction 
ca is a major problem for the interpretation of Kacc. One cannot exclude 
the possibility that some of the problems arise from a badly transmitted 
version of the original. In the case of Kacc 501 the original reading 
d!ssa dajja$ which has survived in some manuscripts and editions100 
was changed so as to conform to Kacc-v which reads an optional v! into 

                                                             
97Dhammasen"pati : (suttaga%anavinicchaya) 50–52 : sandhimhi ekapaññ!sa$ | 

n!mamhi dvisata$ bhave || a((h!rasâdhikañ c’ eva | k!rake pañcat!l'sa$ || 
sam!se a((hav'sañ ca | dv!sa((hi taddhite mata$ || a((h!rasasatâkhy!te | kite 
suttasata$ bhave | u%âdimhi ca paññ!sa$ sutta$ eta$ pak!sita$ 
Kacc!yanena therena || 

98See Mmd 313,26 : tipadam ida$, cf. Kacc-nidd ad loc. : c! ti samuccaye. 
99See Mmd 359,18 : dvipadam ida$ (scil. sutta$) ; Kacc-nidd 218,30-32 : katthaci 

potthake “bhuja … pe … atthesu c!” ti cak!rasahitam pi atthi, eva$ sati 
caggaha%en! ti imin! sameti R#pasiddhiya$ cak!ro atthi ; Ny!se pana n’ 
atthi. 

100See Mmd 394 : “d!ssa dajja$” kimattha$ ida$ (scil. sutta$).  
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the sutta : d! icc etassa dh!tussa sabbassa dajjâdeso hoti v!. Both Mmd 
and R$p follow this interpretation.101 Thus Buddhapiya has substituted 
d!dh!tussa dajja$ v! (R$p 493) for the original reading. This was later 
on substituted for Kacc 501 in some manuscripts.102 Burmese and some 
Sinhalese manuscripts read d!dh!tussa dajja$ which clearly is an 
edited version of R$p 493.103  

 III.7. Kacc and Jinavacana 
§ 22. The language which Kacc describes is, according to Kacc 50, Jina-
vacana, a term which is also used of the Buddha’s sermons in Buddha-
ghosa’s A&&hakath"s, in the essay devoted to the exegesis of the 
canonical phrase eva$ me suta$.104 Kacc does not refer to the language 
of the Buddha as M"gadh#. This tradition, which can be traced to Vism 
441,30ff. and Vibh-a 387,24ff., is summarized by Buddhapiya in a verse in 
R$p.105 However, grammarians before Buddhapiya may have used 
M"gadha of the language of the Buddha. Thus 0r# R"hula quotes in 
Padas"dhana&#k" two verses from Niruttisa%va))an" (= Mañj ?) stating 

                                                             
101See Mmd 394,1ff. : d! icc etassa dh!tussa dajjâdeso hoti vikappen! ti 

ñ!panattha$. tipada$ (sic) ida$. ma%&#kagativasena “havipariy!yo lo v!” 
(Kacc 490) ti ito v!ggaha%am ihânuvattate. 

102See Ee and J. d’Alw. d!dhatussa dajja$ v! (= R$p 493), cf. Sadd § 1005 : 
d!ssa v! dajjo. 

103This is, for example, the reading of BeCe2. 
104See Sv 31,7 = Ps I 7,16 = Mp I 10,17 ; Vibh-a 388,10 : Buddhavacana ; 

Ap 606,6 : Jinav!kya. 
105Quoted at R$p 60 : 
   s! M!gadh' m#labh!s! nar! y!y’ âdikappik! 
   brahm!no c’ assutâl!p! sambuddh! c’ âpi bh!sare. 

 This tradition is also re*ected in an interesting Sanskrit verse which is quoted 
from an unknown source in Vism-sn 1037,37–38 explaining the term nirutti : 

   niruktir m!gadh' bh!+! s! c!rth!n n!ma sa$v!ti* 
   keci dhv!na iti pr!hur vijñapty!k!rasa$yuta*. 

 sa$v!ti = P"li sammuti ; for dhv!na and vijñapti, cf. v!gvijñapti. 
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that the Jina did not propound the Dhamma except in M"gadha.106 
Moggall"na, as is well known, refers to his own grammar as M!gadha$ 
saddalakkha%a$. 

 III.8. Kacc and Writing 
§ 23. As appears from the description at Kacc 10 : pubba$ adho(hita$ 
assara$ sarena viyojaye, of how to isolate words within continuously 
written text, Kacc presupposes the graphic practice of writing the !nal 
consonant in a conjunct below the line. Vararuci’s Pr"k!taprak",a107 
takes the same practice for granted. 

 III.9. Kacc and the Letters of P!li 
§ 24. Kacc 2 : akkhar! p’ âdayo ekacatt!l'sa$, enumerates 41 letters of 
the P"li, although the rules only make use of 40 letters : Kacc does not 
use the letter - (< &) which is represented by l, also -h (< &h) by lh. 
Although most Kacc mss and editions are inconsistent as regards the 
representation of l/- and -h, it is clear that Kacc did not count - as a letter 
of P"li, because Vajirabuddhi explicitly remarks at Mmd 10,38ff. that the 
author of the suttas (suttak!ra) uses l in place of - : suttak!ro pana tassa 
(scil. -ak!ra) (h!ne lak!ram eva pa(hati. dissati hi “yavamadanataral! 
c’ âgam!” (Kacc 35), “dahassa do la$” (Kacc 616) iccevam!d'su.108 It 
is thus possible to deduce that Kacc 2 was compiled at a time when the 
distinction between l and - was not preserved, and later on reformulated 

                                                             
106Padas"dhana&#k" 401,13-17 : 

  dhammo Jinena M!gadhena vin! na vutto 
  neruttik! ca M!gadha$ vibhajanti tasm! 
  neruttam eva munino vacanânukulam 
  icc !dara$ matimat! kara%'yam etth! ti. 

 Aggava%sa quotes the !rst verse at Sadd 924,4–5. 
107See Pr"k!taprak",a III 1–2 : uparilopa* kaga&atadapa+as!m, adho manay!$. 
108For other examples, see, e.g. Kacc 381 : la da-r!na$ ; Kacc 490 : havipari-

y!yo lo v! ; Kacc 591 : hantehi ho hassa lo v! adahan!na$ ; see Sadd §§ 980, 
1049–50 ; only one sutta, Kacc 267, uses - : b!-hassa s!dho, which is probably 
a later correction to make the reading conform to later orthographic standards. 
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so as to correspond with the graphic practice of a later age. In those 
circumstances it is something of a paradox that the editors forgot to 
make the necessary changes to the relevant suttas so that the work as a 
whole would re*ect the new orthography. It is an open question when 
this reformulation was made, but it is apparently an established fact by 
the time of the composition of Kacc-v. Other P"li grammars, like 
C$'-nir (see IV.2.5), evidently an old commentary on Kacc, and the 
grammar attributed to Bodhisattamah"thera,109 state that there are forty 
letters in P"li, and thus re*ect the old version of Kacc. 

§ 25. Since the use of - is no longer preserved in northern India after the 
fourth century A.D.,110 whereas it is retained in southern India, it is 
dif!cult to explain why it is not used in Kacc if one assumes that it is a 
southern Indian or Sinhalese compilation. Since Kacc like Vararuci’s 
Pr"k!taprak",a uses l to represent the phoneme -, it is possible that Kacc 
is not a Sinhalese or southern Indian compilation, but that it originated 
elsewhere. 

 III.10. The Sanskrit Sources of Kacc 
§ 26. It is a well-known fact that Kacc is modelled on the K"tantra, a 
recast of Kaum"ral"ta, of which approximately 215 rules are reproduced 
in a more or less edited form in Kacc. In addition there are almost 300 
suttas (including the overlap with K"tantra) that appear to be edited 
versions of P")ini s$tras.111 It is thus obvious that the anonymous 
compilator(s) of Kacc have atttempted to amalgamate K"tantra and 
P")inian grammar. There may have been other sources. Thus one can-
not exclude the possibility that Kaum"ral"ta, which occasionally 
describes Buddhist Sanskrit under the heading of !r+e,112 was known to 
the compilator(s) of Kacc. One also wonders why Kacc in a few cases 
                                                             
109See n. 76. 
110See von Hinüber, 1986, § 199. 
111See the concordances in Kacc"yanavy"kara)a, ed. and trsl., by L.N. Tiwari 

and B. Sharma, Varanasi 1962 : 443ff. 
112See H. Lüders, “K"tantra und Kaum"ral"ta”, in Lüders, 1940, 546–61. 
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describes Prakritisms (see § 39). Whatever the sources of Kacc may 
have been, the fact of the matter is that more than half the rules of Kacc 
are without obvious parallels in Sanskrit grammar, and in spite of 
occasional Sanskritisms, the grammar as a whole does not re*ect 
Sanskrit usage and vocabulary. 

§ 27. R.O. Franke has shown that several of the suttas that constitute the 
k!raka chapter presuppose P")inian s$tras.113 This tendency is per-
vasive. There are, however, interesting examples of innovations where 
rules that evidently are based on P")ini s$tras have been reformulated 
so as to include instances that are not presupposed by P")ini, like, for 
example, Kacc 324 : tath! dvande p!%i-turiya-yogga-sena)ga-khudda-
jantuka-vividha-viruddha-visabh!g’-atthâd'nañ ca, which combines in 
one sutta P") II 4 :2 : dvandva, ca pr!%it#ryasen!)g!n!m, 8 : k+udra-
jantava*, and 9 : yesa$ ca virodha* ,!,vatika*. However, the terms 
yogga (“to be yoked”) and visabh!ga (“different”) are commonly used 
P"li words that have been adopted from P"li literature to describe 
compounds that are speci!c to P"li like ph!lap!cana$ (Sn 77), 
yugana)gala$ (Sn 77), and s'lapaññ!%a$ (M II 210), samatha-
vipassana$ (A I 157,15), and vijj!cara%a$ (Sv 268).114 

§ 28. It is questionable whether Franke115 is correct in assuming that 
Kacc 302 : gati-buddhi-bhuja-pa(ha-hara-kara-sayâd'na$ k!rite v!, 
which combines P") I 4 :52+53 : gati-buddhi-pratyavas!n!rtha-,abda-
karm!karmak!nam a%'kart! sa %au, h!kror anyatarasy!m, would seem 
to be based upon the K",ik", on the grounds that Kacc follows the 
K",ik" by substituting /bhuj and /pa(h and /say for the P")inian 
pratyavas!n!rtha, ,abdakarma, and akarmaka, respectively. However, 

                                                             
113PGL : 17ff. 
114See Kacc-v 324. 
115See PGL : 17–18. 
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K", also mentions other verbs that belong to each of the three 
categories,116 so it remains uncertain if, in fact, Kacc presupposes K",.  

 III.11. Technical Terms of Kacc 
§ 29. Kacc uses a highly restricted number of technical terms. Some of 
them are evidently copied from the P"li A&&hakath"s, like, for instance, 
niggah'ta (see § 7 (a)) which denotes a nasalized vowel, e.g. at Kacc 8, 
30, 37, 82, 379, but apparently also any given nasal, e.g. at 448, 468, 
539. The phonological term vipar'ta is used at Kacc 79 : tabbipar't’ 
upapade byañjane ca, 406 : tesu vuddhi-lopâgama-vik!ra-vipar'tâdes! 
ca, and 519 : kvaci dh!tu-vibhatti-ppaccay!na$ d'gha-vipar'tâdesa-
lopâgam! ca, to denote the phoneme o < ava, as well as u < o. 
According to Vajirabuddhi vipar'ta is an old technical term for o (< 
ava)117 which Kacc 50 : o avassa describes as a substitute for ava. On 
the other hand it is also used of u < o before conjunct consonants.118 It is 
perhaps borrowed from gveda pr!ti,!khya XIV.17 where it denotes 
the change of ! into i. 

§ 30. The case terminology is partly identical with the one used in the 
A&&hakath"s. Kacc uses sampad!na to denote the dative at 278, 295, and 
313 ; and s!m' to denote the gen. at 285 and 303 ; !lapana denotes the 
voc. at 57, 116, 153, and 287. However, instead of bhumma, Kacc uses 
ok!sa to denote the locative at 280 : yo ’dh!ro ta$ ok!sa$ and 304 : 
ok!se sattam'. This has no parallel in Sanskrit grammar and the 
A&&hakath"s and is probably an innovation. It is uncertain what might 
have motivated its use. It is likely, however, that it is based upon 
canonical usage. Thus, for instance, ok!sa is used in the Vinaya, e.g. at 

                                                             
116The !rst category comprises, in the following order, /bhuj, /a,, /ad, /kh!d, 

and /bhak+ ; the second, adhi + /i, /pa(h.  
117Mmd 338,35 : vipar'to n!ma ok!rassa por!%akasaññ!. 
118See Mmd 94,11-14 : tassa avasaddassa tassa ok!rassa vipar'to hot' ti 

ok!rassa vipar'to ti uk!ro idha gahito, ok!ro hi d'gho tasm! tassa rassabh#to 
uk!ro vipar'to, tassa ca #k!rok!ro. ak!râd'nam pi es’ eva nayo. 
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Vin I 94,9,119 in the sense of place which is semantically parallel to the 
A&&hakath" term bhumma (see § 7 (b)). The remaining case terms are 
related to Skt : li)ga denotes the nom. at Kacc 286, kamma the acc. at 
Kacc 282 and 299, kara%a the instr. at Kacc 281 and 288, and ap!d!na 
the abl. at Kacc 273. 

§ 31. Kacc has coined a set of algebraic terms denoting in*ectional 
classes of nominals : jha denotes masculine stems in i and ' (Kacc 58), 
la masculine stems in u and # (Kacc 58) ; pa denotes fem. stems in i, ' 
and u, # (Kacc 59) ; gha stands for fem. stems in ! (Kacc 60), and ga 
denotes voc. sg. (Kacc 57). 

 III.12. The Descriptive Technique of Kacc 
§ 32. As one would expect, Kacc as a whole imitates the standard 
descriptive technique of the K"tantra. The substitution of an item or the 
!nal element of an item is expressed by gen. (X-nom. replaces Y-gen.), 
e.g. Kacc 48 : kvaci pa(i patissa and Kacc 76 : !vass’ u v!. In a few 
cases substituend and substituendum are simply juxtaposed in the nom., 
e.g. at Kacc 44 : abbho abhi. Phonemic or morphophonemic changes are 
usually expressed by means of the acc. (X-nom. replaces Y-acc.), e.g. 
Kacc 21 : iva%%o ya$ na v! and Kacc 220 : sesato lopa$ ga-si pi. In rare 
cases such changes are formulated by juxtaposition of the elements in 
question, e.g. at Kacc 470 : (h! ti((ho. The loc. denotes operations 
applying to what precedes, e.g. Kacc 24 : sare kvaci, the abl. denotes 
operations that apply to what follows, e.g. Kacc 452 : gahâdito ppa-%h!. 

§ 33. Although Kacc uses the descriptive technique of the K"tantra, the 
logical ordering and formulation of the suttas cause numerous problems 
of interpretation. Very often a problem is caused by non-standard use of 
the conjunction ca or the disjunction v!. Thus, for instance, the use of 
ca at Kacc 20 : do dhassa ca, is incomprehensible as the rule is without 
relation to Kacc 19 : sabbo can ti. The technical use of v! is normally to 
express an option. However, at Kacc 13 v! is apparently used as 

                                                             
119amumhi ok!se ti((h!hi ; for other references, see CPD s.v. 1ok"sa 1.a. 
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equivalent with kvaci which occurs in the following rule. In fact, the 
two terms are apparently used interchangeably, thus making the exact 
scope of a rule dif!cult to interpret. For instance, the supposed option 
expressed by na v! at Kacc 21 : iva%%o ya$ na v!, is correctly 
interpreted by R$p 21 as synonymous with kvaci,120 in spite of Kacc-v 
which takes it as “optional”, which clearly makes no sense in the 
context of the examples. In other cases v! appears to have no precise 
value at all, such as Kacc 281 : yena v! kayirate ta$ kara%a$, which is 
modelled upon K"t II 4 :12 : yena kriyate tat kara%am, and 285 : yassa 
v! pariggaho ta$ s!m'.121 In the !rst case Kacc-v takes v! to mean 
“optionally” adding yena v! passati and yena v! su%!ti to yena v! 
kayirate, but ignores the v! of Kacc 285. 

§ 34. In some cases the suttas are inconsistent in the way they refer to 
the P"li roots. For instance, /gam is referred to in the form gamu (< Skt 
gam!, cf. Skt Dh"thup I 1013) at Kacc 503, gami at 478, and gama at 
546, 588, 598 ; and /dis (< Skt d!,) also occurs in the form /dus at Kacc 
644. 

 III.13. Kacc and the Description of P!li 
  III.13.1. The Grammatical Rules of Kacc 
§  35. Considering the modest scope of Kacc it is surprising how many 
linguistic features of P"li it describes. The sandhi chapter deals with the 
main junctional features of the language, even a comparatively rare 
instance of sandhi like, e.g. the one described at Kacc 17 : ya$ 
edantass’ âdeso, stating that “[in some cases] y is substituted for !nal 
e”. Kacc-v illustrates this rule by quoting two canonical examples : 
adhigato kho my !ya$ dhammo (Vin I 4,33) and ty !ha$ eva$ 
vadeyya$ (M I 13,1). Sometimes a rule appears to describe features that, 
quite apart from the fact that they are misunderstood, hardly ever occur. 
Thus Kacc 36 : kvaci o byañjane is supposed to describe the word atip-
pago at D I 178,10, which is analysed atippag + o + C, o being 
                                                             
120nav!saddo kvacisaddapariy!yo. 
121Senart has discussed most of the cases in his edition and translation. 
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interpreted as !gama. Kacc-v quotes parosahassa$ (sic) at S I 192,30 as 
another example. 

§  36. Most of the nominal and pronominal paradigms as well as the 
various case forms of the numerals have been dealt with in the n!ma-
kappa ; even forms that are comparatively rare are recorded. Thus, for 
instance, the gen. pl. of the numeral ti viz. ti%%anna$ is described at 
Kacc 87 : i%%a$ i%%anna$ t'hi sa$khy!hi. Only 11 canonical instances 
of this form have been recorded.122 It is therefore surprising that another 
rare canonical form like tissanna$, fem. pl. of ti, is not described. In the 
chapter on verbs Kacc describes most of the in*ectional classes includ-
ing present stems in e at Kacc 512 (lopañ c’ etta$ ak!ro) and records at 
Kacc 501 (d!-dh!tussa dajja$ v!) and 502 (vadassa vajja$) new 
present stems like dajja and vajja. A rule like Kacc 472 : ñ!ssa j!-jana-
n!, stating that “j!, jan, and n! are substituted for the root ñ!” is 
surprising. Kacc-v quotes the form n!yati as an example of the 
substitute root n!. Only two canonical examples of this form are 
recorded, namely, at Ja II 442,16 and Vin V 86,6.123 

§  37. It is remarkable that Kacc describes the Vinaya technical term 
!gantuka and its antonym gamika which are addressed in two consecu-
tive rules at Kacc 571–72 : !gam! tuko, bhabbe ika. The interesting 
point is that gamika (secondary < gamin + ka  ?) is de!ned in accordance 
with the semantic value it has in the Vinaya where it denotes a bhikkhu 
who intends to leave to go somewhere else.124 It is semantically related 
to Skt gamin to which P") III 3 :3 (bhavi+yati gamy!daya*) ascribes the 
same value. Although the context indicates that Kacc 572 is to be inter-
preted with reference to the semantical value of gamika, the awkward 
formulation of the rule avoiding any reference to the fact that ika is 
added to gam, perhaps indicates that it has been copied from another 
                                                             
122See PTC s.v. 
123See the form pan!yati at D II 21,2, 3 (= j!n!ti passati n!yati v! pavattet' ti 

attho, Sv 454,6), probably an eastern form from pra + /jñ!. 
124See Abh 424 aññattha gantum icchati gamiko ; see BHSD s.v. 
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grammar in the context of which this was made clear. A possible model 
would be Kaum"ral"ta. 

  III.13.2. Rules Describing Forms That Are Not Instantiated 
§  38. Since the grammar to a large extent describes the language of the 
canon, it is somewhat of a paradox that Kacc occasionally formulates 
rules describing forms that are not instantiated. Thus, for instance, Kacc 
42  (go sare puthass’ !gamo kvaci) states that “in some cases the !nal a 
of putha gets the augment g before a vowel”. The vutti quotes the 
example puthag eva which is recorded neither in the canon nor in the 
A&&hakath"s. It is dif!cult to believe, however, that Kacc describes 
occurrences that are not instantiated. R$p quotes the following example 
in another context : ariyehi puthag evâya$ jano,125 which de!nes the 
term puthujjana in terms that are well known from Sv, although Sv uses 
puthu for puthag.126 This or similar examples may have been the raison 
d’être of this rule. The related rule Kacc 49 : puthass’ u byañjane “u is 
substituted for !nal a of putha before a consonant” evidently addresses 
forms like puthujjana = Skt p!thagjana. Like Kacc 42 it is only 
understandable on the assumption that the analysis putha(g) or puthu° < 
Skt p!thag was known to the anonymous author of the sandhi chapter. 
Instances like these leave the impression that the notion of Jinavacana 
covers more than just the canon. The same observation also applies to 
the Sanskritism !do loc. of !di recorded at Kacc 69. This form is not 
found in Buddhaghosa’s A&&hakath"s. According to Kacc 95 : aggiss’ 
ini, ini is substituted for the !nal i of aggi > aggini. The vutti quotes 
examples that are not recorded elsewhere. 

§  39. A few rules describe Prakritisms that are not attested in the extant 
literature. Kacc 452 : gahâdito ppa-%h! states that “after the roots gah, 
etc., follow pp and %h”, and Kacc 491 : gahassa ghe ppe that “ghe is 

                                                             
125R$p 106,2 ; cf. Sadd 703,19–21 ad § 564 : visu$puthuyoge. 
126See, e.g. Sv 59,29 : puthu … ariyehi janeh' ti puthujjano ; Mogg : III 69 : jane 

puthass’ u.  jane uttarapade puthussa u hoti : ariyehi puthag ev!ya$ jano ti 
puthujjano. 
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substituted for gah before pp”.127 A similar rule is found in Vararuci’s 
Pr"k!taprak",a VII 58 : graher gheppa*.128 Another Prakritism is 
described at Kacc 503 : gamussa ghamma$ (= R$p 427 . Sadd 
§  1013)129 teaching that /ghamm is substituted for /gam.130 Kacc 392 
formulates the rule that cu or co is optionally substituted for catu in 
composition. The vutti quotes as examples the forms cuddasa, coddasa, 
catuddasa. Although the form cuddasa is attested in the canon (see PTC 
s.v.) there are no examples of coddasa. The latter, however, is common 
in Prakrit.131 It is uncertain how to interpret these isolated instances, but 
they indicate, together with the other examples, that the historical 
background of Kacc is extremely complicated.  

  III.13.3. Kacc and the grammatical Annotations of the  
  A""hakath!s 
§  40. Although Kacc has borrowed a couple of its case designations 
from the A&&hakath"s, there is no clear indication that the work as such 
is written in the tradition of the A&&hakath"s. On the contrary, it seems to 
have been written more or less independently of the commentarial 
literature. For instance, the peculiar sutta Kacc 20 : do dhassa ca, “and d 
is substituted for dh”, has apparently been composed, according to 
Kacc-v, with the sole intention of explaining the canonical phrase eka$ 
idâha$ … samaya$ at, e.g. M I 326,6, idâha$ being analysed as idha + 
aha$, although Buddhaghosa interprets idâha$ at D I 91,11 as ida$ + 
aha$, claiming that ida$ is a mere particle (nip!tamatta$).132 The 
interpretation of Kacc probably rests on a wrong identi!cation of id! 

                                                             
127R$p 503 and 505, Sadd §§ 931 and 981, as well as Mogg V 179 (gahassa 

gheppo) mention it, without quoting instances from the literature. 
128See Pischel § 548.  
129Also mentioned at Mogg V 177. 
130On this Prakritism, see Pischel § 188. 
131See Pischel §§ 166, 439, and 443. 
132See Sv 256,22 : idan ti nip!tamatta$ ; ekam ahan ti attho.  
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(Vedic id  ; cf. EWA s.v.) with idha which occurs in the expression 
idhâha$, e.g. at M I 12,30 and S III 2,14. 

§  41. The k!raka chapter is to a large extent indebted to K"tantra and 
P")ini, although there are suttas that are not to be explained on the basis 
of K"tantra, P")ini, Mah"-bh, or the K",ik". In general the description 
of the case system does not appear to be in*uenced by the annotations in 
the A&&hakath"s, although there are cases where there are parallels 
between Kacc and the A&&hakath"s. Thus for instance Kacc 292 : 
sattamyatthe ca, “and the instr. is used in the sense of the loc.” appears 
to have been composed exclusively with a view of explaining canonical 
phrases like tena k!lena (Ap 38,2), tena samayena (Vin I 1,4), tena kho 
pana samayena (Vin I 15,1), as indicated by Kacc-v. This particular 
usage is commented upon by Buddhaghosa in a lengthy discussion at Sv 
33,2ff., which concludes with a quotation from the old ones (por!%!) 
claiming that whether the reading is tasmi$ samaye, tena samayena, or 
ta$ samaya$, the meaning is in each case locatival (sabbattha 
bhumma$ eva attho).133 

§  42. There is also a parallel between the annotations of the A&&hakath"s 
and the sutta at Kacc 309 : tatiy!-sattam'nañ ca, stating that “the acc. is 
also used in the sense of the instr. and the loc.” The vutti cites as 
illustrations of the instrumental usage of the acc. : sace ma$ sama%o 
Gotamo nâlapissati,134 tvañ ca ma$ nâbhibh!sasi (Ja VI 561,20), and as 
examples of the locatival usage : pubba%hasamaya$ niv!setv! (Vin III 
6,23), eka$ samaya$ Bhagav! (D I 1,4). The syntactical analysis 
underlying the !rst two examples is obscure and, quite apart from being 
wrong, is not supported by the A&&hakath"s. As in the case with the 
phrase tena samayena, Buddhaghosa comments on the D#gha phrase at 
Sv 33,2ff., and he addresses the Vinaya phrase at Sp 177,8ff., where he 

                                                             
133Sv 33,31 ; for an analysis of this passage, see O.H. Pind 1990 : 181ff. 
134This quotation is based upon S I 177,27–28 : sace ma$ sama%o Gotamo 
!lapissati … no ce ma$ sama%o Gotamo !lapissati. 
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analyses pubba%hasamaya$ as pubba%hasamaye,135 thus supporting the 
interpretation of Kacc and Kacc-v. However, the alternative explanation 
which analyses the term as pubba%he samaya$ with reference to P") II 
3,5 : k!l!dhvanor atyantasa$yoge is not treated in Kacc-v on Kacc 300 : 
k!laddh!na$ accantasa$yoge. There is therefore no clear indication 
that Kacc presupposes the grammatical observations of the A&&hakath"s. 

§  43. In other cases there is no detectable connection to the A&&hakath"s. 
Thus, for instance, Kacc 312 states that the loc. is used in the sense of 
the instr. This rule describes according to Kacc-v constructions like 
(nagg!) hatthesu pi%&!ya caranti (Vin I 90,11, 20 ; 91,1). Neither Sp nor 
Sp-& and Vmv address this usage. Since the A&&hakath"s occasionally 
interpret the loc. in the sense of the instr.,136 one cannot, of course, 
exclude the possibility that the compilator of Kacc composed this sutta 
with reference to this type of annotations. On the other hand, since there 
is no clear indication that they were known to or considered by the 
author(s) of Kacc-v, it is not possible to decide with any degree of 
certainty whether the compilator(s) of Kacc actually relied on the 
A&&hakath"s. Another sutta — Kacc 308 : kvaci dutiy! cha((h'na$ atthe 
— states that “in some cases the acc. is used in the sense of the gen.” 
Kacc-v illustrates this rule by quoting M I 240,29 : api ssu ma$ 
Aggivessana tisso upam!yo137 pa(ibha$su. Buddhaghosa does not 
address this usage in Ps. Thus the general impression is that both Kacc 
and Kacc-v were composed independently of the A&&hakath"s. This 
conclusion would seem to be corroborated by the absence in Kacc and 
Kacc-v of important grammatical analyses found in the A&&hakath"s (cf. 
§ §  7–13). 

                                                             
135So also at Spk I 246,32–33. 
136See, e.g. Sv 669,13 : kara%atthe v! bhumma$ mant!ya boddhabban ti 

mant!ya bujjhitabba$ ñ!%ena j!nitabban ti attho. 
137M I 240,29 reads upam! for upam!yo ; reading of Kacc-v con!rmed by Kacc-

va)) 234,23 ; cf. the variant upam!yo quoted by Trenckner at M I 550 (ad sutta 
36 line 30).  
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IV.  Post-Kacc!yana P!li Grammars and Commentaries 
 IV.1. Kacc!yana-vutti (Kacc-v)  
  IV.1.1. The Authorship of Kacc-v 
§  44. Kacc-v is no doubt the oldest extant commentary on Kacc and 
therefore of particular importance for the history and development of 
P"li grammar. Since post-Kacc P"li grammarians never mention any, it 
is unlikely that there were other commentaries before it.138 The 
Sinhalese grammarians attribute Kacc-v to Sa(ghanandin, whose name 
occurs only in this context. It is not possible to trace this tradition 
further back than Saddhammasa(gaha139 (the end of the fourteenth 
century A.D.)140 and 0r# Rahula’s Padas"dhana&#k" (!fteenth century 
A.D.),141 but one cannot, of course, exclude the possibility that it is 
older. The Burmese tradition as re*ected in Gv obviously regarded 
Mah"kacc"yana as the author of both Kacc and Kacc-v.142 In general 

                                                             
138The word mah!vutti is not the name of an old commentary (vutti) on Kacc as 

Franke assumed (Franke 1978, 335ff.). It is used of Kacc 406 : tesu vuddhi-
lop!gamavik!ravipar't!des! ca, whose scope is so wide that it can be used to 
explain a large number of forms that are otherwise not accounted for by any 
Kacc sutta. This also explains why the sutta is referred to in the instrumental 
form mah!vuttin! or mah!vuttisuttena, i.e., in accordance with the sutta that 
has a wide application, but not in the loc. as is common practice. See R$p-san 

37,16–18 : mah!vuttisuttena … mahantesu visayesu pavattanato mahant', 
mahant' vutti pavatti etiss! ti mah!vutti, mah!vutti ca ta$ sutta$ c! ti 
mah!vuttisutta$. Buddhapiya refers to it as mah!vutti (at R$p 30, 189, 371, 
and R$p-& 146,18) or mah!vuttisutta (R$p 34). Kacc-nidd 198,17 calls it mah!-
sutta. See also the term Mah"padesasutta : mah!padesasuttehi v! sar#passa 
parasarassa lopo vutto ti da((habba$, Sadd 43,26. 

139Saddhamma-s IX 18 : Kacc!yano kato yogo Sa)ghanandi pavuttik!. 
140Norman, P!li Lit. : 179ff. 
141See Padas"dhana&#k" 395,11 : Kacc!yana-Sa)ghanandi-Vimalabuddhimah!-

therâdihi katesu suttavuttiny!sâd'su. 
142See Gv 59. 
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the P"li grammarians refer to the author of Kacc-v as vuttik!ra143 as 
opposed to the suttak!ra. 

§ 45. It is questionable whether Kacc-v as a whole is composed by the 
same person because the sandhi chapter differs from the other chapters 
in the way it paraphrases each sutta. In contrast to the other chapters 
which use the verb !pajjate to indicate that a grammatical operation 
obtains, the sandhi chapter invariably uses pappoti, e.g. lopa$ pappoti 
or papponti at Kacc-v 12 through 17, contrasting with lopa$ !pajjate or 
!pajjante, e.g. at Kacc 220. They also differ with respect to the formula-
tion of the contrastive sections of the exegesis of Kacc : in the sandhi 
chapter this section is invariably introduced by kasm!, elsewhere by 
kimattha$. This difference in style seems to indicate that the com-
mentary on the sandhi chapter has a different author from the rest of the 
work. 

  IV.1.2. Date of Kacc-v 
§  46. Internal evidence indicates that the compilator(s) of the k!raka 
chapter of Kacc-v must have known the K",ik" (seventh century A.D.), 
which therefore is the terminus post quem of this part of Kacc-v. In fact, 
part of the commentary on P") I 4 :57 : c!dayo ’sattve, which de!nes the 
particles, has absurdly been added to Kacc-v 286 as an illustration of the 
meaning of the nom., which is de!ned at Kacc 286 : li)gatthe pa(ham!. 
After quoting examples of the use of nom. like puriso puris! eko dve, 
Kacc-v continues by adding the particles ca v! ha aha, etc.,144 the order 
of which corresponds exactly to the order in which they are quoted in 
K",ik". The inclusion of particles as instances of li)gattha is incompre-
hensible. If one assumes that Kacc-v as a whole was !nalized after the 
seventh century A.D., it may belong to the !rst half of the eighth century 
A.D. 

                                                             
143See, e.g. Mogg-p 115,23 ; 125,19 ; 179,4 ; 180,14 ; 187,28. 
144The readings that follow ha are uncertain ; cf. Mmd 240,21 : puriso ti !dik!ni 

t'%i suviññeyy!ni ; Mmd 240,25 : ca vêty!d'ni. 
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  IV.1.3. The Standard Versions of Kacc-v 
§  47. The question of the authorship of Kacc-v is not crucial in the light 
of the fact that Mmd comments upon a version of Kacc-v which in 
many respects is markedly different from its present-day Sinhalese and 
Burmese versions (see IV.1.2). To complicate matters even more : they 
are mutually different. Thus the Burmese version differs from the 
Sinhalese not only with respect to the purely exegetical parts of the 
commentary, but also as regards the number, order and occasional 
analysis (viggaha, Skt vigraha) of the examples illustrating each rule. 
Even Sinhalese manuscripts differ among themselves.145 

§  48. The main cause of the complicated textual transmission of Kacc-v 
is that indigenous scholars read the text in the light of the 
comprehensive grammatical literature and commentarial literature 
devoted to the explication of Kacc and Kacc-v. In certain cases scholars 
would simply add a new paragraph to the explanation of any given sutta 
based upon the works of post-Kacc P"li grammarians. This has given 
rise to numerous interpolations that were added to the text at different 
periods of time during its transmission. All extant versions derive from 
the same archetype because they all share one scribal mistake : Kacc-v 
35 quotes Ja II 316,22 with the reading vijj! instead of vijj!maya$.146 

§  49. If one compares the version of Kacc-v on which Mmd depends 
with the one known to Chapa&a, the author of Kacc-nidd, it becomes 
abundantly clear that already by the beginning of the !fteenth century 
A.D. Kacc-v had become in*ated by massive interpolation. Chapa&a 
mentions some of the sources, but he may not have been aware of all of 
them. Most of the interpolations consist of far-fetched interpretations of 
any given ca of a sutta, which were added to the original text. 

                                                             
145These problems will be addressed in a new edition of Kacc and Kacc-v in 

preparation.  
146The correct reading has been preserved in Sadd 618,23. 
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  IV.1.4. Reformulations of Kacc-v 
§  50. In a few cases Mmd quotes readings that are not found in the 
standard Burmese and Sinhalese versions of Kacc-v. Thus, for instance, 
in the annotations on Kacc-v 41, Mmd147 reproduces the following 
passage : ti%%a$ vyañjan!nam antare ye sar#p! tesam pi !dissa lopo 
hoti : “among three consonants [constituting a consonant cluster] the 
!rst of those that are identical is elided”. In spite of the fact that this 
formulation is the only one that is meaningful in the context, the 
standard editions have different readings. Thus Ee reads ti%%am pi 
byañjan!na$ antare sar#p!na$ kvaci lopo hoti. The same passage in 
Ce (1904) reads : ca-saddaggaha%ena ti%%am pi byañjan!na$ sa-
r#p!na$ kvaci lopo hoti, whereas Be and Ce (1898) read ti%%a$ 
byañjan!na$ antare ye sar#p! tesam pi lopo hoti. An interesting quota-
tion from D"&h"n"ga’s Niruttis!ramañj#s! in Subh$ti’s N"mam"la148 
shows that scholars differentiated between the original and the new 
reading (purimap!(ha and navap!(ha) of this passage. Except for minor 
discrepancies the old one is identical with Be and Ce (1898), whereas Ce 
(1904) and Ee have adopted the new reading, except that Ee retains 
antare, thus apparently merging the old and the new one. 

§  51. Another interesting quotation which shows that the standard text 
has been edited is found at Mmd 440,19–20 : “ekassa ek! hoti dasassa ca 
raso hot'” ti !dim !ha, i.e., “ek! is substituted for eka and rasa is 
substituted for dasa”. This has been reformulated in the standard 
versions of Be and Ce as ekassa ek!149 hoti dasassa ca dak!rassa ro 
!deso hoti : “ek! is substituted for eka and the phoneme r is substituted 
for the phoneme d of dasa”. 
                                                             
147Mmd 55,8–9. 
148Quoted at N"mam"la xiii, 11–12 : imassa ca vuttiya$ “ca-saddaggaha%ena 

ti%%a$ pi byañjan!na$ antare ye sar#p! tesam pi lopo hot'” ti ca “ca-
saddaggaha%ena ti%%am pi byañjan!na$ sar#p!na$ kvaci lopo hot'” ti c! ti 
’me dve p!(h! bhinn!, tesu pa(hamap!(ho va purimap!(ho, dutiyap!(ho pana 
navap!(ho, ta$ id!ni pa(hanti. 

149Ee eko. 
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  IV.1.5. Kacc-v as Interpreter of Kacc 
§  52. The obscure formulation of certain rules in combination with the 
uncertainty caused by sandhi must have caused the compiler of Kacc-v 
many problems. In some cases it is questionable whether the interpreta-
tion re*ects the intention of the original. Thus for instance Kacc-v 49 
quotes both puthujjano (D I 3,32) and puthubh#ta$ (D II 106,10) under 
Kacc 49 (see § 42) in spite of the fact that in the cpd puthubh#ta$ puthu 
is < Skt p!thu. Another instance, according to Kacc-v 73 the sutta g!va 
se means that !va is substituted for the !nal element of go before the 
gen. sg. ending. This indicates that the scholiast interpreted g!va as < go 
+ !va meaning !va is substituted for the vowel o of go. Although the 
interpretation is sensible it is syntactically dif!cult to defend : the sutta 
can only mean g!va occurs before the termination of the gen. sg. viz. 
g!vassa. However, this form is not recorded in the canon, only gavassa 
occurs. This would indicate that the reading g!va might be a sandhi 
form go + ava > g!va. On the other hand, the following suttas pre-
suppose the morpheme !va. There is evidently no obvious solution to 
this problem. In one case it appears that the scholiasts have 
misinterpreted the sandhi form namh’ !ni at Kacc 647 : akkose namh’ 
!ni, as namhi + !ni. The suf!x, however, is ani, cf. P") III 3 112, of 
which Kacc 647 is a verbatim reproduction.150 The anonymous com-
mentator also misinterprets Kacc 246, which has given rise to the ghost 
word tudampati (see §  87). 

§  53. Kacc-v often takes the opportunity to complement the rules of 
Kacc so as to enlarge their scope. In the majority of cases it is done on 
the interpretation of any given ca. For instance, Kacc 67 : no ca dv’-
!dito namhi states that the numerals dvi, etc., take an additional n 
(!gama) before the endings of gen. pl. Kacc-v adds on the interpretation 
of ca an additional ssa, quoting two examples, one of which is canoni-
cal : catassanna$ itth'na$ and tissanna$ vedan!na$ (S V 21,23). There 
is only one recorded canonical example of the use of catassanna$ at 

                                                             
150Both R$p and Sadd follow Kacc-v on this point. 
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A II 154,33. Examples like this are not uncommon and indicate the wish 
to improve upon Kacc so that it describes more fully recorded usage. An 
interesting case is the annotation on Kacc 69 : !dito o ca. The vuttik!ra 
interprets this to mean that $ and o are optionally substituted for the loc. 
morpheme of !di. The substitute $ is wrongly read into the rule from 
Kacc 68 : am-! pato smi$-sm!na$ v!. The example !di$ is certainly 
not to be interpreted as loc. ; the other example, !do, is recorded. The 
interpretation may have been motivated by the concluding paragraph 
which, on the interpretaton of ca, claims that !, o, and $ are used as 
substitutes for the loc. morpheme after other words ;151 the examples are 
div! ca ratto ca haranti ye bali$ (Sn 223) and B!r!nasi$ ahu152 r!j! 
(Ja V 68,28). The last example is interesting because the recorded 
reading is B!r!nassa$ ah#, not the problematic B!r!nasi$ ahu153 
which would seem to stem from a different manuscript tradition. 
However, the underlying intention of the exegesis is clear : it aims at 
complementing Kacc so as to bring its description in line with recorded 
usage. 

  IV.1.6. Canonical and Non-canonical Quotations in Kacc-v 
§ 54. There are close to 200 canonical quotations in Kacc-v, which 
shows that the commentator(s) who compiled the vutti took pains to 
illustrate the rules by means of examples taken from the P"li canon. So 
far it has been possible to identify approximately 23 quotations from 
D#gha, 21 from Majjhima, 13 from Sa%yutta, 10 from A(guttara, and 
34 from Vinaya. From the Khuddaka there are, not surprisingly, 44 
quotations from Dhammapada, 15 from Suttanip"ta, 6 from Khuddaka-
k"&ha, 20 from the J"taka, 2 from Ud"na, 3 from Itivuttaka, and 3 
                                                             
151Kacc-v ad loc. : ca-saddaggaha%ena aññasm! pi smi$vacanassa ! o a$ 
!des! honti v!. 

152Ce1 !hu ; BeCe2Ee ahu. 
153Ja V 68,28 reads B!r!nassa$ (v.l. °%asya$) ah# ; cf. Sadd 204,13ff. ; Sadd 

644,5 : aññasm! ! ca : aññasm! saddato smi$-vacanassa a$-o-!-!des! honti : 
… B!r!%asi$ ah# r!j! (Ja V 68,28). v! ti ki$ ? B!r!%asya$ mah!r!ja (Ja II 
435,14). B!r!%assan ti pi p!(ho. 
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quotations from Apad"na. In addition, there is one quotation from 
Vibha(ga, as well as a number of unidenti!able quotations from P"li 
literature that must be considered lost. To these examples we may add 
all those instances — most of them canonical — where no context is 
quoted. 

§ 55. Most of the quotations are found in the sandhi chapter and the 
k!raka chapter. Other illustrations occur unsystematically, which leaves 
the impression that they have been added more or less at random. Thus, 
for instance, Kacc-v 57 quotes bhoti Khar!diye (Ja I 160,3)154 as an 
example of voc. of fem. in !, but omits quoting examples to illustrate 
the subequent rules, although this could easily have been done. 

§  56. What is particularly interesting about these quotations is the fact 
that they rarely deviate from the transmitted text of the canon. When 
they do, it raises the interesting question of which exemplars were used 
by the compilator(s). Thus, for instance, the quotation from M I 240,29 
at Kacc-v 308 : reads upam!yo for upam! of BeEe.155 Kacc-v 312 quotes 
Vin III 212,6 as an example of the use of the loc. in the sense of the 
direct object with the remarkable reading bhikkh#su for Ee bhikkh#. Be, 
on the other hand, reads bhikkh#su, so we must conclude that this 
reading was actually found in some manuscripts or that Be was edited 
on the basis of Kacc-v.156 

§  57. Some of the examples were no doubt quoted from memory, which 
has caused slight distortions of the original. In most cases it is possible 
to identify the canonical source. Thus the quotation at Kacc-v 18 : te 

                                                             
154BeCe2 and v.l. at Ee Khar° ; EeCe1 ghar°, cf. Kacc-nidd 26,34–35 : bhoti 

ghar!diye (sic) ti bhaginin!mena !lapat' ti ekanip!te vutta$ ; Kacc-va)) 
78,29–30 : ghar!diye (sic) ti bhagini-$-n!menâlapat' ti ekanip!ta-a((ha-
kath!ya$ (so read for ettha nip!ta°) vutta$ ; Ja I 160,6´ reads : Khar!diye 
(BeCeEe so) ti ta$ n!mena !lapati. 

155Trenckner records the variant upam!yo and refers to Kacc-v at M I 550 (ad 
sutta 36 line 30).  

156The reading is con!rmed by all sources. 
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’n!gat! is probably based upon Vin V 221,14 : te an!gat! honti, and the 
source of the quotation at Kacc-v 20 : idh’ eva mara%a$ bhavissati 
would seem to be Vin III 13,17 : idh’ eva me mara%a$ bhavissati. The 
two odd quotations at Kacc-v 27 : sa ve muni j!tibhaya$ adass' and eso 
dhammo padissati are most probably distorted versions of Sn 209 : sa ve 
mun' j!tikhayantadass' and Ja V 195,21 : eso dh#mo padissati. The 
grammatically impossible quotation at Kacc-v 36 parosahassa$ 
bhikkhusata$ is a distorted version of S I 192,30* : parosahassa$ 
bhikkh#na$.157 The original of Kacc-v 38 : aha$ eva n#na b!lo must be 
Vin IV 331,14 : aha$ eva n#na b!l!, and the quotation dhamma$ vo 
bhikkhave desiss!mi at Kacc-v 147 is probably based upon Vin I 23,25 : 
dhamma$ vo desess!mi. The quotation sahâpi Gaggena sa)gho 
uposatha$ kareyya at Kacc-v 289 reads like a slightly edited version of 
Vin I 123,24 : sa)gho saha v! Gaggena vin! v! Gaggena uposatha$ 
kareyya. The quotation sace ma$ sama%o Gotamo nâlapissati at Kacc-v 
309 is based upon S I 177,27–28 : sace ma$ sama%o Gotamo !lapissati 
… no ce ma$ sama%o Gotamo !lapissati. In one case a wrong quotation 
is due to scribal error (see § 47). 

  IV.1.7. Interpolations in Kacc-v 
§ 58. The main source of interpolation is no doubt Mmd, from which the 
main part of the commentary on Kacc 330 has been taken, as well as his 
remarks on the interpretation of any given ca or the like. Another impor-
tant source is R$p, but there are also other sources, some of which 
cannot be identi!ed with any degree of certainty.158 In some cases, 
commentators were aware of the source of a particular interpolation and 
identi!ed it. A few examples will suf!ce to show the character of such 
interpolations.  

                                                             
157Ce1–2Ee bhikkhusata$, Be om., so also R$p-v ; Sadd § 130 substitutes 

bhikkhusa)gha$ (sic !) ; the readings bhikkhusata$ and bhikkhusa)gha$ are 
grammatically impossible to construe. 

158All interpolations in Kacc-v will be dealt with in a new edition of Kacc and 
Kacc-v in preparation.  
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§ 59. After the examples quoted at Kacc-v 182, Ce1–2 (1898 and 1904) 
add casaddaggaha%ena abyaggamanaso naro (A I 130,1) ti !disu mana-
saddato sissa ok!râdeso hoti. The source is Mmd 165,5–8. This interpre-
tation is not in Be (1974) or Ee, but very early on it had become part of 
the exegetical tradition as appears from Sadd, Kacc-nidd, and 
Kacc-va)).159 

§ 60. After the counter-example brahm! quoted at Kacc-v 198, Ce1-2 as 
well as Ee interpolate : utta$ iti bh!vaniddeso (Ee °ena) katthaci 
abh!va$ dasseti : brahmassa. The source is R$p 123 : uttam iti bh!va-
niddeso katthaci abh!vadassanattho : brahmun!, brahmehi brahmebhi. 
Be does not contain this interpolation. However, in the paragraph that 
follows the counter-examples at Kacc-v 200 all versions share the same 
interpolation : !rattaggaha%ena katthaci aniyama$ (Ee w.r. ni°) dasseti : 
satthussa, pitussa, m!tussa, bh!tussa. The source is R$p 159 : !rattam 
iti bh!vaniddesena katthaci aniyama$ dasseti. 

§  61. An example from Kacc-v 277 may illustrate the extent to which 
the text sometimes has been altered. The concluding paragraph inter-
preting ca reads : casaddaggaha%ena sesesv api ye may! nôpadi((h! 
ap!d!nappayogik! te payogavicakkha%ehi yojetabb!. Mmd neither 
quotes nor paraphrases this paragraph, and, moreover, interprets the use 
of ca otherwise : caggaha%ena aññath! pi pañcam'vibhattiñ ca cha((h'-
dutiy!-tatiy!vibhattiyo ca sa)ga%h!ti.160 It is presumably an interpola-
tion made by post-Buddhapiya grammarians, although it is dif!cult to 
trace the formulation to any particular grammar. Aggava%sa has written 
                                                             
159See Kacc-nidd 70,14–17 : idha caggaha%ena abyaggamanaso naro (see supra), 

Kassapassa vaco sutv! (Ja VI 227,5*) ti ettha sivacanassa ca a$vacanassa ca 
ok!râdeso hoti ; Kacc-va)) 180,4–8 : abyaggamanaso naro (see supra), 
Kassapassa vaco (see supra) ty !d'ni caggaha%aphal!ni ; tattha ca abya-
ggamanasaddato simhi kate caggaha%ena siss’ ok!ra$ katv! sak!râgame 
kate r#pa$, Kassapassa vaco ti vacasaddato amhi kate caggaha%ena 
a$vacanassa ok!ra$ katv! sese kate r#pa$ ; for the second example, see 
Sadd 663,27 and § 377 : a$vacanass’ o. 

160Mmd 218,33–34 ; cf. R$p 107,7 : casaddena yath!yoga$ dutiy! cha((h' ca.  
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a similar paragraph at Sadd 708,23–24, not related to the interpretation of 
ca, but to !di (sic) : !disaddena ye amhehi anupadi((h! ap!d!na-
ppayog! te payogavicakkhanehi yojetabb!. It is possible that the source 
of interpolation is Kacc-nidd, which, in addition, quotes the inter-
pretations of Mmd and its ('k!.161 

§ 62. Kacc-v 358 is an extreme instance of interpolation. It is possible to 
deduce from Mmd that the version of the commentary that was known 
to Vajirabuddhi must have read : tad assa ((h!na$ icc etasmi$ atthe 
'ya-ppaccayo hoti. madanassa (h!na$ madan'ya$, bandhanassa (h!-
na$ bandhan'ya$, mucchanassa162 (h!na$ mucchan'ya$.163 eva$ ra-
jan'ya$, kaman'ya$.164 After the !rst paragraph Ee and Ce1 interpolate : 
dassanassa (h!na$ dassan'ya$ up!d!nassa (h!na$ up!d!n'ya$ ; Ce2 
dassan'ya$, up!dan'ya$ ; Be gamaniya$, dussaniya$, dassaniya$. 
These interpolations are based upon Mmd 314,22–24 : caggaha%ena 
hitâdyatthe pi 'ya-ppaccayo hoti, tena up!d!n!na$ hit! ti atthe idha 
caggaha%ena 'ya-ppaccaye kate up!d!n'y! ty !d'ni sijjhanti.165  

                                                             
161See Kacc-nidd 103,21–29 : caggaha%ena d#rantikaddh!nâd'hi sesesu atthesu 

ye ap!d!napayogik! saddappayog! may! nôpadi((h! te saddappayog! 
vicakkha%ehi pa%&itehi yath!yoga$ n!mûpasagganip!takiriyâpadânur#pa$ 
yojetabb! ti. Ny!se pana “casaddaggaha%ena aññattha pañcam' vibhatti ca 
cha((h'-dutiy!-tatiy!-vibhattiyo ca sa$ga%h!t'” ti vutta$. Ny!sa('k!ya$ ca 
“caggaha%ena kara%abh#tena suttâgatappayogato aññatthappayoge 
pañcam'vibhatti ca ap!d!nak!rake cha((h'-dutiy!-tatiy!-vibhattiyo ca 
sa$ga%h!t'”(= Mmd-p& 133,28f.) ti vutta$ ; — Kacc-va)) 218,17–22 : ca-
ggaha%ena sesesv api ye may! nôpadi((h! ap!d!nasaññ! ca cha((h'-
dutiyâdayo vibhattiyo ca k!tabb! ty attho. caggaha%en’ eva saññ!vidh!nañ 
ca vidhividh!nañ ca hot' ti adhipp!yo. 

162Read mucchanassa with Be and R$p. 
163Read mucchan'ya$ with Be and R$p. 
164See, e.g. amata$ r!ga((h!n'ya$ rajan'ya$ kaman'ya$ madan'ya$ 

bandhan'ya$ mucchan'yan ti, Kv 401,31ff. . Kv 222,15ff. which represent the 
only canonical instances where all these terms are used in the neuter. 

165See R$p ad 366 : madanassa (h!na$ madan'yo, madan'ya$, bandhanassa 
(h!na$ bandhan'ya$, eva$ mucchan'ya$, rajan'ya$, gaman'ya$, 
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§ 63. Vajirabuddhi’s annotation was, in turn, utilized by Aggava%sa at 
Sadd 789,29 (§ 774) : up!d!nâdito iyo hitatthâdisu. However, the 
reading dussaniya$ of Be would seem to be based upon Mogg-p ad 
Mogg IV 69.166 !nally, the vutti in EeCe1–2 concludes with the 
following interpolation : ca-saddaggaha%ena iya-ila-ppaccay! honti. 
rañño ida$ (h!na$, r!jiya$, eva$ r!jila$ ; the examples quoted in this 
paragraph are mentioned neither at Mmd nor at R$p or Sadd 789,27ff. ; 
the paragraph stems from C$'-nir as indicated by Kacc-bh-n&167

 : C#-a-
niruttyâdipakara%e tad assa (h!nam 'yo c! ti sutte casaddena ila-
iyapaccay! hont' ti. It thus appears that C$'-nir, in contrast to Mmd, for 
example, interpreted ca so as to include the suf!xes iya and ila which 
are not recorded in P"li.  

§ 64. In a few cases the anonymous editors of Kacc-v have copied verses 
from R$p and the B#jâkhy" and inserted them in the relevant section of 
the vutti. Thus all versions quote the following k!rik! from R$p :168 

  yo vadeti sa katt! ti ya$ vuttam kamman ti vuccati 
  yo pa(igg!hako tassa sampad!na$ vij!niy! 

It is not mentioned in Mmd, but it must have been interpolated before 
Chapa&a’s time because he quotes the beginning of it at Kacc-nidd 

                                                                                                                           
dassan'ya$, up!d!n'ya$, pas!dan'ya$. casaddena hitâdiatthe pi — 
up!d!n!na$ hit! up!d!n'y! icc !di. 

166madan'yâdippasiddhiy! Kacc!yane “tad assa ((h!nam 'yo c!” ti suttita$. 
tam iha (evam maññate) kara%e ’dhikara%e v! an'yena siddhan ti !ha 
(madan'yan t'cc!di. itisaddo v! !dyattho ; tato bandhan'ya$ mucchan'ya$ 
rajan'ya$) kaman'ya$ dussan'yan ti !d'ni pi da((habb!ni. Kacc-va)) ad loc. 
interprets dassan'ya$ arahatthe : dassana$ arahati dassan'ya$ ; cf. 
Kacc-nidd ad loc. quoting Mmd ad 358 and R$p ad 366 : tattha !diggaha%ena 
arahattha$ sa$ga%h!ti. 

167Kacc-bh-n& 168. 
168R$p 102,21–22. 
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109,1 : “yo vadeti” !dim !ha.169 A verse from B#jâkhy" (see §§ 3–4) has 
been interpolated in Kacc-v 354 : 

  na vu&&hi n'lap'tâdo paccaye sa%ak!rake 
  phak!ro phussasaddassa siro ti sirasa$ vade170 

 IV.2. Post-Kacc!yana P!li Grammars and Grammarians as  
  Re#ected in the Grammatical Literature  
  IV.2.1. The Question of Chronology 
§ 65. The chronology of post-Kacc P"li grammars, quite apart from the 
problems attached to Kacc-v, constitutes a serious problem which can-
not be resolved satisfactorily : most of the literature is no longer extant 
and has to be studied on the basis of a few fragments quoted in P"li 
grammars written at a later date. The following grammars are treated in 
the order suggested by internal evidence. Some of the works like the 
Sa(gaha, and the two sandhi treatises which Buddhapiya utilized, 
cannot be !tted into any relative chronology. 

  IV.2.2. Mah!nirutti (Mah!-nir) 
§ 66. The Mah"-nir is, like Kacc and Nir-pi&, attributed to Buddha’s 
disciple Mah"kacc"yana (see § 14). It is described in Mmd-p& (see § 112) 
as a particular grammar of someone belonging to a different school 
(nik!yantarav!sin),171 which would indicate that it differs from the 
school of Kacc. However, since C$'-nir comments on Kacc it may not 
be wrong to assume that Mah"-nir also comments upon it. Within the 
relative chronology the work belongs to the period after Kacc-v, whose 
existence it seems to presuppose, and it is thus datable to the second half 
of the eighth century A.D. 

§ 67. It is possible to deduce from the limited number of references to 
and quotations from Mah"-nir in other P"li grammars that the treatise 

                                                             
169It is also quoted at Kacc-va)) 220,32–33. 
170Quoted and identi!ed at Kacc-nidd 175,21–23. 
171Mmd-p& 168,6 : Sudattakisivanirutti-Mah!nirutt' ti nik!yantarav!s'na$ by!-

kara%avises!ni. 
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was composed in the form of suttas and a prose commentary accom-
panied by k!rik!s.  

§ 68. Vajirabuddhi identi!es Mah"-nir and Sudattakisivanirutti as two 
sources of interpolations made in Kacc (see §  18). The interpolated 
suttas show a marked dependence on P")ini. In a few cases they depend 
on the K"tantra, and a couple of suttas seem to presuppose knowledge 
of Kacc-v (see § 69). Since it is not possible to distinguish between 
suttas from Mah"-nir and Sudattakisivanirutti they are quoted and 
identi!ed in the context of Mah"-nir. All of the them except sutta 33 are 
interpolated in the k!raka section. As indicated by Mmd they must have 
been accompanied by a prose commentary : 

 1. tesa$ param ubhayappattimhi (Mmd 237,14), cf. K"t II 4 :16172 

 2. ses! kammakara%asampad!nâpad!nas!y!diniddesesu (242,38), cf. 
K"t II 4 :19173 

 3. gatyatthe ca (251,37), cf. P") I 4 :52 

 4. tatiy!ya ca dutiy! (260,14), cf. P") II 3 :31 

 5. sar’-isv!d'na$ kammani cha((h' (260,21), cf. P") II 3 :52 

 6. karotissa patiyatne (260,28), cf. K"t II 4 :39 < P") II 3 :53 

 7. kattukamm!na$ kiti (260,33), cf. P") II 3 :65 

 8. yajassa kara%o (Mmd 261,3), P") II 3 :63 

 9. na ti((hâdisu (261,8), cf. P") II 3 :69 

 10. !hutik!laddh!nesu dutiy! tatiy! ca (261,19), cf. P") II 3 :3+5 

 11. kimalamatthe cha((h' catutth' ca (261,34) 

 12. kattur icchitatama$ kamma$ (262,7), cf. P") I 4 :49 

 13. yutte cânicchite (262,17), cf. P") I 4 :50 

 14. upânvajjhâvassa (262,22), P") I 4 :48 

 15. antarâd'hi yutte (262,32), cf. P") II 3 :4  

 16. abhitoparotomhi (262,37), cf. Mah"-bh ad P") II 3 :2, Cand II 1 :52 

 17. tapp!nâc!ratthe (263,3) 

                                                             
172See Mmd 238,19 : na … eso purimo p!(ho.  
173See Mmd 243,12 : na c’ eta$ por!%akasutta$. 
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 18. hetuppayoge cha((h'tatiy! ca (263,7), cf. P") II 3 :26 

 19. s!dhunipu%ayutte sattam' (263,12), cf. P") II 3 :43 

 20. gottan!maj!tisippavayesu tatiy! (263,17), cf. Kacc 294 

 21. ubhayappatte kammani (263,21), cf. P") II 3 :66 

 22. katassa ca vattam!ne (263,29), cf. P") II 3 :67 

 23. tulyupam!%e tatiy! ca (263,34), cf. P") II 3 :72 

 24. gahâd'na$ kammani sattam' (264,3) 

 25. kara%atthe bhikkhâc!re (264,8) 

 26. pañcamiy! yutte (264,14) 

 27. #napu%%ehi dutiy! tatiy! ca (264,19), cf. P") II 1 :31 

 28. vup!ssa ca (264,26) 

 29. kammatthe pa(ham! (264,31) 

 30. !khy!tôpayoge pañcam' (265,1), cf. P") I 4 :29 

 31. j!ty!khy!ya$ bahuvacanam ekasmi$ kvaci (265,7), cf. P") I 2 :58 

 32. attani garusu ca kvaci (265,27), cf. P") I 2 :59  

 33. siy!li)gassa ca (285,14).174 

§ 69. Aggava%sa has based a number of paragraphs in Sadd on these 
suttas, incorporating the relevant examples into them : sutta 8 is utilized 
for Sadd § 636, sutta 11 for Sadd § 638, sutta 20 for Sadd § 604, sutta 23 
for Sadd § 638, sutta 31 for Sadd § 670, and sutta 32 for Sadd § 670. 
Some of them are particularly interesting because they describe uses of 
the cases in P"li which are also dealt with by the Sa(gahak"ra (see 
IV.2.7). Thus the examples that illustrate 24 : “the locative in con-
struction with /gah, etc., is used in the sense of the acc.”, namely 
(Bodhisattassa) muddhani … cumbitv! (Ja VI 291,2–3, and (purisassa) 
n!n!b!h!su gahetv! (M I 365,19), are also quoted in Mmd as illustra-
tions of the view of the Sa(gahak"ra.175 Neither Kacc nor Kacc-v 
describes this usage. However, the examples that illustrate 25 : “[the 
locative] is used in the sense of the instrument in the context of begging 

                                                             
174Cf. n’ eda$ por!%aka$, Mmd 285,15. 
175Mmd 255,16. 
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for alms”, viz. nagg! hatthesu pi%&!ya caranti (Vin I 90,20), sama%! 
pattesu pi%&!ya caranti (…), are quoted at Kacc-v 312. Sutta 29 : “the 
nominative is used in the sense of the accusative” is based upon a 
peculiar analysis of the well-known canonical phrase yena bhagav! ten’ 
upasa)kami. According to this, Bhagav! is used in the acc. because the 
underlying sentence structure is assumed to be yattha Bhagavanta$ 
adakkhi.176 This analysis is not supported by the A&&hakath"s. 

§ 70. Buddhapiya concludes the k!raka chapter of R$p by quoting a 
verse from Mah"-nir summarising the case terminology of the 
A&&hakath"s : 

  paccattam upayogañ ca, kara%a$ sampad!niya$. 
  nissakka$ s!mivacana$, bhummâlapanam a((haman ti.177 

Aggava%sa quotes it as a summary (udd!na) of a prose passage pro-
pounding the Niruttilakkha)a, i.e., the de!nition (of the cases) of the 
(Mah")nirutti. This indicates that already at the time of the composition 
of Mah"-nir, grammarians attempted to integrate the terminology and 
grammatical tradition of the A&&hakath"s into their grammars. It is 
remarkable that the Niruttilakkha)a substitutes !manta%a “the act of 
addressing, inviting” (Skt !mantra%a178) for !lapana.179 The same term 
is used to denote the voc. in R$p, presumably because it was used in 
Buddhapiya’s main sources Mah"-nir, C$'-nir, and Mañj.180 It may have 
been introduced from the K"tantra.181 

§ 71. According to Aggava%sa Mah"-nir differs from Kacc with respect 
to the de!nition of the tense (k!la) of the verb which is described as 

                                                             
176Mmd 264,34. 
177See R$p 116,20–21 ; identi!ed as coming from Mah"-nir at R$p-& 127,24. 
178See P") III 3 :161. 
179See CPD s.v. !manta%a.  
180See the verse quoted at R$p 93,16–18 from Mañj de!ning the voc. in terms of 
!manta%a ; (see § 94). 

181!mantra%a is used by the K"tantra II 4 :18 to denote the voc. 
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sixfold as opposed to Kacc where it is de!ned as fourfold.182 Both Mmd 
and R$p quote a verse from Mah"-nir de!ning the nature of the verb :  

  yan tik!la$ tipurisa$ kriy!v!ci tik!raka$ 
  atili)ga$ dvivacana$ tad !khy!tan ti vuccati.183 

§ 72. Gv 70 mentions an abridgement of Mah"-nir called Mah!nirutti-
sa)khepa about which nothing is known. 

  IV.2.3. Sudattakisivanirutti (Sudatta-nir) 
§ 73. Mmd is the only P"li grammar that mentions this treatise. Nothing 
is known about it except that certain scholars copied suttas from it and 
interpolated them in Kacc. Like Mah"-nir, the author of Mmd-p& 
considers it a particular grammar by someone belonging to a different 
school (see § 66). It cannot be excluded, however, that it is a 
commentary on Kacc. Perhaps it is composed at the time of Mah"-nir. 

§ 74. Formally it consisted of suttas and a commentary. Since it is not 
possible to separate the suttas of Sudatta-nir from those that have been 
copied from Mah"-nir, they have been treated together (see § 68). 

  IV.2.4. Niruttipi"aka (Nir-pi") 
§ 75. The Nir-pi& is, like Mah"-nir, attributed to Mah"kacc"yana.184 The 
way in which the work is quoted or referred to in grammars like Mogg 
and Sadd would indicate that it is composed after Mah"-nir. It is not 
possible to determine whether it is based upon Kacc or related to Kacc. 
Presumably it emulates Kacc and Kacc-v like Mah"-nir. One may 
tentatively date it to the !rst half of the ninth century A.D. 

                                                             
182Sadd 50,23–31 : nanu Kacc!yane ganthe | k!lo vutto catubbidho || … || tath! hi 

chabbidho k!lo | Niruttimhi pak!sito : || at'tân!gato paccu|ppanno !%atti-m-
eva ca || parikappo ca k!lassa | atipatt' ti chabbidho ; cf. Sadd 56,3–58,2. 

183The verse is identi!ed at R$p-san 298,29 ; cf. Sadd 50,20 : “yan tik!lan” ti 
vuttam !cariyehi, occurring in the context of a discussion of the views 
expressed in the Nirutti, i.e., Mah"-nir.  

184See Sadd 168,34ff. : Niruttipi(aka$ n!ma pabhinnapa(isambhidena mah!-
kh'%âsavena Mah!kacc!yanena katan ti loke pasiddha$. 
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§ 76. It appears from the quotations in Sadd and Mogg that Nir-pi& was 
composed in prose and k!rik!s.  

§ 77. Like C$'-nir (see IV.2.5), Nir-pi& must have listed paradigms for 
all P"li nominals because Aggava%sa often contrasts the various 
nominal and adjectival paradigms established in Nir-pi& with those of 
C$'-nir and Kacc.185 Thus, for instance, he mentions in the discussion of 
the paradigm of the present participle gaccha$ · gacchanto, etc., that 
the Nir-pi& claims that such forms as mahanto, etc., exclusively are used 
as nom. and voc. pl., and, moreover, that the Nir-pi& establishes this 
after quoting a g!th! summarizing a series of such participles in the 
nom. sg. : maha$ bhava$ cara$ ti((ha$.186 A similar g!th! is quoted in 
R$p.187 It is likely that Nir-pi& contained such verses enumerating a 
series of words belonging to a particular in*ectional category. This is 
also the case with R$p, which may have utilized Nir-pi& for this purpose.  

§ 78. In his discussion of the pronominal in*ection, Moggall"na claims 
that Nir-pi& authorizes the in*ectional endings !, e, and !ya in abl., loc., 
and dat., respectively, except in the case of the pronominal stems ta, eta, 
and ima.188 However, Mogg maintains that this exception is meaning-

                                                             
185For a list of references, see Sadd 1010 5.0.1 Niruttipi&aka. 
186Sadd 168,3ff. : Niruttipi(ake paccattâlapana((h!ne mahanto bhavanto caranto 

ti !d'na$ bahuvacanattam eva kathita$ na ekavacanatta$, tath! hi tattha 
“maha$ bhava$ cara$ ti((han” ti g!tha$ vatv! maha$ ti((hati mahanto 
ti((hant' ti ca bho mah! bhavanto mahanto ti ca bhava$ ti((hati bhavanto 
ti((hant' ti ca !di vutta$. 

187Sadd 37,26–27. 
188See Mogg-p 82,19ff. : Niruttipi(ake hi ta-eta-ima-vajjit!na$ sabbâd'na$ 
(!-(e-!y! dassit! va !game ca ya-saddassa catutthiy! ta-saddassa ca 
sattamiya$ !deso dissati. — The discussion in Sadd indicates that C$'-nir did 
not make such exceptions ; for Aggava%sa’s sceptical remarks on this prob-
lem, see Sadd 267,19, 27–30 ; 652,1–4. 
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less as it is contradicted by the canon, which he proves by quoting rele-
vant examples.189  

§ 79. Aggava%sa quotes a couple of interesting passages from Nir-pi&. 
One of them is the de!nition of the dvandva compound,190 which he 
must have used when reformulating Kacc 331 at Sadd § 709. The author 
of Nir-pi& must have utilized P")inian grammar for the description of 
the various types of dvandva compounds because Moggall"na repro-
duces at Mogg-v III 19 his de!nition showing dependence on P") II 4 :2 
foll. and Mah"-bh ad loc.191  

§ 80. It is possible to deduce from another quotation in Sadd192 that 
Nir-pi& like C$'-nir contained a chapter on the P"li nip!tas : vutta$ hi 
Niruttipi(ake Nip!tapadaparicchede : “tu$ iti catutthiy!” ti.193 R$p 
follows Nir-pi& in this regard.194 Sadd has also preserved the def. of the 
verb : vutta$ h’ eta$ Niruttipi(ake “kiriy!lakkha%a$ !khy!tika$ 
ali)gabheda$”, which is related to the verse which both Mmd and R$p 
quote from Mah"-nir (see § 71).195  

                                                             
189See Mogg-v II.46 : asm! lok! paramh! ca ubhay! dha$sate naro (= D III 

184,25*) ; ty!ha$ mante paratthaddho (Ja VI 182,1*) ; y!y’ eva kho pan’ 
atth!ya !gaccheyy!tho, tam ev’ attha$ s!dhuka$ manasikareyy!tho (= D I 
90,19–20). 

190Sadd 767,20–68,3 : Niruttipi(ake c’eta$ vutta$ : “katha$ dvando bhavati : 
dvando n!ma dvinna$ pad!na$ ekavibhattik!na$ n!n!li)g!na$ pubba-
padam appakkhara$ uttarapada$ tulya$ v! bahvakkhara$ v! ekatthasamo-
dh!na$ gacchat' ti dvando” ti.  

191tatrâya$ visayavibh!go Niruttipi%ak!gato : p!%i-turiya-yogga-sena)g!na$, 
niccaver'na$, sa)khy!parim!%asaññ!na$, khuddakajantuk!ma$, pacana-
ca%&!l!na$, cara%as!dh!ra%!na$, ekajjh!yanap!vacan!na$, li)ga-
vises!na$, vividhaviruddh!na$, dis!na$, nad'na$ nicca$ sam!h!rekattha$ 
bhavati. 

192Sadd 310,8–10. 
193Quoted Sadd 894,3. 
194R$p 89,16 : tave-tu$-paccayant! catutthiy!. 
195Op. cit. 26,2–6. 
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§ 81. It appears from another passage that Nir-pi& de!nes the term nirutti 
in accordance with its canonical de!nition : Niruttipi(ake pana “sa$kh! 
samaññ! paññatti voh!ro n!ma$ n!makamma$ n!madheyya$ nirutti 
vyañjana$ abhil!po (= Nidd I 127,12–14 ; Dhs § 1306 ; As 390,13–91,20)” 
ti imehi dasahi vutt! dhammaj!ti nirutti n!ma.196 

  IV.2.5. C$%anirutti (C$%-nir) 
§ 82. The Burmese and Sinhalese grammarians attribute C$'-nir to 
Yamakamah"thera.197 The treatise appears to be lost, but it is possible to 
form an idea of its nature through quotations and references to it in 
Mogg-p and Sadd. (Abhinava)-C$'anirutti which is still extant in manu-
scripts is apparently based upon C$'-nir and may thus give an idea of its 
character.198 C$'-nir was probably composed after Nir-pi& (see § 75) and 
may thus belong the second half of the ninth century A.D.  

§ 83. It appears from the few identi!able quotations found scattered in 
post-Kacc"yana grammatical literature that C$'-nir is a commentary on 
Kacc. Together with its commentary (va%%an!), the Mañj$s" (see 
IV.2.6), it is undoubtedly one of the most in*uential post-Kacc"yana 
P"li grammars. Aggava%sa often refers to it together with Kacc and 
Nir-pi& in the Padam"l",199 when discussing the nominal, pronominal, or 
other paradigms of the P"li, occasionally contrasting its paradigms with 
those of Kacc and Nir-pi&.  

§ 84. It is somewhat confusing that quotations from it are often ascribed 
to the Nirutti, but it is possible to deduce from the information contained 
in later lit. that they must stem from C$'-nir. Most of them are k!rik!s. 
Vijit"v# quotes in Kacc-va)) a verse from the Nirutti (= C$'-nir) inter-
preting Kacc 14 followed by a few examples : 

 

                                                             
196See Sadd 911,23–26. 
197See Sadd passim ; Pada-s"dh-& : 395,10. 
198See N"mam"la xxiv : por!%ehi kata$ gandha$ C#-aniruttan ti saññita$. 
199For references, see Sadd 1010 : 5.0.2 Cullanirutti. 
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vuttañ ca Niruttiya$ 
 pubbavik!ro aparo vik!ro duvidho mato 
 kvaci ty !din! sutten! vik!ro aparo mato. 
tatth’ eva luttasaddena pubbavik!ro vidh'yate iselayo munelayo 
rathesabho ti !disu.200 

Aggava%sa has based Sadd § 35 on this interpretation and copied the 
examples.201 Vijit"v# also quotes a verse from the Nirutti interpreting 
Kacc 35. The verse adds on the interpretation of ca sixteen additional 
consonantal !gamas to the eight de!ned at Kacc 35 :202 

  yavamadâdisuttena ((habyañjana-m-!gamo 
  casaddena pana ses! catuv'sati byañjan!.203  

These !gamas are rejected as not instantiated in the P"li.204 Although 
post-Kacc"yana grammarians regard them as !ctions, we !nd them 
quoted in Saddas"ratthaj"lin# 270.  

§ 85. Moggall"na refers several times to C$'-nir in Mogg-p. Thus his 
remark that the sandhi form yatha-r-iva < yath! eva is found in the 
section on particles (nip!ta) in the C$'-nir,205 shows that, like Nir-pi&, 
the work devoted a chapter to the description of the particles. This 

                                                             
200Kacc-va)) 30,9–12 ; Kacc-nidd on Kacc 14 quotes at 10,30–31 this verse :  

  lutte ti punucc!ra%ena asava%%a$ paralope 
  munelayo iselayo rathesabho ti !dis# ti. 

 This is probably a verse from C$'-nir : it is paraphrased in the prose passage 
explicating the verse at Kacc-va)) 30,9–12. 

201Sadd 613,26ff. (. Kacc 16) : sare pubbo : parasare lutte pubbo saro kvaci 
asava%%a$ pappoti : munelayo rathesabho, sotthi — muni + !layo, rathi + 
usabho su + itth' ti chedo. 

202See Kacc-va)) : 53,18–23. 
203See Kacc-bh-n& 36,27 : … C#-aniruttiyañ … casaddena catuv'sati byañjana-
!gam! honti. 

204See Kacc-va)) 53 : ud!hara%!ni pana atthikehi Niruttiya$ oloketabb!ni, 
maya$ pana p!-i-a((hakath!p!(hass’ eva abh!vato na uddhar!ma. 

205Kacc-va)) 23,13–14 : yath! eva > yatha-r-iva Niruttiya$ nip!tamajjhe p!(h!.  
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tradition is followed by R$p which quotes the same sandhi form in the 
chapter on particles,206 as well as later grammarians like Sadd and Pay, 
both of which are dependent on R$p. 

§ 86. Moggall"na mentions at Mogg-v II 52 the following two forms of 
voc. sg. of kaññ! : bhoti kaññe · bhoti kaññ!. He justi!es the form kaññ! 
by referring to the fact that it is mentioned in the Nirutti (= C$'-nir) 
although it is not described in Kacc.207 There is no reason to doubt that 
Nirutti in this case = C$'-nir because Aggava%sa quotes the same forms 
in Sadd referring to C$'-nir.208  

§ 87. In another context he criticizes the author of Kacc-v for permitting 
the unwarranted Sanskritism sugandhi, pointing out that it is found 
neither in the canon nor in the Nirutti.209 Moreover, he observes that the 
ghost word tudampati is not found as an example in the Nirutti, as is the 
case with Kacc-v 246 and other commentaries.210 In one case he has 
formulated his description of the suf!xes la and iya at Mogg IV 58 : 
tena datte l’-iy!, with reference to their de!nition in the Nirutti. In the 
discussion of this sutta at Mogg-p he quotes a fairly long passage from 

                                                             
206See Kacc-va)) 90,14. 
207Mogg-p 87,16–18 : yadi pi kaññ! ti r#pam ida$ na niddi((ha$ Kacc!nena 

tath! pi Niruttiya$ niddi((hatt! etth! pi sa)gahita$ tath! brahm! ti.  
208Mogg-p 197,18. 
209Mogg-p 180,14–19 : Kacc!yanavuttik!rena “kvaci sam!santagat!na$ 

ak!ranto” (= Kacc 339) ettha k!raggaha%ena sugandhi duggandhi p#tigandhi 
surabhigandh' ti ye te payog! sakkatânus!rena s!dhit! na te payog! idha 
s!dhit! ti dassento !ha sugandh' cc!di iti-saddo !dyattho payogo “na 
dissat'” ti !game Niruttiya$ na dissati. 

210See Mogg-p 187,26–28 : yam pana Kacc!yanavutti-!disu tudampat' ti 
ud!haran ti nâyam payogo !game Niruttiyañ ca t!disassa payogassâsam-
bhavato (ad Mogg-v ad Mogg III 70 (= 74)). 
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the Nirutti which is related to Mah"-bh on P") V 3 :83 (cf. K", ad 
loc.).211  

§ 88. Both R$p212 and Sadd213 quote a prose passage from C$'-nir 
de!ning the nature of the verb : k!lak!rakapurisaparid'pika$ kriy!-
lakkha%am !khy!tika$.214 Sadd quotes another passage concerning the 
pronominal forms te-me, tava-mam, tuyha$-mayha$.215  

§ 89. As mentioned above (see § 63), unknown scholars have inter-
polated a passage in Kacc-v 358 based upon C$'-nir.  

  IV.2.6. Mañj$s! (Mañj) 
§ 90. Sinhalese grammarians attribute the commentary on C$'-nir, C$'a-
niruttiva))an" or Mañj, to a certain Patañjali. Gv 60, on the other hand, 
attributes it to an old "cariya (pubbâcariya). The Mañj was known to 
Vajirabuddhi, who apparently elaborates the views of Patañjali concern-
ing the reality of the k!rakas in an interesting digression on Kacc 283 
(see § 93).216 It is thus reasonable to assume that Mañj was written in the 
ninth century A.D. It is regrettable that this interesting work appears to 
be lost217 because it has exerted a major in*uence on most P"li gram-
marians who quote from it. In contrast to the majority of other P"li 

                                                             
211Mogg-p 225,31ff. : iha tu Niruttiya$ “katha$ kattukara%atthe bhavati ? : 

devehi datto > devadatto devadattiko deviyo devalo ; brahmun! datto > 
brahmadatto, brahmadattiko, brahmiyo, brahmalo ; sivena datto > sivadatto, 
sivadattiko, siviyo, sivalo ; n!gehi datto > n!gadatto, n!gadattiko, n!giyo, 
n!galo ti s!maññena vuttatt! avisesena vutta$. 

212R$p 171,9–10. 
213Sadd 20,22–23. 
214Quotation identi!ed at R$p-& 179,14. 
215Sadd 292,4–6 : C#-aniruttiya$ hi Yamakamah!therena catutth'-cha((h'na$ 

anaññar#patta$ vutta$ : “catutth'-cha((h'na$ sabbattha añña$, tatiy!-
pañcam'na$ bahuvacanañ c! ti. 

216Mmd 231,18ff. 
217Mañj is mentioned in the Pagan inscription ; see the list no. 226 in Bode : 

PLB : 107. 
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grammars, the Mañj is in*uenced by contemporary philosophy of 
language and apparently also by Buddhist philosophy.218  

§ 91. The extant fragments show that Mañj was composed in the form of 
k!rik!s accompanied by explicating prose. 

§ 92. Buddhapiya quotes several verses from the Mañj. Most of them 
occur in the chapter of R$p devoted to the description of the k!rakas. 
They show that Patañjali to some extent has based his description of 
P"li’s case grammar on Bhart!hari’s Trika)1# (TK). In fact, some of the 
verses are almost verbatim reproductions of the TK. Thus, for instance, 
the verse de!ning the ap!d!na k!raka is a version of TK III 7 :136, 
except that it substitutes anumeyavisayañ ca for apek+itakriya$ ceti of 
TK : 

  niddi((havisaya$ kiñci up!ttavisaya$ tath! 
  anumeyavisayañ c! ti ap!d!nan tidh! mata$.219 

Other verses substitute semantically equivalent P"li terms for the terms 
used by Bhart!hari, like, for instance, the verse de!ning the sampad!na 
k!raka, which is based upon VP III 7 : 129 :  

  anir!kara%âr!dhanabbhanuññavasen’ idha  
  sampad!na$ tidh! vutta$ rukkhay!cakabhikkhavo.220 

§ 93. In the commentary on R$p 288 (= Kacc 284) Buddhapiya quotes 
two verses stating that the domain of words is de!ned by convention 
(voh!ravisaya) and is without ultimate reality (nekantaparamatthika) ; 
the denotation of a word is something imagined (buddhisa$kappita) and 
thus also the syntactic relation, which therefore only has an imaginary 
existence (vijjam!no va).221 This argument is closely related to the ideas 

                                                             
218This seems obvious on a prima facie reading of the passage on voh!ra 

(Buddh. Skt vyavah!ra), quoted at R$p 98,15 ; see below, § 93. 
219R$p-v 104,34–35 ; quoted from Mañj$s" according to R$p-& 110,5. 
220See R$p 100,33–34 ; quoted Mog-p 55,19–20 ; according to Mog-pd 64,9 and 

R$p-sn (170(=174),21 = Mañj. 
221R$p 98,15–18 : 
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which Bhart!hari propounds in the introductory section of 
S!dhanasamudde,a TK III 7 :1ff. The assumption of a connection 
between Mañj and this part of the TK is corroborated by the parallel 
section of Mmd 231,18ff. which evidently elaborates on ideas expressed 
in Mañj. In this excursus Vajirabuddhi uses the terms satti (Skt ,akti) 
and vyatti (Skt vyakti) according to Bhart!hari.222 

§ 94. Apart from these examples, Buddhapiya quotes verses de!ning 
(1) the voc. (!manta%a),223 (2) the syntactical concepts of kamma,224 
(3) kara%a,225 (4) katt!, kammakatt!, hetukatt!,226 (5) sambandha,227 
                                                                                                                           
  voh!ravisayo saddo nekantaparamatthiko 
  buddhisa$kappito attho tass’ attho ti pavuccati 
  buddhiy! gahitatt! hi sa$yogo j!yate iti 
  sa$yogo vijjam!no va katt! bhavati j!tiy! 
222See, e.g. VP III 7 :1ff. 
223R$p 93,16–18 :  

  saddenâbhimukh'k!ro vijjam!nassa vatthuno 
  !manta%a$ vidh!tabbe n’ atthi r!j! bhavêti tan ti 

 Identi!ed at R$p-& 92,1. 
224R$p 94,8–9 : 

  nibbattivikatippattibhedena tividha$ mata$. 
  kattukriyâbhigamma$ ta$ sukha’-)g!ra$ nivesanan ti. 

 This verse is not identi!ed as coming from Mañj ; but its dependence on 
VP III 7 :45 is obvious : niv!rtya$ ca vik!rya$ ca pr!pya$ ceti tridh! matam. 

225R$p 97,3–4 : 

  yassa sabbavisesena kriy!sa$siddhihetut! 
  sambh!v'yati ta$ vutta$ kara%a$ n!ma k!rakan ti 

 Identi!ed at R$p-& 99,8 ; cf. VP III 7 :93ff. 
226R$p 98,1–4 : 

  attappadh!no kiriya$ yo nibbatteti k!rako. 
  appayutto payutto v! sa katt! ti pavuccati. 
  hetukatt! ti kathito kattuno yo payojako. 
  kammakatt! ti sukaro kammabh#to kath'yate ti. 

 Identi!ed at R$p-& 101,19 ; R$p-sn 165(=170),36. 
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and (6) the morphologico-semantical concept of sam!sa.228 In addition 
he quotes a verse de!ning the two types of negation pariyud!sa and 
pasajjapa(isedha.229 

§ 95. There are two prose passages from Mañj quoted in Sadd. The !rst 
deals with the vocative bho which is correctly described as being used 
with nouns in the voc. sg. and pl.230 The other is a long passage dis-
cussing the concept of li)ga which is indebted to Mah"-bh II 195,25ff.231 
Thus the verse that is part of this quotation is a P"li version of a k!rik! 

                                                                                                                           
227R$p 110,7–10 : 

  kriy!k!rakasañj!to assêda$bh!vahetuko 
  sambandho n!ma so attho, tattha cha((h' vidh'yate. 
  p!ratantya$ hi sambandho tattha cha((h' bhave tito 
  up!dhi((h!n! gamito na visesyâdito tito ti. 

 Identi!ed at R$p-sn 191,14. 
228R$p 118,1–2 : 

  sam!so padasa)khepo, padappaccayasa$hita$. 
  taddhita$ n!ma hot’ eva$ viññeyya$ tesam antaran ti 

 Identi!ed at R$p-sn 208,32. 
229R$p 124,31–32 : 
  pasajjappa(isedhassa lakkha%a$ vatthunatthit! 
  vatthuto aññatra vutti pariyud!salakkha%an ti 

 Identi!ed at R$p-sn 226,34. 
230Sadd 171,10–14 : tath! hi Niruttimañj#s!ya$ vutta$ : “bho t’ ida$ 
!manta%atthe nip!to, so na kevala$ ekavacanam eva hoti atha kho bahu-
vacanam pi hot' ti bho puris! ti bahuvacanappayogo ti gahito, bhavanto t’ 
ida$ pana bahuvacanam eva hot' ti puris! puna vuttan” ti. 

231See Sadd 221,25ff. : tath! hi aya$ Niruttimañj#s!ya$ vutto : “ki$ pan’ eta$ 
li)ga$ n!ma : keci t!va vadanti : 

  thanakesavat' itth', massuv! puriso siy!, 
  ubhinnam antara$ eta$ itarôbhayamuttako ti 
 … apare vadanti : na li)ga$ n!ma paramatthato kiñci atthi, lokasa$ketar#-ho 

pana voh!ro li)ga$ n!ma ti etc. 
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found in Mah"-bh II 196,4–5.232 Vajirabuddhi quotes it in Mmd ; he may 
have taken it from Mañj.233 

  IV.2.7. Sa&gaha (Sgh) 
§ 96. The author of this treatise is referred to as the Sa(gahak"ra (both in 
the sg. and pl.), perhaps in imitation of the name Sa(grahak"ra known 
from Sanskrit grammar. The Sgh is only known from a few quotations 
in Vajirabuddhi’s Mmd and Chapa&a’s Kacc-nidd. It is not possible to 
date the work with any degree of certainty. However, it must have been 
composed before the tenth century A.D., which is the approximate date 
of Mmd, and after Kacc-v, which it appears to know, thus perhaps 
between the eighth and tenth centuries A.D. 

§ 97. The quotations show that the treatise is composed in the form of 
k!rik!s with an explicating prose commentary. Since they are con!ned 
to the k!raka chapter of Mmd and Kacc-nidd, there is reason to believe 
that the treatise is exclusively devoted to the description of P"li’s case 
syntax.  

§ 98. Vajirabuddhi quotes in Mmd four prose passages from the 
Sa(gaha.234 With the exception of the third one, the quotations are each 

                                                             
232  stanake,avat' str' sy!l loma,a* puru+a* sm!ta* | 
  ubhayor antara$ yac ca tadabhave napu$sakam || 
233Mmd 239,13–14. 
234See 1. Mmd 240,28–29 : (ad Kacc 285 : li)gatthe pa(ham!) Sa)gahak!ro pana 

“li)gakattukammakara%asampad!nas!mibhummadis!yoga!lapanesu 
pa(ham! hot'” ti !ha ; 2. Mmd 243,34–38. : Sa)gahak!ro pana “kara%akattu-
kammapañcam'sattamyatthe nip!tappayoge pa(ikkhepe paccatte kucchitatthe 
itthambh#te kiriyâpavagge pubbasadisasam!n#nakalahanipu%amissaka-
sakh'lâdiyoge hetvatthe k!laddh!ne visesane ma%&itussake tatiy! hot'” ti 
!ha ; 3. Mmd 249,9–11 : Sa)gahak!ro pana “kammatthe tatiy!ca((h'sattam-
yatthe c’ enayoge catuthyatthe k!laddh!nam accantasa$yoge kammava-
can'yayutte ca dutiy! hot'” ti !ha ; 4. Mmd 255,5–8 : Sa)gahak!ro pana 
“bhummatthe s!missarâdhipatid!y!dasakkhipatibh#pasutakusalesu 
niddh!ranân!darakammakara%animittasampad!nâpad!napaccattop!-
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followed by a large number of illustrative examples compiled by the 
Sa(gahak"ra. Chapa&a reproduces the second prose passage at 
Kacc-nidd 126,30–34 but in addition he quotes a verse whose subject 
matter is identical with the one formulated in the !rst prose passage 
quoted at Mmd 240,28–29.235 

§ 99. The majority of the examples are quoted from unidenti!able post-
canonical P"li literature. However, there are also a number of interesting 
canonical quotations. In a few cases Mmd reproduces canonical 
quotations which are found in Kacc-v in a slightly edited version. Thus, 
for instance the Vinaya quotation at Kacc-v 312 : hatthesu pi%&!ya 
caranti (Vin I 90,11) is quoted as nagg! hatthesu pi%&!ya caranti (Vin I 
90,20).236 The quotations show that the case terminology of the Sa(gaha 
is in*uenced by the terminology of the A&&hakath"s, which he must have 
utilized. Thus, for instance, he quotes D I 63,22–23 : idam pi ’ssa hoti 
s'lasmin ti as an example of the use of the loc. in the sense of the nom. 
Since Buddhaghosa mentions in Sv that the Mahâ&&hakath" interprets the 
loc. as the nom. (paccattavacanatthe … eta$ bhumma$),237 the 
interpretation is no doubt indebted to Sv. 

§ 100. There are other examples of the Sa(gahak"ra’s use of the P"li 
commentaries. For instance, he quotes Vin I 103,11 : !vikat! hi ’ssa 
ph!su hoti, as an example of the use of the nom. in the sense of the instr. 
(sic). The exegesis that justi!es this amazing statement is found in Kkh 
26,25f. : !vikat! ti !vikat!ya, pak!sit!y! ti attho ; alajjit! ti !disu viya 

                                                                                                                           
dhyadhikissaravacanama%&itussukkak!labh!vesu sattam' vibhatti hot'” ti 
!ha. 

235Kacc-nidd 126,4–6 : vuttañ ca Sa)gahak!rehi : 
  li)gatthe kattukammatthe kara%e sampad!niye 
  nissakke s!mibhummatthe disatthâlapane tath! 
236R$p 114,31 has the same reading, but Sadd 727,21 reproduces the reading of 

Kacc-v. 
237R$p 182,16ff. 
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idam pi kara%atthe paccattavacana$.238 The interpretation of D II 
230,2 : ajjh!saya$ !dibrahmacariya$ in the sense of the instr. is based 
upon the gloss on this construction at Sv : kara%atthe pacatta-
vacana$.239 It is thus clear that the Sa(gahak"ra attempted to integrate 
the grammatical annotations of the A&&hakath"s into his own work. 

§ 101. Aggava%sa composed Sadd § 559 : pa(hamatthe tatiy!-sattamiyo, 
and § 660 : tatiyatthe pa(ham!, with particular regard to the above 
interpretation of D I 63,22–23 and D II 230,2. Though it cannot be 
excluded that he knew the Sgh, it is more likely that he copied the 
description from Mmd, of which he was a careful reader. 

  IV.2.8. Mah!sandhi (Mah!-s) 
§ 102. Mah"-s is only referred to once in Buddhapiya’s R$p-&.240 In the 
remarks on the introductory verse of R$p he mentions that he utilized 
the sandhi treatises, i.e., Mah"-s and C$'-s (see IV.2.9).241 

§ 103. The discussion in R$p-& of the views expressed in Mah"-s shows 
that it was a revised version of the sandhi chapter of Kacc.  

§ 104. It appears from R$p-& that the author has interpolated a restrictive 
tu in Kacc 29 : vagge ghosâghos!na$ tatiyapa(ham!, so as to exclude 
the unwanted consequence of the imprecise formulation of the sutta that 
the voiced nasals belonging to each of the !ve groups (vagga) receive 
the third letter in the group of sonants as doubling. Buddhapiya rejects 
this interpolation on the grounds that since the (h!ne of Kacc 28 is the 
governing rule (adhik!ra) such a problem does not arise.242 

                                                             
238R$p 17,4–5. 
239R$p 658,13. 
240R$p 25,15–18. 
241R$p-& 4,1 : !disaddena (scil. of Kacc!yanava%%anâdi$ of the introductory 

verse) sandhiniruttippakara%âdika$. 
242See R$p-& 25,15–18 : ya$ pana Mah!sandhippakara%e “vagge ghosâgho-

s!na$ tatiyapa(ham!” (= Kacc 29) ti vaggapañcam!na$ tatiyadvebh!va-
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  IV.2.9. C$%asandhi (C$%-s) 
§ 105.  This anonymous treatise on sandhi is, like Mah"sandhi, only 
known from a couple of quotations in R$p-&. Like Mah"-s Buddhapiya 
utilised it for the elaborate sandhi chapter of R$p.  

§ 106. Like Mah"-s the work appears to be an edited version of Kacc. 

§ 107. The discussion recorded in R$p-&243 shows that the author refor-
mulated Kacc 11 so as to read assara$ byañjana$ parakkhara$ naye, 
excluding the word yutte on the grounds that the phoneme $ (niggah'ta) 
is not a consonant. The other quotation states that “when a preceding 
[vowel] is elided, a following i and u become e and o, respectively”.244 
This statement has probably been part of the elaboration of Kacc 14. 
Buddhapiya quotes it to justify his formulation of the comment on 
R$p 16 (= Kacc 14).245 

 IV.3. Extant Post-Kacc!yana Grammars and Commentaries 
  IV.3.1. Mukahamattad'pan' (Mmd) 
§ 108. Mmd or Ny!sa, also called Kacc!yanavuttiva%%an!,246 is the 
oldest extant commentary on Kacc and Kacc-v. It is attributed to 
Vajirabuddhi247 or Vimalabuddhi who is also claimed to have composed 

                                                                                                                           
ppasa)gato nivattanattha$ tu-saddapakkhepana$ kata$, ta$ niratthakam 
eva (h!nâdhik!rato ca tannivattiy! siddhatt! ti. 

243C#-asandhiya$ niggah'tassa byañjanasaññ!ya avihitatt! “assara$ 
byañjana$ parakkhara$ naye” (. Kacc 11) ti sutte yuttaggaha%am akatan ti 
veditabba$. 

244R$p-& 24,17–20 : C#-asandhiyam pi “pubbalope paro ik!ro ek!ra$ uk!ro 
ok!ran” ti ca vutta$. 

245R$p 7,13–14 : iva%%abh#to uk!rabh#to ca paro saro asar#pe pubbassare lutte 
kvaci asava%%a$ pappoti. 

246 See Mogg-p 6,30 : vutta$ Kacc!yanavuttiva%%an!ya$ (= Ny"sa, i.e., 
Mukhamattad#pan#, Mogg-pd 18,31). 

247Aggava%sa uses the name Vajirabuddhi in preference to Vimalabuddhi, e.g. 
at Sadd 210,4. 
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a ('k! on Abhidhammâvat"ra.248 The date of Vajirabuddhi cannot be 
!xed with absolute certainty as Mmd contains no colophon containing a 
clue as to when it was composed. The work itself presupposes 
knowledge of P"li grammars that are no longer extant. Vajirabuddhi 
mentions Sudattakisivanirutti (see IV.2.3) and Mah"nirutti (see IV.2.2) 
from which he quotes a number of suttas interpolated in Kacc (see § 68), 
and he quotes from the work of the Sa(gahak"ra (see IV.2.7). Internal 
evidence shows that he knows Patañjali’s Mañj$s" (see IV.2.6). Since 
he quotes from an Abhidharma treatise ascribed to the ('k!k!ra,249 
whom the Mmd-p&250 identi!es with 2nanda, the M#la('k!k!ra, who is 
traditionally placed in the eighth or ninth century A.D. (see DPPN s.v. 
11. 2nanda), he is to be placed between the M#la('k!k!ra and Buddha-
piya who refers to Kacc!yanava%%an! (= Ny"sa) in the introductory 
verse of R$p251 and several times in R$p-&. R$p was written before 
Mogg and Mogg-p (second half of the twelfth century A.D.) because 
Mogg-p 6,23–24 quotes R$p 3,25–26 : kvaci sa$yogapubb!, ek!rôk!r! 
rass! iva vuccante. yath! : ettha, seyyo, ottho, sotthi. Mmd was thus 
probably composed in the tenth–eleventh centuries A.D. Because of its 
thoroughness Mmd has exerted a powerful in*uence on most P"li 
grammars written in the tradition of Kacc.  

§ 109. Vajirabuddhi is a meticulous exegete of Kacc and Kacc-v, almost 
to the point of being pedantic. The general structure of each paragraph is 
that he !rst quotes and paraphrases each sutta, isolating and counting 
the number of words (pada) that constitute it, a practice that was imi-
tated by Chapa&a and Vijit"v# in Kacc-nidd and Kacc-va)), respectively. 
Then he comments on its interpretation in Kacc-v, carefully noticing if 
the author himself is going to add a paragraph on the interpretation of 
any given ca or the like of Kacc. It is thus possible to deduce that if any 

                                                             
248See SVD 1223. 
249Mmd 273,31. 
250Mmd-p& 197,26. 
251See R$p-& 3,28 : Kacc!yaby!kara%añ ca tabba%%an!bh#ta$ Ny!sa$. 
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such paragraph is not mentioned, it has most probably been interpolated 
at a later date. Finally, Vajirabuddhi comments on the examples and 
counterexamples illustrating the sutta in question. In some cases he 
quotes short passages from Kacc-v, some of which differ from the 
transmitted versions (see IV.1.4). In addition, he makes an effort to 
distinguish between original and interpolated suttas in Kacc (see § 18). It 
is thus clear that Mmd is an invaluable source of information on the 
actual text of Kacc and Kacc-v at the time of the composition of Mmd. 

§ 110. Mmd is in many ways an exegetical tour de force, whose main 
intention is to show how the individual suttas of Kacc and the explana-
tions of the vutti in the !nal analysis can be derived by applying 
relevant rules from Kacc to the problem under discussion. Thus, for 
instance, in his comment on Kacc-v 44 : abhi icc etassa sare pare 
abbhâdeso hoti : “abbh is substituted for abhi before a following 
vowel”, he explains that since the use of the word sare from Kacc 42 
applies by way of recurrence (anuvattana = Skt anuv!tti) and since the 
use of the word !desa (substitute) is enunciated in the nominative, the 
substituend abhi is to be stated in the genitive, as the vuttik!ra does. But 
then he continues by explaining that it is possible to take abhi as a geni-
tive with elided genitive suf!x on the interpretation of Kacc 221 (+ 220) 
stating that prefixes do not have any case markers.252 This, however, is 
an extreme case of commentarial ingenuity. On the other hand, Vajira-
buddhi’s exegetical practice shows that he regards Kacc as a 
synchronous system of rules from which it is possible to pick any rule 
that can be used to explain any given form. 

§ 111. Usually Vajirabuddhi makes use of well-known exegetical 
devices, which he de!nes in connection with the exegesis of Kacc-v 48 : 
pati etassa sare v! byañjane v! pare kvaci pa(i !deso hoti : “before a 
following vowel or consonant pa(i is sometimes substituted for pati”. 
Since the interpretation sare v! byañjane v! is not warranted by Kacc 

                                                             
252Mmd 56,24–26 : sareggaha%assânuvattanato !desaggaha%assa pa(ham!ya 

niddi((hatt! abhiss! ti vattabbe abhisadda$ (so read) cha((hi$ katv!. 
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48 which only states that in some cases pa(i is substituted for pati, 
Vajirabuddhi takes the opportunity of explaining how certain governing 
rules either apply in the manner of a jumping frog (ma%&#kagatika, cf. 
Skt ma%&#kagati), i.e., from a preceding rule to the rule in question, or 
in the manner of the lion’s gait (s'hagatika, cf. Skt si$hâvalokitany!ya), 
i.e., from the immediately preceding rule to the rule in question. This 
makes it possible to explain the interpretation of the vuttik"ra with 
reference to Kacc 42 : go sare etc. (ma%&#kagativasena), and Kacc 49 
puthass’ u byañjane (s'hagativasena).253 It is, of course, questionable if 
this analysis represents the actual intention of the vuttik!ra, but it illus-
trates the tendency of Mmd to exhaust every possibility of explaining 
Kacc-v as consistently based upon Kacc. 

  IV.3.2. Mmd Commentaries and Grammars based upon  
  Mmd 
§ 112. When Chapa&a wrote Kacc-nidd, presumably in the !rst half of 
the !fteenth century A.D., several works related to Mmd were in circula-
tion. Thus he quotes two passages from Ny"sa&#k", which are identical 
with passages in Mmd-p&,254 as well as Ny"sappad#pappakara)a,255 and 
Ny"sappad#pa&#k",256 of which a fragment is still extant.257 

§ 113. Gv 63 attributes a Mah"&#k" on Mmd to Vimalabuddhi (= Vajira-
buddhi) which may be identical with Mmd-p&. Nothing is known about 
the authors of the other two works. Since they antedate Kacc-nidd, they 
may have been composed in the twelfth century A.D.  

                                                             
253See Mmd 59,25ff. 
254Kacc-nidd 103,27f. : Ny!sa('k!ya$ ca “caggaha%ena kara%abh#tena 

suttâgatappayogato aññatthappayoge pañcam'vibhatti ca ap!d!nak!rake 
cha((h'-dutiy!-tatiy!-vibhattiyo ca sa$ga%h!t'”(= Mmd-p& 133,28f.) ti vutta$ ; 
Kacc-nidd 234,10 : aya$ gha(âdiga%o adhik!raga%o ti attho (= Mmd-p& 253,8–

9) ti Ny!sa('k!ya$ vutto (reading gha(âdidh!tuga%o). 
255Kacc-nidd 29,30. 
256Kacc-nidd 40,22–25. 
257Fausbøll, “Cat. Mand. MSS”, no. 153, JPTS IV (1896) , p. 48. 
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§ 114. Mukhamattas"ra,258 “The Essence of Mmd”, is attributed to 
Gu)as"gara who is also credited with a ('k! on his work.259 It may have 
been composed in the beginning of the thirteenth century A.D.260 
Chapa&a quotes two verses from Mukhamattas"ra261 which he notices 
are composed under the in*uence of Vimalabuddhi,262 as well as a prose 
passage.263 A late work like Vijit"v#’s Kacc"yanava))an" (Kacc-va))) 
(sixteenth century A.D.) is to a large extent an abbreviated recast of 
Mmd and should therefore be included among the grammars written in 
the tradition of Mmd. 

 O.H. Pind 

                                                             
258Mentioned in the Pagan Inscription as no. 151 ; see PLB : 105. 
259Gv 63. 
260Bode, PLB : 25. 
261Kacc-nidd 31,11–14.  
262Kacc-nidd 31,15 : Vimalabuddhi-!cariyâdhipp!yavasena vutta$.  
263Kacc-nidd 85,28f. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
abl.  ablative 
BHSD Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary 
chap. chapter 
CPD A Critical Dictionary of P!li 
ÉVP Études védiques et paninéennes 
EWA Manfred Mayhofer, Etymologisches Wörterbuch des  
   Altindoarischen, Heidelberg, 1986–2001. 
GDhp The G!ndh!r' Dharmapada, ed. John Brough, London, 1962. 
inst. instrumental 
loc.  locative 
nom. nominative 
PGL see Franke 1902 under References 
PED Pali–English Dictionary 
PTC P!li Tipi(akam Concordance 
StII  Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 
ts.  tatsama 
voc. vocative 
VP III V"kyapad#ya 
w.r.  wrong reading 
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ABBREVIATIONS OF GRAMMATICAL TEXTS 
Abbreviations of other texts follow CPD Epilegomena 
 
Abhid-k-bh Vasubandhu, Abhidharmako,abh"/ya 
C$'-nir C$'anirutti 
C$'-s C$'asandhi 
Gv  Gandhava%sa 
Kacc Kacc"yana 
Kacc-nidd Kacc"yanasuttaniddesa 
Kacc-v Kacc"yanavutti 
Kacc-va)) Kacc"yanava))an" 
K",  Jay"ditya and V"mana, K",ik"-v!tti 
Mah"-bh Patañjali, (Vy"kara)a-)Mah"bh"/ya 
Mah"-nir Mah"nirutti 
Mah"-s Mah"sandhippakara)a 
Mañj Mañj$s" 
Mogg Moggall"na 
Mogg-p Moggall"napañcik" 
Mogg-v Moggall"navutti 
Mmd Mukhamattad#pan# 
Mmd-p& Mukhamattad#pan#-pur")a&#k" 
Nir-pi& Niruttipi&aka 
P")  P")ini 
R$p R$pasiddhi 
R$p-& R$pasiddhi&#k" 
Sadd Saddan#ti 
Saddhamma-s Saddhammasañgaha 
Sudatta-nir Sudattakisivanirutti 
Sgh  Sa(gaha 
TK  Trika)1# 
VP  V"kyapad#ya 
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Kern and the Study of Indian Buddhism* 
With a Speculative Note on the Ceylonese Dhammarucikas 

Isaline Blew Horner was born March 30, 1896, the very year of the 
publication of Johan Hendrik Caspar Kern’s Manual of Indian 
Buddhism in Georg Bühler’s series Grundriss der indo-arischen 
Philologie und Altertumskunde ; as far as I know, however, these two 
facts are entirely unrelated, and Miss Horner did not develop her interest 
in Buddhism, apparently, until 1921, during a trip through Sri Lanka, 
Burma and India, this coming some four years after the death of Kern, 
who was born April 6, 1833, and died July 4, 1917. 
 
 The name of Hendrik Kern is certainly well known still today, a 
century after his !oruit, primarily through his Manual, which is still 
being reprinted, and through his editio princeps of the Lotus Sutra in 
Sanskrit, edited between 1908–1912 with Bunyiu Nanjio and usually 
simply termed “Kern–Nanjio”. Moreover, his 1884 English translation 
of the same text, prepared for Max Müller’s Sacred Books of the East, is 
still the only version in English rendered from Sanskrit (or, as we used 
to say, “the original Sanskrit”). This is surely more than enough to 
establish Kern’s position as one of the leading "gures in the Western 
study of Indian — one might rather say these days, South Asian — 
Buddhism. But Kern also published extensive remarks on the P#li lan-
guage, both his 1886 “Bijdrage tot de verklaring van eenige woorden in 
P#li-geschriften voorkomende”, or “Contribution to the Explanation of 
Some Words Occurring in P#li Writings”, and his 1916 “Toevoegselen 
op ’t woordenboek van Childers”, “Supplements to the dictionary of 
Childers”, two major studies à propos the pioneering dictionary of P#li 
published between 1872 and 1875 by Robert Cæsar Childers. The latter 
of these supplements at least is certainly referred to many times in the 
                                                             
 *This article is a revised version of the paper read as the thirteenth I.B. Horner 

Memorial Lecture, delivered in London on 18 September 2009 at the annual 
general meeting of the Pali Text Society. 
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Pali Text Society’s P!li–English Dictionary, although not always 
approvingly. In addition, Kern published several studies on A$okan 
inscriptions in 1873, 1876, and 1880,1 and the editio princeps of the 
J#takam#l# of %rya$&ra, published in 1891 as the very "rst volume of 
the Harvard Oriental Series. This edition, incidentally, is still spoken of 
highly by Albrecht Hanisch in his recent philological notes on the 
poem.2 
 The tome that was, at least at the time of its publication, considered 
Kern’s masterwork, however, is relatively little known today, that being 
his massive Geschiedenis van het Buddhisme in Indië or “History of 
Buddhism in India”, published in two volumes in Haarlem in 1881–
1883.3 A translation under Kern’s supervision was begun by Georges 
François Guillaume Jean Jacques Collins in French in 1881 in the Revue 
de l’histoire des religions, continued by Charles Michel, but given up 
after part one.4 Both volumes were translated virtually immediately into 
German by Hermann Jacobi in 1882–1884 as Der Buddhismus und 
seine Geschichte in Indien (where Hendrik becomes Heinrich). The 
complete work was later translated into French by Gédéon Busken Huet 
in 1901–1903 as Histoire du bouddhisme dans l’Inde and published in 
the important series Annales du Musée Guimet, Bibliothèque d’Etudes. 
These volumes have never appeared in English. Kern’s shorter Manual, 
it is interesting to note, was translated into Japanese as early as 1914 by 

                                                             
1For the convenience of most readers, it might be best to cite the abbreviated 

English translations of the Dutch contributions, namely Kern 1874b, 1876, 
1877. Originally in English was Kern 1880. Regarding the first listed item, see 
also A. Barth’s review from 1874, reprinted in Barth, 1917 : 126–39. 

2Hanisch, 2005 : I.xxiv ff. 
3It appears that the first volume of the work was actually first published in 1881 

by A. C. Kruseman in Haarlem, but my copy is rather printed in Haarlem by 
Tjeenk Willink in 1882 and 1884. 

4“Histoire du Bouddhisme dans l’Inde”, Revue de l’histoire des religions 4 
(1881) : 149–65, 5 (1882) : 49–88, 145–226, by Collins, continued from p. 34 
of the last installment by Michel, 7 (1883) : 17–62. 
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Tachibana Shund' 立花俊道 as Bukky" Taik" 佛教大綱, an effort 
assisted by the very same Nanjio Bunyiu (Nanj' Buny& 南条文雄) men-
tioned above ; they received assistance with technical vocabulary from 
none other than the young Otto Rosenberg, in his early twenties and at 
that time a student in Japan. It would be interesting to investigate just 
what sort of an impact Kern’s work had in those early days on Japanese 
Buddhist Studies, and a scholar with good access to Japanese libraries 
should undertake such a study. Finally, it is important to mention that 
Kern devoted considerable attention to Khmer and Javanese sources, 
especially inscriptions, contributing inter alia to the study of Buddhist–
(aiva syncretism, though these studies stand outside the scope of the 
discussion here.5 
 In the following, I offer a few remarks on Kern and his contributions 
to the study of South Asian Buddhism, followed by an experiment in 
what might be called the tradition of Kern. First, however, I confess a 
failure in what I had hoped to be able to achieve. Kern was Professor in 
Leiden University. Being myself now in Leiden, I hoped that it would 
be possible to discover among the papers of Kern what I thought must 
                                                             
 5In this respect however it might be helpful to draw attention to a paper 

translated by Louis de la Vallée Poussin into French, “Sur l’Invocation d’une 
Inscription bouddhique de Battambang”, Le Muséon (new series) 7 (1906) : 
46–66. This (and its Dutch original, which appeared in 1899) was overlooked 
by Johannes Bronkhorst, “Hendrik Kern and the Body of the Buddha”, 
Asiatische Studien/Études Asiatiques 63/1 (2009) : 7–27, although this in no 
way affects his argument. Kern’s article devotes considerable attention to a 
verse which reads : namo stu param!rth!ya vyomakalp!ya yo dadhau ) 
dharmma-sambhogi-nirmm!#a-k!y![$s] trailokyamuktaye, “Hommage à la 
suprême vérité, semblable à l’espace vide, qui pour délivrer le triple monde, a 
pris un Dharmak#ya, un Sambhogik#ya, un Nirm#*ak#ya !” It must be con-
fessed that Kern’s understanding of the theory in question is a bit odd, to say 
the least. Two other studies of inscriptions have been translated into English 
by Uli Kozok and Eric van Reijn, “The Sanskrit-Inscription of King %ditya-
warman at Kubu Rajo (Minangkabau ; ±1300 (#ka)”, and “The Inscription 
Commemorating the Consecration of the Amoghap#$a Statue of Padang Candi 
(Central Sumatra) ; 1269 (aka”, both to be found at http ://ulikozok.com/.  
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exist somewhere, namely the correspondence between Kern and Nanj' 
which led to their joint edition of the Saddharmapu#%ar&ka. For these 
two scholars, though they never met,6 managed, as many did before the 
age of jets and email, nevertheless to bring to fruition a major scholarly 
project using the resources of the post. Most unfortunately, whatever 
records of this correspondence once existed are no more. From Kern’s 
side, Hanna ’t Hart, who researched Kern some years ago, wrote to me 
as follows :7 

The story of Kern’s papers (and books) is a sad one. I was told that one of 
his sons was working for Martinus Nijhoff, antiquarian booksellers in the 
Hague. As the papers were supposed to be of no antiquarian value at the 
time, he is said to have chucked them away. He was just keen on selling the 
books. In this way, from Kern’s own collections no books and no letters 
came to any public collection.… The scanty bit that is at the Kern Institute 
was collected by Prof. [Jean Philippe] Vogel when he started the institute in 
the 1920s. I remember having read letters by Vogel to colleagues, begging 
for Kern’s letters. In this way he was lucky to have received Kern’s letters 
that Caland kept carefully ; of course, Caland’s side of the correspondence is 
also gone. This was the situation I found out while working on my article on 
Kern’s life. 

 The Japanese side of the situation is equally sad. Robert Rhodes of 
+tani University wrote to me that “Nanj' was born in Gifu but married 
into the Nanj' family temple in Fukui.… Apparently, while he was 

                                                             
 6Nanj' was in England from 1876 until 1884. Although he, accompanying Max 

Müller, attended the fifth International Congress of Orientalists held in 1881 
in Berlin, Kern did not. See the Verhandlungen des fünften International 
Orientalisten-Congresses gehalten zu Berlin im September 1881 (Berlin : 
A. Asher & Co. Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1881) : I.8 (for Dutch partici-
pants, where Kern’s name does not appear) and 10 (where we find “Bunyiu 
Nanjio, aus Japan, derzeit in Oxford, England”). The fact is made completely 
clear since in his recollections, Kaiky'roku 懐舊録 (Tokyo : Daiy&kaku shob' 
大雄閣書房, 1927) : 346 (reprinted in the T'y' Bunko series 東洋文庫 359 
[Tokyo : Heibonsha 平凡社, 1979 : 291]), Nanj' expresses his regret that he 
and Kern never met.  

 7Email 10 Feb. 2010. See ’t Hart 1989. 
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alive, Nanj' took all of the documents that were at the temple to 
Tokyo”.8 This unfortunately took place not very long before 1923, and 
Nanj' himself died in 1927. We must conclude, then, that all Nanj'’s 
papers were destroyed in the disastrous Kanto earthquake of 1923, as 
likewise no papers are to be found in +tani University in Kyoto, where 
Nanj' taught and was president for many years. In the absence of other 
materials, whatever we may say about Kern and his working methods 
must be derived from the internal evidence of his publications 
themselves. 
 Let us turn, then, to Kern and the study of South Asian Buddhism in 
general, that is, Kern and the Buddhism of India and Sri Lanka. I think it 
important to concentrate on what we might still learn from Kern, rather 
than emphasizing only his impact in his time, or on the other hand in 
registering those instances in which, from our self-de"ned “superior” 
point of view today, we see he went wrong. For while he did go wrong 
here and there — and I suspect that the pioneers probably went wrong, 
percentage-wise, quite a bit less than many of their modern critics — 
there is also still much to learn from Kern.  
 Not all would necessarily agree. Speaking in a context broader than 
simply his Buddhist studies, Hanna ’t Hart wrote that “Kern’s import-
ance in the "elds he chose to work in goes far beyond the small number 
of his books still used today. It is clear that his real importance lies in 
his own time and in the stage scholarship had reached then”.9 Although 
her considerations take account of Kern’s contributions not only to 
Indian Studies but also to Dutch language and dialects, Indo-European, 
Malay-Polynesian, and ancient Java, I "nd them too pessimistic. For 
even setting aside entirely his Buddhist studies, Kern edited and 
translated an important astronomical text, the B!hatsa,hit# of 
Var#hamihira,10 edited the astrological work %ryabha-.ya,11 and pub-
                                                             
 8Email 17 Sept. 2009.  

 9See note 7 above.  
10Kern 1865. His translation is 1870–1875. He edited another work of the same 

author as well, 1868–1878.  
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lished numerous pioneering and still important works on Kawi or Old 
Javanese, works which continue to be used, and even standard, today. I 
believe, therefore, that it is not quite justi"ed to speak of Kern as being 
of mere historical signi"cance.  
 I will not go into detail about what Kern had to say about P#li. But 
of course, it would not do to ignore it entirely. For, from very early on, 
Kern was concerned with the nature of P#li and its historical situation, 
and the relation between the language of A$oka, the language of the P#li 
scriptures, and what he calls in Dutch the “basterd-Sanskrit” of the 
northern Buddhists, what we dryly term “hybrid Sanskrit”. He wrote in 
1873 :12 “For those persons who wrote in hybrid Sanskrit and in P#li, 
neither was any longer living. They wrote in a largely arti"cial language 
(kunstmatige taal), which was no longer subject to the bene"cial check 
of the spoken language. Only this explains how so many incomprehen-
sible words and forms appear in P#li and hybrid Sanskrit, mistakes of 
such a type as learned people can commit, but which never appear in the 
wildest folk-language.” Kern considers it impossible that P#li is 
M#gadh., that is, that P#li is the oldest form of Buddhist language.  
 He continued to be interested in this issue, and once again in the 
introduction to his English translation of the Lotus Sutra in 1884, Kern 
was concerned about problems of language. Perhaps surprisingly, given 
that he is prefacing a translation of the Saddharmapu*/ar.ka, he devotes 
a number of pages of his introduction instead to parallels between the 
Lalitavistara and the P#li Mah#vagga. These parallels he cites, he says, 
“to prove that the material of a Mah#vaipulya S&tra is partly as old as 
that of any other sacred book of the Buddhists”.13 At the same time, 
when Kern turns to the Lotus in his introduction, he asserts the 
following :14 

                                                             
11Kern 1874a. 
12Kern 1873 : 14–15. 
13Kern 1884 : xiv. 
14p. xix. 
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The G#th#s of the Saddharma-pu*/ar.ka are nowhere very brilliant, but in 
some chapters they are so excessively clumsy and mechanically put together 
that involuntarily we are led to the assumption of their having been made by 
persons to whom the old dialect was no longer familiar. 

 While perhaps not for the same reasons, I agree with Kern here, and 
moreover, I think this scenario is likely to be the case not only for the 
Saddharmapu*/ar.ka but likewise for at least some other earlier Mah#-
y#na scriptures, such as the K#$yapaparivarta. In my yet unpublished 
lecture presented in Kyoto at the World Sanskrit Conference in 2009, I 
argued that the verses of the K#$yapaparivarta, which are demonstrably 
later than its prose, were composed by an author to whom, as Kern has 
put it, “the old dialect was no longer familiar”. Given that the 
Saddharmapu*/ar.ka is undoubtedly the most studied of Mah#y#na 
s&tras — although I would quickly say, from the point of view of Indian 
Buddhism, certainly not the most representative or important — it is a 
bit sobering to "nd that we must also agree with the following 
assessment offered by Kern in 1884 :15 

At present we are far from the ultimate end which critical research has to 
reach ; we are not able to assign to each part of our S&tra its proper place in 
the development of Buddhist literature. We may feel that compositions from 
different times have been collected into a not very harmonious whole ; we 
may even be able to prove that some passages are as decidedly ancient as 
others are modern, but any attempt to analyse the compound and lay bare its 
component parts would seem to be premature. Under these circumstances 
the inquiry after the date of the work resolves itself into the question at what 
time the book received its present shape. 

 Many scholars today would not characterize their obsession as one 
of determining the exact date of a work. Still, one contemporary trend is 
very much concerned with seeking to understand the origins and 
development of Mah#y#na s&tra literature, and this is precisely what 
Kern too was thinking about. It is, from this point of view, not neces-

                                                             
15p. xx. 
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sarily encouraging to "nd that we have not made perhaps quite as much 
progress since his day as we might like to expect. 
 After translating the Saddharmapu*/ar.ka on the basis of two 
Nepalese manuscripts in 1884, in the years 1908–1912 Kern published 
an edition of the text, still the standard. He did not, of course, do this 
alone, and he has been rather harshly criticized for the way in which he 
edited the Sanskrit provided largely by his co-editor. In particular, he 
has been taken to task for adding to the edition prepared by Nanj' on 
the basis of six Nepalese manuscripts readings from what is now 
generally known as the Kashgar manuscript (which Kern called ‘O’). 
J.W. de Jong referred to the result as “neither !esh nor "sh”.16 In speak-
ing of this some ten years ago, Tilmann Vetter credits Willy Baruch in a 
publication of 1938 with “discover[ing] that variant readings had often 
been ignored or inaccurately referred to”.17 This is one thing, and one 
certainly expects from any editor that he or she reads and reports the 
sources correctly. But this is not what de Jong was talking about. In fact, 
as early as 1916, Rudolf Hoernle pointed out in an editorial note to 
Heinrich Lüders’s edition of Central Asian fragments of the s&tra in his 
Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature Found in Eastern Turkestan 
that “the Bibliotheca Buddhica print does not present a pure Nepalese 
text, but incorporates a number of Eastern Turkestani readings”.18 If this 
were so, if the edition really con!ated distinct recensions, this would 
indeed be problematic. But the matter appears to be a bit more complex. 
In this regard, Vetter’s discovery on the basis of his careful analysis is 
very important. According to Vetter :19 

Kern does in fact keep apart the two recensions.… [I]n Kern’s footnotes 
normally all passages are ignored that are characteristic of the Kashgar 
manuscript as described by himself in an Additional Note to Nanjio’s 

                                                             
16de Jong 1997 : 54 [originally in The Eastern Buddhist 7/2 (1974) : 55].  
17Vetter 1999 : 10, referring to Baruch 1938 : 7–12. 
18In his note to Lüders 1916 : 143–44. 
19pp. 11–12. 
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Preface.… In the footnotes only those Kashgar readings appear that are 
close alternatives of a word in the text. And in the text itself only those 
Kashgar readings have been adopted that seemed to be the original or only 
correct ones. Such adoptions — and Kern’s sporadic emendations — can 
always be questioned, but this is not mixing up recensions. They depend on 
the assumption that transmission can create readings nobody had intended, 
especially when reciting and copying a text without understanding came to 
prevail. Such readings should be removed from any edition that pretends to 
establish an early state of a text. 

 Vetter’s point is that if one accepts the idea of an archetype or 
hyparchetype lying behind diverse sources, it is not only possible for an 
editor, but indeed the editor’s basic responsibility, in line with Classical 
text-critical ideas, to establish as far as possible the original from which 
the witnesses, due to the vagaries of scribes, have wandered. Kern cer-
tainly held the idea, as did every text critic in his day, that the goal of an 
editor was the establishment of the original text. Therefore, Vetter’s 
observations here are very important, and resonate well with what we 
know of Kern’s general approach also from his study of P#li, the Lalita-
vistara and A$okan inscriptions. Kern was very concerned to make 
sense of the interplay of Sanskrit, P#li and what he along with others 
sometimes called the G#th# dialect (although I still prefer his Dutch 
“basterd-Sanskrit”). More careful attention would have to be given the 
matter than is possible here to establish how Kern’s editorial choices in 
the Saddharmapu*/ar.ka edition "t in with what he has to say elsewhere 
about Buddhist Middle Indic. But I think one thing should be clear : 
Kern did not thoughtlessly “correct”, which is to say con(ate, the 
Nepalese text prepared by Nanj' with readings from the Kashagar 
manuscript. Rather, it appears that, having thought carefully about the 
forms underlying the variants available to him, he strove to establish 
something as close as possible to what he considered to be the original 
Indic shape of the Saddharmapu*/ar.ka. Or at least he did so within 
reason, for I have not mentioned his idea that the s&tra originally 
consisted entirely of verses, and needless to say, he did not dare to prune 
the prose from the received text. This idea of a purely verse core (or 
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kern !) today would "nd few adherents, and Kern’s reasons for believing 
this seem to me not entirely solid. Still, not only in his day, but even 
today, it is not an idea that should be considered, prima facie, ridiculous, 
and the question of just how Mah#y#na s&tras developed remains every 
bit as open today as it was in Kern’s time.  
 The other major work Kern contributed to the study of Indian 
Buddhism from a textual point of view is his edition of %rya$&ra’s 
J#takam#l#. While recent work on this text by, most notably, Peter 
Khoroche20 and Albrecht Hanisch "nds numerous instances in which 
Kern’s text can be corrected and improved, there is no denying that he 
took a sometimes dif"cult text and on the basis of often not very good 
manuscript evidence produced an edition which has served well for 
many years. It is worth noting that for decades the standard translation 
of the text was that of Kern’s student and successor Jacob Samuel 
Speyer.21 Finally, I leave aside here, as outside the scope of this 
discussion, consideration of Kern’s contributions to Buddhist and 
Buddho-(aiva inscriptions and other Southeast Asian and Javanese 
matters, which should be discussed by specialists. 
 Instead, as promised, or threatened, in addition to this brief 
consideration of the work of Kern, I would also attempt a bit of 
speculation in his tradition. In his monumental History of Indian 
Buddhism, Kern sometimes gave wing to ideas or associations that 
might seem a bit more impressionistic than solidly grounded. Some of 
these ideas were no doubt far over the top, but I am not convinced that 
all are worthy of the rubbish heap. Some indeed demonstrate a 
willingness to imaginatively engage the materials that is rather rare 
today among textual scholars (and rather too rife among those without 
"rsthand familiarity with primary sources, one might add). In this spirit, 

                                                             
20Khoroche 1987. 
21First published as a series of articles, 1893–1894, followed in revised form by 

a book in 1895, volume I of the series Sacred Books of the Buddhists. This 
text thus inaugurated both the Harvard Oriental Series and the Sacred Books 
of the Buddhists. 
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in the following I dare to offer a few thoughts on the topic of the 
Dhammarucikas of Ceylon, touched upon several times by Kern, albeit 
in passing, and mostly on the basis, it seems, of a single remark by 
George Turnour in the preface to his edition and translation of the 
Mah!va$sa.22 In this context, Kern refers to the origins of the 
schismatic Dhammarucikas, though without offering any speculations. 
Since, however, elsewhere he shows himself willing to interpret, for 
instance, the signi"cance of names, I take inspiration from that model in 
the following. To quote a relevant example, in speaking of the 
schismatic Mah#deva (to be introduced below), Kern wrote :23 

Although the legend that we have just summarized may be far from clear, it 
is nevertheless known however that Mah#deva and Bhadra are names of 
(iva who, in his capacity as the god of Time, may be called the Genie of 
destruction…. When one considers the diversity of the nature of (iva, one is 
not astonished that the southern Mah#deva plays an entirely different role 
from that of the heretic master. 

 It is in this spirit of, one might say, somewhat free association that I 
offer the following remarks. 
 A number of Ceylonese sources speak of a sect called Dhamma-
rucika, the historical existence of which cannot be doubted.24 Likewise, 
its identi"cation with the “heterodox” Abhayagiri-vih#ra, opponents of 
the “orthodox” Mah#vih#ra, is well established.25 These two, the Mah#-
vih#ra and Abhayagiri-vih#ra, are the major sub-schools of Ceylonese 
Therav#da, and traditionally strongly opposed each other. Ultimately, 
the Mah#vih#ra prevailed, and consequently most Ceylonese Buddhist 
history transmitted until today re!ects the Mah#vih#ra standpoint. The 

                                                             
22Turnour 1836 : ci–cii. See Kern 1881–1883 : II.337, 375. 
23Kern 1881–1883 : II.292–93. 
24It is mentioned, for instance, not only in the Mah#va,sa and C&lava,sa, but 

in tenth–eleventh-century inscriptions as well, as noted by Adikaram 1946 : 94 
and Gunawardana 1979 : 17.  

25On the Abhayagiriv#sins, see Bareau 1955 : 241–43, and now from another 
perspective the critical remarks in Crosby 1999. 
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Dhammarucikas were said to be followers of a Vajjiputta sect teacher 
named Dhammaruci, hence their name. While the historicity of the 
Abhayagiri–Mah#vih#ra schism, the "rst in Ceylonese Buddhism, is 
certain, any possible actual role or historically factual connection 
therein of a monk called Dhammaruci is of less interest than the fact that 
later (Mah#vih#ra) Ceylonese tradition explicitly connects objectionable 
and schismatic doctrines with an individual of precisely this name.26 It 
is upon this point that I wish to concentrate by exploring several facets 
of the relation between Dhammaruci and the Abhayagiri–Mah#vih#ra 
schism. In particular, I would like to propose an affective connection 
with narratives of the so-called fundamental schism in the Buddhist 
Church, that between the Sthaviras and Mah#s#,ghikas. 
 This schism, as is well known, is blamed by the Sarv#stiv#din 
*Abhidharma Mah#vibh#0# on a nasty monk named Mah#deva, one of 
several with the same name referred to by Kern, who after committing 
three of the "ve sins of immediate retribution, killing his father and 
mother and an arhat, entered the monastic community, and eventually 
set forth "ve heretical theses critical of the status of an arhat, the pañca-
vast'ni. P#li sources also are aware of a schism, but relate it instead to 
ten points upheld by the Vajjiputta sect monks, the same group to which 
Dhammaruci is said to have belonged.27 We also recall here that the 

                                                             
26Obeyesekere 1990 : 174–80, 186 studies the Sinhala king K#$yapa I, a sup-

porter of the Dhammarucikas (Mah#va,sa 39.15 ; C&1ava,sa trans. i.44), who 
had arranged the murder of his own father Dh&tasena (Mah#va,sa 38.105 ; 
C&lava,sa trans. i.40). However, Obeyesekere’s reason for associating the 
two notices (“it is probably no accident that K#$yapa supported the Dharma-
ruci sect, a Buddhist school influenced by Mah#y#na, possessing a more 
liberal soteriology and perhaps a path of atonement through penance”) cannot 
be accepted, above all since we really know next to nothing about Dhamma-
rucika ideas in general, not to mention their soteriology in particular.  

27There are of course a number of studies of these ten points, but what is 
relevant here is their attribution in the sources to the Vajjiputtakas ; see 
Cullavagga xii.1.1. 
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schismatic followers of the Buddha’s nemesis Devadatta are called 
Vajjiputtak# in the P#li Vinaya.28 
 Despite the con"dence with which some writers approach the topic, 
we do not know much factual about the Dhammarucikas, and it is only 
in somewhat later Ceylonese sources that we get certain details. Thus, 
while the perhaps "fth-century Mah#va,sa knows the Dhammarucika 
school,29 it is only its commentary the Mah#va,sa--.k#, which may date 
three or four centuries later,30 that identi"es these Dhammarucikas with 
the Abhayagiri monks in an explicit fashion.31 Likewise, the story of the 
founding of the schismatic Abhayagiri order in the Mah#va,sa itself 
does not mention the Dhammarucika.32 
 Our most detailed source for the Dhammarucikas is a late 
fourteenth- or early fifteenth-century work in Singhalese, the Nik#ya-
sa,grahawa (Compendium of the Sects), the reliability of which is 
often in question.33 This source, however, whether historically reliable 
or not, certainly re!ects some orthodox Mah#vih#rin ideas of the period 

                                                             
  The evil of the Vajjiputtakas is detailed in the D.pava,sa vv. 30–38 

(Oldenberg 1879). The text goes on in v. 39 to say explicitly that many later 
schismatic groups (bhinnav!d!) arose from the results of that early split, 
namely from the Mah#s#,ghika order.  

28Cullavagga vii.4.1. Non-Ceylonese sources tend to associate a monk named 
V#ts.putra — the Sanskrit equivalent of P#li Vajjiputta — with activities two 
hundred years after the death of the Buddha, and in their accounting sixty-
three years after the split which led to the creation of the Mah#s#,ghika. (The 
phonological relation between the P#li and Sanskrit forms is problematic, 
since P#li Vajji° should reflect Sanskrit V!ji. I do not know that the problem 
has been satisfactorily addressed.) 

29At v. 13. 
30See von Hinüber 1996 : §188, p. 92. 
31Malalasekera 1935 : 175.26 : Dhammarucik! ti ime Abhayagiriv!sino bhikkh'.  
32At xxxiii.97. See Malalasekera 1935 : 676.24, ad xxxvii.3–4.  
33See Mori 1999 : 11–12.  
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in which it was composed.34 Since I am less interested in “history” than 
in perceptions of the past, the evidence of the Nik#yasa,grahawa can-
not be ignored. This text says the following :35 

Then, the Great-Elder (mah!thera) Tissa, who was ["rst] living in Kemgalle 
and [later] had accepted the Bhagiri (/Abhayagiri) monastery [as a gift from 
King Va--a-g#ma*.-abhaya], was [heard to be] having close association with 
lay-families [which is inappropriate for a monk]. Thereupon the pious 
monks of the “Great-Monastery” assembled and were imposing the legal act 
[of the punishment] of banishing ( pabb!janiya-karmmaya : sic) him [prac-
tically speaking, expelling him from the community until he mends his 
ways] when one of his pupils, who was in the assembly, by name Maha-
däliy#-tissa, obstructed them, saying “Please do not treat our venerable 
Great-Elder in this way.” But then the monks pronounced the legal act [of 
the punishment] of suspension [depriving him of his right to associate with 
the community as a whole, until he makes amends] (utk)epaniya-
karmmaya : sic) on him for complying with/following the wrong-doer/doing. 
 He then, burning with anger, left the Theriya fraternity (nik!ya) taking 
about "ve hundred monks with him, and lived at the Abhayagiri monastery. 
While he was staying there, the disciples of the Master Dharmaruci of the 
Vajjiputra fraternity mentioned before, who came to this country from 
Pallar#r#ma in India, approached him ; [consequently] he took to their 
doctrine/belief and joined them (in their community), and settled down as 
the Master Dharmaruci. Since that period those who belonged to Abhayagiri 
came to be known as the Dharmaruci fraternity.  
 Thus a fraternity called Dharmaruci that broke away from the Theriya 
fraternity was [eventually] established in Bhagiri monastery in the "fteenth 

                                                             
34For examples of the use of this source see Ayerton 1924 : 15–17, Malalasekera 

1938 : i.1147–48, and so on repeatedly in later studies. Systematic compari-
sons of some passages in the Nik#yasa2grahawa with the D.pa-, Mah#- and 
C&la-va,sas are found in Mori 1999 : 11–33. Note that most scholars (myself 
included) make use of the English translation of Fernando 1908 ; perhaps a 
fresh examination of the Sinhala original would not be without profit (see the 
next note). 

35Fernando 1908 : 11–12. The translation has been emended in light of the origi-
nal Sinhala text by Dr. Mudagamuwe Maithrimurthi of the University of 
Heidelberg. I am deeply grateful for his assistance.  
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year of the reign Va1agamabh# and 454 years after the demise of the 
Buddha.… 
 In the days of this king [Vyavah#ratissa, 752 years after the demise of 
the Buddha] the residents of [the monastery of] Abhayagiri with the name of 
Dharmaruci accepted the Vaitulya Pi-aka, which was called Vaitulya by 
certain non-Buddhist Brahmins who had assumed the garb of monks for the 
purpose of destroying the Buddhist Teaching/Order (*!sana), had composed 
it in the times of the above-mentioned Great-king Dharm#$oka, and had 
proclaimed it as the “teachings of the Buddha”. Thereupon the monks of the 
Theriya fraternity compared it with the “doctrine and discipline” (dharma-
vinaya) [of the Buddha] and rejected the teaching of the Vaitulya as being 
opposed to the [true] teaching [of the Buddha]. 

 The text goes on to offer several other examples of the continued 
evil in!uences of the Dhammarucikas, including a reference to “sinful, 
evil-practicing priests of the … Dharmaruçi … who by their evil 
practices stain the purity of the Buddhist religion …”.36 
 I cannot pretend that I can solve the historical problem of the real 
identity of these Dhammarucikas, nor can I clearly trace their antece-
dents. What I can do, however, is offer a scenario which suggests that 
the name may have carried with it nuances and implications which made 
it an apt label for schismatics. 
 The name Dhammaruci, or its Sanskrit equivalent Dharmaruci, 
appears in a rather wide variety of Buddhist literature, even in Thera-
v#da Sri Lanka. The P#li Apad#na (Stories) contains the story of a 
Dhammaruci, who in a past life was a rather unpleasant fellow :37 

tad#ha, m#*avo #si, Megho n#ma susikkhito |  
sutv# vy#kara*a, se--ha, Sumedhassa mah#mune |  
sa,vissattho38 bhavitv#na Sumedhe karu*#saye |  
pabbajanta, ca ta, v.ra, sah’ eva anuppabbaji, |  
sa,vuto p#-imokkhasmi, indriyesu ca pañcasu |  
suddh#j.vo sato v.ro Jinas#sanak#rako |  

                                                             
36Fernando 1908 : 22.  
37For details see Appendix I : The Apad#na. 
38This word is Sanskrit sa$vi*vasta, on which see Edgerton 1953, s.v.  
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eva, viharam#no ’ha, p#pamittena kenaci |  
niyojito an#c#re sumagg# paridha,sito |  
vitakkavasiko hutv# s#sanato apakkami, |  
pacch# tena kumittena payutto m#tugh#tana, |  
akari, anantariya, ca gh#tayi, du--ham#naso |  
tato cuto Mah#v.ci, upapanno sud#ru*a, |  
vinip#tagato santo sa,sari, dukkhito cira, |  
na puno addasa, v.ra, Sumedha, narapu2gava, |  
asmi, kappe samuddamhi maccho #si, timi2galo |  
disv#ha, s#gare n#va, gocarattham up#gami, |  
disv# ma, v#*ij# bh.t# buddhase--ha, anussaru, |  
Gotamo ti mah#ghosa, sutv# tehi ud.rita, |  
pubbasañña, saritv#na tato k#la2kato aha, |  
S#vatthiya, kule iddhe j#to br#hma*aj#tiya, |  
#si, dhammaruci n#ma sabbap#pajigucchako |  
disv#ha, lokapajjota, j#tiy# sattavassiko |  
Mah#jetavana, gantv# pabbaji, anag#riya, |  
upemi buddha, tikkhattu, rattiy# divasassa ca |  
tad# disv# muni #ha cira, Dhammaruc. ti ma, |  

At that time I was a well-learned young Brahmin by the name of Megha. 
Hearing the best of prophecies made to Sumedha the great sage, I placed my 
trust in Sumedha, that abode of compassion ; and when that hero renounced 
the world, I renounced along with him. Restrained in the P#-imokkha and in 
the "ve senses, living purely I was a hero, mindful, acting according to the 
teachings of the Victor. Living thus I was incited by a certain bad friend into 
misconduct, and I lost the good path. Being under the in!uence of dubious 
reasoning, I left the order. Later, due to that bad friend I brought about the 
murder of my mother. I committed a sin of immediate retribution, and I 
carried out a murder with evil intentions. Having died, I went and was born 
in the great Av.ci hell, where I stayed for a long while. And being fallen into 
evil destinies, I transmigrated in pain for a long time. I did not see the hero 
Sumedha again, that bull among men. 
 In this æon I was a "sh in the sea, Timi2gala. Seeing a boat on the 
ocean, I approached it in search of food. Seeing me, the merchants were 
fearful, and they mindfully called upon (anu√smar) the best of Buddhas. 
Hearing the great cry “Gotama !” they shouted, and remembering my former 
inclinations, I died. I was born as a brahmin in a wealthy household in 
S#vatth.. I was called Dhammaruci and was one who hated all evil. Seeing 
the lamp of the world [the Buddha] at the age of seven, I went to the great 
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Jetavana and renounced the world into the homeless state. I approached the 
Buddha during the three times of the day and of the night, and each time he 
saw me the Sage said to me : “It’s been a long time, Dhammaruci.” 

 This story, although sparse on details, is closely related not only to a 
parallel in the Mah#vastu, but to other accounts of an individual named 
Dharmaruci, chief among them the Dharmarucy-avad#na in the 
Divy#vad#na. In these other sources we learn that the crimes of this 
Dharmaruci include the murder of both his parents and of an arhat. I 
have argued in detail in a recent book that this story, and perhaps 
particularly the version preserved in the Divy#vad#na, served as the 
prototype for the Mah#vibh#0#’s story of the Œdipal Mah#deva, held 
responsible by the Sarv#stiv#dins for the schism between the Sthaviras 
and Mah#s#,ghikas.39 Although it is not possible to detail all the 
evidence here, there is in my opinion a direct link between the story of 
an evil Dharmaruci and the schismatic Mah#deva blamed for the rupture 
which split the Buddha’s previously unitary sa,gha.  
 The Mah#vibh#0#, I have suggested, did not simply invent the tale of 
sex and violence which it tells, albeit brie!y, about its anti-hero. Instead, 
it borrowed an already existing story. The direct source of the 
Mah#vibh#0# can probably never be known,40 but I have argued that its 
archetype either was, or looked very similar to, the story of Dharmaruci, 
told in or alluded to in many places. But of course, it is not Dharmaruci 
who is the schismatic, but Mah#deva. 
 As has been shown very clearly, the name Mah#deva is to be associ-
ated historically not with the schism between the Sthaviras and Mah#-
s#,ghikas but rather with a later intra-Mah#s#,ghika schism which 
gave rise to the sub-sect of the Caitya$ailas. The story was only later 
con!ated by Sthavira authors with accounts of the fundamental Mah#-
s#,ghika–Sthavira schism, some authors preserving the older version. 
For the Indian Buddhist doxographer Vasumitra, for instance, Mah#-

                                                             
39Silk 2008, esp. chapter 12. 
40See Silk, forthcoming. 
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deva is responsible for the emergence of the three sub-sects of the 
Caityakas, Apara$ailas and Uttara$ailas,41 for the Tibetan historian of 
Indian Buddhism T#ran#tha the Caityakas and P&rva$ailas are followers 
of Mah#deva,42 and for the Therav#da Kath#vatthu commentary the 
Five Theses (without mention of any Mah#deva) are connected with 
other sub-sects of the Mah#s#,ghikas, the Pubbaseliyas and the Apara-
seliyas, who are likewise Andhakas, those from %ndhra.43 Therefore, 
the origins of the story of the schismatic Mah#deva are connected with a 
southerly tradition, very probably located in the region of %ndhra. We 
should remember this when we return to the Dhammarucikas. 
 While I have been talking about a confusion of schisms, one 
between Sthaviras and Mah#s#,ghikas and another within the Mah#-
s#,ghika itself, it is also important to recognize the existence of 
multiple Mah#devas, as noted by Kern. In addition to the Mah#deva we 
know from the Mah#vibh#0# of the Sarv#stiv#da tradition, according to 
Ceylonese “historical” accounts such as the D.pava,sa (Lineage [of 
Buddhism] on the Island [of Ceylon]) and Mah#va,sa (Great 
Lineage),44 Mah#deva was the name of the monk who gave ordination 
to Mahinda, the missionary who went on to proselytize Ceylon in the 
third century BCE and alleged to have been the son of the emperor 
A$oka.45 According to these accounts, Mah#deva himself was sent to 

                                                             
41See T. 2032 : 18a17–20 ; T. 2033 : 20b2–4 ; T. 2031 : 15b1–4. See Lamotte 

1956 : 157. 
42See Schiefner 1868 : 208.4–5, and T#ran#tha 1985 : 217a4 : mchod rten pa 

dang shar gyi ri pa yang sde gcig cing | de ni kun tu rgyu lha chen po zhes bya 
ba’i slob ma’o ||. A translation is found in Chimpa and Chattopadhyaya 1980 : 
341. 

43See Lamotte 1956 : 158, and in more detail Aung and Rhys Davids 1915 : xliii, 
111, with reference to the commentary on Kath#vatthu II.1–6.  

44D.pava,sa : VIII.5, trans. p. 159 ; Mah#va,sa : XII.3, 29, trans. pp. 82, 84 ; 
Samantap#s#dik# in Jayawickrama 1962 : 59 (§66), trans. p. 184.  

45For some considerations concerning the legends surrounding Mahinda, see 
Yamazaki 1982, although not all his conclusions are to be accepted. 
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proselytize in Mahisama*/ala, a place almost certainly to be identi"ed 
with %ndhra.46 Whether or not this legend has anything of the historical 
about it, the tradition of an association of this missionary Mah#deva 
with %ndhra is, once again, noteworthy.47 
 In the context of identifying the name Mah#deva with the south, we 
should also notice a most peculiar passage, cast in the form of a 
prediction or prophecy, in the *(#riputraparip!cch# (Questions of 
(#riputra), a text extant only in Chinese and generally considered to 
belong to the Mah#s#,ghika school :48 

As for the Mah#s#,ghika school, two hundred years after my death, as a 
result of differences of opinion there will arise the Vyavah#ra school, 
Lokottara school, Kukkula school, Bahu$rutaka school, and Prajñaptiv#da 
school. Three hundred years [after my death], as a result of differences in 
doctrine there will, in addition to these "ve schools, also arise a Mah#deva 
school, *Cet#la school, and *Uttari school, and in this fashion these multiple 
groups will continue on for a long time to come.  

                                                             
46Despite alternative theories, the point has been strongly argued by Yamazaki 

1979 : 138–41, and see Demiéville 1951 : 265, n. 1. Cp. Lamotte 1958 : 311–
12.  

47See Yamazaki 1979 : 138–143 and 1982.  
48Shelifuwen jing 舎利弗問經 (*(#riputraparip!cch#), T. 1465 (XXIV) 900c6–

11 : 摩訶僧祇部。我滅度時, 二百年中, 因於異論, 生起 : 峭婆訶羅部・ 
盧迦尉多羅部・拘拘羅部・婆収婁多柯部・鉢軾若帝婆耶那部。三百年中, 
因諸異學, 於此五部, 復生 : 摩訶提婆部・質多羅部・末多利部。 如是 
衆多久後流傳. For the ascription to the Mah#s#,ghikas, see for instance +no 
H'd' 大野法道 in Ono 1932–1935 : 4.376a, and Sasaki 1998 : 25 (and on the 
association Demiéville 1951 : 269n.). According to Hirakawa 1970 : 270–271, 
there is little question that the text is a genuine translation of an Indian 
original. I do not well understand the suggestion of Bareau 1955 : 17 that the 
text, while a Mah#s#,ghika work, belongs to the Kashmira tradition (“Le 
Çâriputrapariprcchâsûtra est un ouvrage d’origine mahâsânghika, mais qui 
appartient bien à la tradition cachemirienne …”), a conclusion which he 
appears to draw solely on the basis of the similarity of the text’s enumeration 
with that in the Samayabhedoparacanacakra.  
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 It is reasonably clear that *Cet#la here should be understood as 
equivalent to Caityaka, and that *Uttari is the same as Uttara$aila. This 
suggests that in this context the “Mah#deva school” should be under-
stood as equivalent to either P&rva$aila,49 or Apara$aila, assuming that 
this account may be forced into a structure parallel to that derived from 
what other sources tell us of the organization of these sub-sects of the 
Mah#s#,ghika.50 It is remarkable to "nd here, in what seems to be a 
Mah#s#,ghika text, what can hardly be other than an explicit identi"-
cation of one of the Andhaka sects with (some) Mah#deva.51 

                                                             
49See Bareau 1955 : 19, and Tsukamoto 1980 : 242n5 ; also Lamotte 1958 : 310, 

588.  
50See Appendix II.. 
51Although a careful consideration of the entire text of the *(#riputraparip!cch# 

is, in the very first place, a sine qua non for further research, even if the Mah#-
s#,ghika identification of the scripture can be maintained, and even if the 
reliability of the translation can be determined, one might then object that the 
use by a Mah#s#,ghika author of such an appellation, on the one hand, is 
difficult to harmonize with the hypothesis of an intentional calumnious appli-
cation of the story of Mah#deva to the Mah#s#,ghikas on the other. However, 
even setting aside the questionable legitimacy of connecting this schismatic 
monk Mah#deva with the missionary Mah#deva of A$okan times, and accept-
ing the identification of the *(#riputraparip!cch#’s Mah#deva with that of our 
stories, it would nevertheless in no way necessarily contradict our suggestions 
for there to have actually been, within some Andhaka community, an indivi-
dual monk named Mah#deva who set forth Mah#s#,ghika ideas, perhaps even 
the very Five Theses. These ideas, in this intra-Mah#s#,ghika context, may 
not have been at all objectionable to the authors of the *(#riputraparip!cch#. 
We might even imagine that it may have been in response to precisely this 
acceptance, and the danger they were felt to pose, that opponents of these 
ideas attached to the (in this scenario, real) name Mah#deva the (quite ficti-
tious) caluminous tale of incest and murder we now know. In this case, the 
*(#riputraparip!cch# would preserve a trace of the original setting of this 
locally influential figure, direct and unprejudiced reference to whom has 
apparently been otherwise lost.  
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 The southern connections of Mah#deva and his tale are provocative, 
and given the association between matricide and the "gure of Dhamma-
ruci in the Apad#na, not to mention the broader associations in closely 
related literature, bring us back to the linkage between the name 
Dhammaruci and accusations of heresy in Ceylonese Buddhist history. 
Is it not possible that critics of the Abhayagiri calumniated adherents of 
the latter by attaching to them a name notoriously associated with 
improper behavior ? As attractive as this might seem, not all the evi-
dence supports such a hypothesis.  
 Ceylonese epigraphical sources record the name Dhammaruci 
Nik#ya, clearly in contexts favorable to this group, making certain the 
actual existence of an order by that name.52 Thus, it is impossible to 
suppose that the Mah#vih#ran opponents of the Abhayagiri-vih#ra 
merely attached to their enemies the intentionally caluminous name 
“Dhammarucika”, but that they called themselves something different. 
It may well be that Kern, after all, is right to suggest that the name 
Dhammarucika is to be understood literally, at least as a self-
designation, indicating “those who take pleasure in the Teaching”.53 Is it 
consequently impossible to imagine that the opponents of these 
Dhammarucikas nevertheless in some fashion intended to evoke, in their 
attacks, some of the calumnious mythology associating the name 
Dhammaruci with misconduct or even heresy, if not with evil itself ? 

                                                             
52The most reliable observations in this regard may be those in Gunawardana 

1979 ; see his index, s.v. Dhammaruci.  
53Kern 1881–1883 : II.337n5 ; Bareau 1955 : 242, and see Gunawardana 1979 : 

16. Of course, the name Dharmaruci is also used in an entirely positive way ; 
for instance, it was the original monastic name of the monk who later became, 
and is better known as, Bodhiruci, the great Zhou/Tang (late seventh- / early 
eighth-century) translator and compiler of the Mah#ratnak&-a collection. 
Although often transcribed in Chinese, when translated the name is rendered 
Faxi 法希 or Fale 法樂, meaning “desirous of the Dharma” and “taking 
pleasure in the Dharma”, respectively. Another earlier (sixth-century) 
Dharmaruci (also Faxi) is mentioned in the Xu Gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳 (T. 
2060 [L] 429b29–c1) as translator of an Indian astronomical text.  
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The intricate connections among the name Dharmaruci, the Vajji-
puttakas, the Mah#s#,ghikas, Mah#deva and %ndhra suggest an 
environment in which such an association, affective rather than con-
crete, was indeed possible. Even if the materials are not suf"cient to 
convince a skeptic, it must remain a remarkable coincidence that 
Ceylonese Buddhist traditions of the Mah#vih#ra happen to attribute 
immoral behaviors to those, the Dhammarucikas, who share a name 
with a well-known Œdipal criminal, Dharmaruci, whose story is so 
intimately linked with the schismatic par excellence, Mah#deva.  
 I began by alluding to the synchronicity of the publication of Kern’s 
Manual of Indian Buddhism and the birth of Miss Horner in 1896. 
While I accept, with some regret, the conclusion that there is nothing at 
all to be made of the co-occurrence of this pair of events, I wonder if the 
lives of the two giants might nevertheless help us to understand 
something of what we should expect of ourselves. While one can hardly 
imagine I. B. Horner making the kind of argument — if one can even 
call it that — that I offer here, I !atter myself to think that Kern may 
have found it agreeable. Both Hendrik Kern and I. B. Horner were 
clearly concerned to determine the meanings of texts, to discover the 
thoughts and beliefs of those who lived long ago, and committed to 
doing so through rigorous philological method. They belonged respect-
ively to different ages, and those ages are again different from our own. 
Part of our task must be to determine what we can and must take from 
them, and where we must move forward on our own. Both are neces-
sary, I think : to learn and adopt and to learn and reject. I would suggest, 
although it is far too facile a summation, that we must adopt both the 
models of philological rigor and sobriety of judgment, and those of 
playful and creative, even daring, imagination, if we are to aspire to 
follow in their footsteps. 

 Jonathan A. Silk 
 Instituut Kern, Universiteit Leiden 
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APPENDIX I : THE APAD%NA 

For the text of the Apad#na story cited and translated above see Müller 1895, 
esp. 169, and in detail in 1896. The Dhammaruci story is found in the Apad#na 
as number 486 in the Pali Text Society edition, in Kashyap 1959 as number 489 
= 49.9 = verses 164–89 (pp. 66–67). The printed texts of the Apad#na are 
famously bad. I have consulted the PTS edition (edited by Mary Lilley 1927 : 
429–431) ; Kashyap 1959 ; Müller 1896 : 55–56 ; and the Burmese Sixth Council 
Edition, Dhammagiri-P#li-Gantham#l# 58 (Dhammagiri, Igatpuri : Vipassana 
Research Institute, 1998). I translate what I consider to be a reliable text, but 
have not taken into account the multiple variants, which may or may not 
actually re!ect real manuscript traditions. A partial translation of this episode is 
found in Lamotte 1944–1980 : i.411–12, and a complete version in Matsumura 
2010. I am grateful to the latter which allowed me to correct several errors in 
my translation. The later Apad#na commentary Visuddhajanavil#sin. also refers 
to the tale ; see Godakumbura 1954 : 489.1–14, and the slightly different read-
ings in Dhammagiri-P#li-Gantham#l# 65 (Dhammagiri, Igatpuri : Vipassana 
Research Institute, 1998) : 209–10. 
 
 I omit the beginning of the Apad#na text, which runs : 

yad# D.pa2karao buddho Sumedha, vy#kari jino |  
aparimeyye* ito kappe aya, buddho bhavissati |  
imassa janik# m#t# M#y# n#ma bhavissati |  
pit# Suddhodano n#ma aya, hessati Gotamo |  
padh#na, padahitv#na katv# dukkarak#rika, |  
assattham&le sambuddho bujjhissati mah#yaso |  
Upatisso Kolito ca agg# hessanti s#vak# |  
%nando n#ma n#mena upa--hissat’ ima, jina, |  
Khem# Uppalava**# ca agg# hessanti s#vik# |  
Citto %1avako c’ eva agg# hessant’ up#sak# |  
Khujjuttar# Nandam#t# agg# hessant’ up#sik# |  
bodhi imassa v.rassa assattho ti pavuccati |  
ida, sutv#na vacana, asamassa mahesino |  
#modit# naramar& namassanti katañjal. |  

*This form is often found in the Apad#na, and in the Buddhava,sa, in this set 
phrase. However, it is unmetrical, and should perhaps be read appameyye. 
Given the metrical factors, perhaps CPD is wrong to say s.v. aparimeyya that it 
is equivalent to Sanskrit aparimeya ; probably it is equivalent to aprameya. 
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APPENDIX II : MAH%S%3GHIKA SUBDIVISIONS 

The identi"cation of the names of three subdivisions of the Mah#s#,ghika sect : 
móh+típó-bù 摩訶提婆部, zhídu"luó-bù 質多羅部, and mòdu"lì-bù 末多利部, 
in the *(#riputraparip!cch# has occasioned some discussion. The best con-
sideration seems to me now to be that of Tsukamoto 1985 : 59–60, in particular 
with regard to his comments on the last item. 
 The "rst name can without hesitation be identi"ed as Mah#deva, although 
the signi"cance of it here is not completely clear. The second name likewise is 
relatively clear. Phonetically zhídu"luó 質多羅部 may be reconstructed (after 
Schuessler 2009) as t*jet-tâ-lâ. Tsukamoto has drawn attention to the Prakrit 
adjectival suf"x -!la (Pischel 1900 : § 595), which is probably involved here. 
Tsukamoto suggested t*jet-tâ-lâ = *cetira < cetia < cetiya, equivalent to San-
skrit caitya. But we may have to do with something closer to *cett!la. In the 
end Tsukamoto’s *Cet#la may be accepted provisionally. 
 Regarding the third item, mòdu"lì 末多利部, Bareau (1955 : 17, 19) had 
understood it as Matar.ya, which he identi"ed with hesitation with Uttara$aila. 
Lamotte (1958 : 310) had in one place taken it without note as Uttara$aila, and 
elsewhere (p. 588) as Matara, but identi"ed with the same Uttara$ailas. While 
neither Matar.ya nor Matara are otherwise attested, both of these ideas were at 
"rst followed uncritically by Tsukamoto (1980 : 242n5 ; 422, 438 ; 464), without 
further consideration, although the connection between the transcription and the 
Indic name remained unexplained. In Middle Chinese the characters yield 
mwât-tâ-li, which for long seemed obscure. In 1985, however, Tsukamoto made 
the excellent suggestion that the apparent and anomalous initial m- is to be 
understood as a sandhi consonant inserted in the sequence *cet!la-m-uttariya, 
but evidently not understood as such by the Chinese translators (here, rather 
“transcribers”). Therefore, in the sequence which appears as mwât-tâ-li the 
actual initial of the "nal term must be not m-, but rather the labial wâ. Thus we 
arrive at a transcription reconstructible as something like *uttari, to which 
*Uttari(ya) may well correspond, an easy equivalent for the otherwise attested 
Uttara-$aila, to be taken in the sense of “the northerners”, equivalent to “those 
who dwell on the northern mountain”. Therefore, while the identi"cations of 
earlier scholars such as Bareau and Lamotte may be accepted, a convincing 
rationale for the identi"cation of the transcription may at last be provided. 
 It hardly needs stating that, despite these proposals, the "rst task to be 
undertaken here in order to try to con"rm (or refute) these ideas is a compre-
hensive study of all transcriptions in the *(#riputraparip!cch#, with the aim of 
attempting to determine something of the possible phonological system behind 
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them. For the present, however, I remain largely satis"ed with the creative 
suggestions of Tsukamoto in this regard. 
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Two Letters from Ledi Sayadaw to Mrs Rhys Davids 

The following letters, translated from the Burmese, are in the Pali Text Society 
archives. Ledi Sayadaw provided an explanation in P!li of the Yamaka which 
was published with the second volume of that text. His explanation was 
abridged and translated by Mrs Rhys Davids with help from S.Z. Aung and 
published in JPTS VII (1913–1914), pp. 115–64, together with a list of additions 
and corrections for the P!li original (JPTS VII (1913–1914), pp. 165–69). 
Another text by Ledi Sayadaw, this time on the Pa""h!na, was translated by 
S.Z. Aung, edited by Mrs Rhys-Davids, and published in JPTS VII (1915–
1916), pp. 21–53. The two letters now published were written in 1914 and 1917 
in response to various questions from Mrs Rhys Davids about technical points 
of Abhidhamma. Mrs Rhys-Davids seems to have thought the contents of at 
least one of the letters was included in the #rst of these two publications. A 
handwritten note on the letters says, “Published in JPTS 1913–14, & can 
therefore be destroyed. 21.5.41.” But a second note by Miss Horner questions 
this : “Verify I.B.H. Doesn’t seem to have been published. 29.10.42.” 

Erik Braun and William Pruitt 

 

1. Ledi Sayadaw’s Answers to the  
Five Questions of the “London P!li Dev" ” 

Prefatory Remarks 
 The most venerable Ledi Sayadaw, the well-known eminent writer 
of Buddhist philosophy in Burma, has entrusted me with his answers in 
Burmese to the questions by the London Dev$ [Mrs Rhys Davids] to be 
translated into English. Before I set my pen to the task I pondered 
whether I should undertake the work at all or not. Because it is essential 
that a translator should not only have skill in the art of turning the 
idioms of one language into those of another, but that he should also 
have made a wide and careful study of the subject so as to be competent 
to expand what is over compressed, to condense what is verbose, and to 
substitute direct statements for indirect allusions. Without possessing 
much of these quali#cations, my translation will not only be less 
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intelligible and attractive than the original, but also lower our Venerable 
Sayadaw’s high position. Though I do not feel equal to the task which 
ought to be handed to an abler writer, I have made up my mind to 
venture to make a literal rendering to the best of my ability so as to 
convey the essence of the original. I must also confess that I have not 
done it very well, even to my satisfaction. But this translation will, I 
hope, give some light to the London Dev$ who is not acquainted with 
the Burmese language. With regard to the lay reader who has no 
preliminary knowledge of the Compendium, the translation will, I am 
sure, not be of much interest. In conclusion, I must not conceal the fact 
that I am greatly indebted to U Shwe Zan Aung’s Compendium of 
Philosophy without which I would never have been able to undertake 
this work. I therefore have great pleasure in frankly acknowledging it. 
 U Nyana 
 Patamagyaw 
 Masoyein Taik 
 Mandalay West 
 8 July 1914 

Namo tassa Bhagavato Arahato Samm!sambuddhassa. 

Q. 1. On page 42 of my Compendium of Philosophy it says the mental 
element of perception (saññ!) has the function of memorizing. This 
mental element of perception and the perceived object expired together 
with the previous thought and its concomitants before the succeeding 
thought comes into existence. Further, it also concisely says that by the 
energies of the four different relations of contiguity (anantara), imme-
diate contiguity (samanantara), absence (natthi), and abeyance (vigata), 
the mental element of perception among the mental states that takes part 
in the memory process in the image reproduced is able to recognize the 
original object with all its marks which was observed by its pre-
decessors. So please give full details to facilitate a better understanding 
of the subject. 

A. 1. Perception has the function of recognizing. That is to say, when 
the image is revived, it can discern the original object with its marks and 
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name. Now, as it is said that both the subject and object are not the same 
for any consecutive moments in life, it comes about that the previous 
thought and its mental concomitants together with their object must 
have expired long ago before the new object and the new subject come 
into existence. Hence we could conclude that the new mental states 
would not be capable of recognizing the original object which their 
predecessors had observed. If they are not capable of recognizing it, 
then would memory be possible ? Would the function of perception be 
in any way advantageous in recognizing the previous object ? The 
consequence would be that there would be no man in this world who 
even knows his own name. This, I understand, is the purport of the 
inquiry. 
 Some people who adhere to the soul theory would answer the 
question thus : It is due to the power of attan (the inward self or the 
immortal soul) that past objects are recognized by the present subjects. 
Though the mental states and objects are always changing, attan does 
not change. It is one and the same on all occasions. So it becomes the 
standing witness and renders possible the recognition of the past object. 
In this way, through the main element of their soul theory, they also 
prove the existence of the immutable soul or self which, according to 
their view, is entirely separate from the body and the mind of beings. 
 On the other hand, those who deny the existence of such a soul will 
answer differently in the following way : The possibility of memory is 
not due to the power of a permanent self (attan) but is due to the 
energies of four relations (paccayas, i.e. anantara (contiguity), 
samanantara (immediate contiguity), natthi (absence), and vigata 
(abeyance)). By the relationship of contiguity (anantara-paccaya) it 
also comprises the relation of contiguous suf#cing condition or an-
antar"panissaya-paccaya, which is one of two kinds of strong depend-
ence (upanissaya-paccaya). Besides these mentioned, the possibility of 
memory can also be ascertained by the energy of the relation of natural 
suf#cing condition (pakat"panissaya), which is the other kind of strong 
dependence (upanissaya-paccaya). The way in which one mental state 
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is related to the next through the energy of each of these two kinds of 
upanissaya-paccaya has been explained in my recent work entitled 
Pa##h!nuddesad$pan$ (Compendium of the Great Treatise).1 So we will 
here only point out the difference between the two. 
 The relation of the contiguous suf#cing condition (anantar"pa-
nissaya) has the power to transmit all the potentialities of each expired 
mental state to its immediate successor, and thus each successor inherits 
from its predecessor all the potentialities which continue over a long 
period of time. As for the relation of the natural suf#cing condition 
(pakat"panissaya), it has the power to transmit all the potentialities of 
one expired mental state to the newly arising one which is not its 
immediate successor but one arisen after a considerable length of time. 
During the present time, the objects which were seen, heard, smelt, 
tasted, touched, or thought of many years ago, are reflected upon the 
mind’s door under favourable circumstances, even though it may be 
after a hundred years’ interval. Thus the newly arising perception 
(saññ!) is able to recognize what its predecessors observed before, and 
so these creatures are able to remember what they have seen, heard, 
smelt, etc. Devas, Sakkas, Brahm!s, and those whose birth is 
apparitional, remember their former existences. And also among men, 
some who are gifted with knowledge of former existences ( j!tissara-
ñ!%!) remember their former existences. Thus, among the many 
innumerable objects which were experienced before, if one be either 
seen, heard, or met with hereafter, all those objects would be 
simultaneously recognized by the mind. For example, when a man who 
is born and brought up in England comes to Burma and arrives at 
Rangoon, he at once notices many things manufactured in England as 
soon as he sees each of them. So each of the mental elements of 

                                                             
1“The Buddhist Philosophy of Relations”, The Manuals of Buddhism (Rangoon, 

Burma : Union Buddha S!sana Council, 1965), pp. 47–49. A third type of 

sufficing condition is given in that manual : objective sufficing condition 

(!ramma"#panissaya), in which the dominant object is the main basis for 

subjects. Ed. 
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perception which is included in each past consciousness has the energy 
of the relation of the natural suf#cing condition, and each of the mental 
elements of perception which takes part in the memory process with all 
its heritage of the past has the conditioned effect of the relation of 
natural suf#cing condition. The relations of absence and abeyance are 
here also mentioned in order to answer the questions : How can the 
expired perception (saññ!) and its object render service to the newly 
arising perception ? 
 There is a strong belief that a person who #rst observed an object 
and the one who recognizes it must be one and the same person. Having 
this belief in mind, one is likely to put the question thus : It is said in the 
philosophy of Buddhism that no subject can be the same for any two 
consecutive moments in life. Then, how can memory be possible for a 
person to recognize an object similar to a previously observed object if 
he is a different being from the one who at #rst cognized the object ? 
 With regard to this question we will answer from another point of 
view. It is in the ultimate sense that it is said that no subject can be the 
same for any two consecutive moments. But according to conventional 
truth, we would admit that the expired perception and its successor 
belong to one and the same person. So the two expressions are not in 
con%ict as each is to be understood as being con#ned to its own type of 
truth. Here it is explained by means of both ultimate and conventional 
truths. 
 The answer made by those who believe in the soul theory is not as 
dif#cult to understand as the answer made by those who deny the 
existence of such a soul, for the former deals with the view that the 
world has already adhered to, and the latter deals with the veri#cation of 
things in the ultimate sense, with the transmitting force of the two 
relations, with the swiftness of the thinking faculty of consciousness, 
and with the marvellous extensiveness of consciousness — all of which 
can only be understood by the highly intelligent. 
 Here ends the answer to the #rst question. 
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Q. 2. When the psychic faculty of consciousness comes into play, that is 
to say, when consciousness is conscious of an object, how many 
relations are applicable ? 
A. 2. The state of thinking of an object is simple consciousness. It arises 
through the very subtle material organs which are generated by our past 
deeds, either good or bad. Though these materials are generally known 
as sensitive organs, they merely act as bases for the formation of 
consciousness, and sensations are entirely lacking in them. They play so 
important a part that they are universally taken for the senses. But they 
are really nothing but bases for the formation of senses. The bases are 
comparable to mothers, consciousness to offspring, and concomitants to 
grandchildren. Among the six bases, the #rst #ve are not so essential as 
the last because the #rst #ve are like the bark of a tree or worthless 
stones, and the sixth is like the heartwood of a tree or precious stones. 
Therefore, consciousness that is the offspring of the #rst #ve organs is 
not powerful and cannot give birth to many concomitants. But 
consciousness which is the offspring of the heart basis is powerful and 
can give birth to many concomitants. In the non-material world (ar"pa-
loka), where there is no material quality to act as a basis, the states of 
consciousness are also said to be the offspring of bases, for they are 
generated by the energy of a meditating or cultured mind which has a 
basis in the lower region of the world. Thus we may answer that the 
state of thinking about an object rises through very subtle materials or 
bases. 
 Let us now turn to a different answer : As we understand the exist-
ence of the #re element (tejo-dh!tu) by its ever-changing characteristic 
marks of heat and cold, so also we understand the existence of a 
conscious state of consciousness by its ever-changing characteristic 
marks of rising and decaying. Therefore it is not necessary to inquire 
about which original cause this conscious state owes its existence to. 
But since the existence of states is impossible without some relation or 
cause, the above question may be posed. There are many different ways 
to think of objects, such as thinking about or knowing an object of sight 
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or sound or smell, etc. So we must ask ask, “Why are these faculties of 
consciousness or thinking of an object different from one another, and 
how is each related to its object ?” Posing the question this way makes it 
possible to look for an answer. 
 Thinking of an object of sight, sound, smell, taste, or touch arises 
respectively from the #ve sensitive organs or bases, namely : the eye, the 
ear, the nose, the tongue, and the body, which are termed material 
phenomena originating in volitional acts (kammaja-r"pa). Thanks to the 
presence of these #ve organs, thinking of objects presented to each 
organ is associated with separate characteristics for each one. As for 
thinking of the object of thought (the sixth type of thought), that can 
also arise in the non-material world (ar"paloka) where there is no 
material basis, so it needs no classi#cation by way of basis. 
 There are many sensitive materials in the world of matter which can 
receive sensuous impressions or images of objects, but these materials 
do not have the faculty of thought which the mind possesses, for mind 
alone is conscious of the impression taken. For example, the best optical 
lenses of a telescope might receive light from a distance, but it is surely 
not conscious of the impression made by the light for it has no faculty of 
thinking. 
 Thinking of an object is pure consciousness, which is classi#ed into 
six types according to the different kinds of object, namely : conscious-
ness of sight, of sound, of smell, of taste, of touch, and of thought 
(thought here means an object of thought (dhamm!ramma%a)). Of these, 
for the formation or arising of consciousness of sight, there must be at 
least four fundamental sources : the sensitive organ of the eye (cakkhu-
vatthu), the object of sight (r"p!ramma%a), light (!loka), and attention 
(manasik!ra). Note that manasik!ra is of three different kinds 
depending on whether it is associated with the object, the sense 
procedure, or the apperception (!ramma%a-pa#ip!daka-manasik!ra, 
v$thi-pa#ip!daka-manasik!ra, and javana-pa#ip!daka-manasik!ra). (1) 
The #rst kind is synonymous with the mental property of attention 
(manasik!ra-cetasika), which is not meant here. The last two are 
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respectively synonymous with the two classes of thought : (2) thought 
turning to the impressions at the #ve doors ( pañca-dv!r!vajjana-citta) 
and (3) thought turning to impressions at the mind door (mano-
dv!r!vajjana-citta). The attention (manasik!ra) spoken of here means 
the former of the two. All four of these are related to consciousness of 
sight in the following way : The sensitive organ of the eye is related to it 
by way of basic antecedence (vatthu-purej!ta). The object of sight is 
related to it by way of objective antecedent (!ramma%a-purej!ta) (“the 
pre-existence of the object”). The light of #re, the sun, or the moon is 
related to it by way of natural suf#cing condition (pakat"panissaya). 
And the attention which is consciousness turning to the impressions at 
the #ve doors is related to it by way of contiguity (anantara). These are 
the fundamental sources for the formation or arising of sight which does 
not arise when any one of them is lacking because each of them plays an 
important part. 
 As for the formation of the consciousness of sound, there also must 
be four fundamental sources : (1) sensitive organ of ear (sota-vatthu), 
(2) object of sound (sadd!ramma%a), (3) space (!k!sa), and (4) atten-
tion (manasik!ra). Among these four sources, the sensitive organ of ear 
is related to it by way of basic antecedence. The object of sound is 
related to it by way of objective antecedence. Space between the 
original sound and the sensitive organ of ear is related to it by way of 
the natural suf#cing condition. Attention (manasik!ra), which is also 
synonymous here with the impressions at the #ve doors (pañca-
dv!r!vajjana), is related to it by way of contiguity. 
 Four sources are also necessary for the formation of consciousness 
of smell : (1) the sensitive organ of the nose (gh!na-vatthu), (2) the 
object of smell (gandh!ramma%a), (3) air or motion in its ultimate sense 
(v!ta), and (4) attention, as above (manasik!ra). Of these, the sensitive 
organ of the nose is related to it by way of basic antecedence. The object 
of smell is related to it by way of objective antecedence. Motion is 
related to it by way of natural suf#cing condition. And attention is 
related to it by way of contiguity. 
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 Four sources are also indispensable in the formation of conscious-
ness of taste : (1) the sensitive organ of the tongue (jivh!-vatthu), (2) the 
object of taste (ras!ramma%a), (3) liquid, here it means moisture of the 
tongue (!pa), and (4) attention, as above (manasik!ra). Of these, the 
sensitive organ of tongue is related to it by way of basic antecedence, 
the object of taste is related to it by way of objective antecedence, liquid 
is related to it by way of natural suf#cing condition, and attention is 
related to it by way of contiguity. 
 Consciousness of touch must also have four fundamental forces for 
its formation : (1) the sensitive organ of body (k!ya-vatthu), (2) the 
object of touch ( pho##habb!ramma%a), (3) extension or the hardness of 
the element of extension which forms the basis of the sensitive material 
of body ( pa#hav$ ), and (4) (attention, as above (manasik!ra). Of these, 
the sensitive organ of the body is related to it by way of basic ante-
cedence. The object of touch is related to it by way of objective antece-
dent. Extension is related to it by way of natural suf#cing condition, and 
the attention is related to it by way of contiguity. 
 Finally we come to consciousness of thought, which also must 
possess the following fundamental sources for its formation : (1) the 
thought basis (hadaya-vatthu), (2) life continuum (bhava&ga), (3) the 
object of thought — here, in particular, this object should comprise all 
the six kinds of objects (dhamm!ramma%a), and (4) attention, which 
here means the last of the three mentioned above (manasik!ra). Of these 
four, the thought basis is related to it by way of basic antecedence. All 
the expired life-continuums are related to it by way of natural suf#cing 
condition. The object of thought is related to it by way of objective 
antecedence, and attention is related to it by way of contiguity. These 
sources, which I have mentioned above, are explained in the 
commentary. 
 If it is explained according to the law of relations in Conditional 
Relations (Pa""h!na), consciousness of sight owes its existence to the 
eighteen relations. Which are these eighteen ? From the twenty-four 
relations, if we exclude #ve conditions (hetu (condition), adhipati 
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(dominance), pacch!j!ta (consequence), !sevana (succession), jh!na 
(no synonym in English), and magga (means)), we get eighteen con-
ditions. Consciousness of sound, smell, taste, and touch owe their 
existence to those eighteen relations. But consciousness of thought owes 
its existence to twenty-three relations, putting to one side the condition 
of consequence (pacch!j!ta). 
 Here ends the answer to the second question. 

Q. 3. If a preceding volition (cetan!) determines the activity of the 
succeeding volition, how would you decide based on the law of 
relations : Is the existence of the mind of a being free (adhimutti) or not ? 
A. 3. In the de#nition cetet$ ti cetan!, volition is so-called not because 
of its determining the succeeding volition but because of its determining 
its own concomitant properties. It is also the same for volition in the 
relationships of volitional acts (kamma). However, we may say that a 
preceeding volition is related to the succeeding volition by way of 
contiguity. 
 As regards the word adhimutti we need to deal with it separately 
from cetan!. The word adhimutti, which you render as “free will”, does 
not mean that the will is absolutely unrelated. But it means that while it 
is interested in one object, a state of mind has no attachment to another 
object. 
 There are two kinds of adhimutti : inferior intention (h$n!dhimutti) 
and superior intention (pa%$t!dhimutti). The states of mind of some 
beings are freely interested in worldly objects as they do not know the 
disadvantages of worldly pleasures and the evil consequences of 
corruption. They cannot discriminate between good and evil. So their 
states of mind have no inclination towards the good, and at the same 
time they have lost mindfulness and repentance. Such a state is called 
inferior intention (h$n!dhimutti). Those who lead their life taking the 
lives of others live an unrepentant life, for they do not realize that they 
are living a life of impurity and consequently no such thought occurs 
because it would persuade them that they should abandon such types of 
livelihood and search some other means of right livelihood. Such is also 
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the state of mind which we call inferior intention (h$n!dhimutti). 
Similarly, the same holds true for the state of mind of those who lead 
their life taking what is not given, indulging in unchastity, etc. 
 On the other hand superior intention (pa%$t!dhimutti) means the 
state of mind that is freely interested in a good object. The state of mind 
of one who is interested in inferior things is liable to change into a state 
of mind interested in good objects under favourable circumstances, such 
as associating with the wise and the good (sappurisupanissaya) and 
hearing the true doctrine of the wise (saddhammasavana). The volition 
which is intent on doing bad actions suddenly inclines towards the 
superior intention (pa%$t!dhimutti) when it associates with mindfulness 
and repentance. Everyone knows that when the object is removed, the 
mind changes direcion. Associating with the wise, hearing the true 
doctrine of the wise, and reasoning (yonisomanasik!ra) are the means 
by which one can set one’s own mind in the right course of associating 
with good things, and can withdraw from the wrong course of indulging 
in bad things. Reasoning (yonisomanasik!ra) here means reasoning by 
which one can transfer the state of one’s own mind from being inferior 
(h$na) to being superior (pa%$ta). 
 Here ends the answer to the third question. 

Q. 4. How many relations take part in the impact between the objects 
and the organs of sentience (pas!dar"pas) ? 
A. 4. As the commentary mentions, three relations are applicable when 
the impact takes place between the objects of sense and the organs of 
sentience : (1) the relation of objective antecedence (!ramma%a-pure-
j!ta), (2) the relation of basic antecedence (vatthu-purej!ta), and (3) the 
relation of natural suf#cing condition (pakat"panissaya).  
 The organ of visual sentience (cakkhuvatthu), a visible object 
(r"p!ramma%a), and light (!loka) are the three requisites for forming an 
impact on the eye. For the other organs, the requisites have been 
mentioned in the second answer, but in each case manasik!ra should be 
omitted. 
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 The presence of the organ of visual sentience with its property of 
reflecting power, the presence of the visual object within the sensory 
range, and the presence of light, shedding its rays over that visible 
object are clearly capable of producing an image of the visible object on 
the retina or the sentient surface. Owing to the reflection of the image, 
or in other words, by the impingement of the two physical factors, the 
current of the stream of thought is interrupted or is perturbed and 
vibrates for two moments. Then the process of thought which comprises 
consciousness, turning to an impression at one of the #ve sense doors 
(pañca-dv!r!vajjana-citta), etc., such as that shown in the process of 
the door of the eye, comes into play. 
 Of the factors mentioned above, light with its faculty of shedding 
rays on the visible object may sometimes be left out because the retina 
can reflect the image of the object which may be disposed in a dark 
room if the optic nerves are very strong. The structures of the optic 
nerves of Devas, Sakkas, and Brahm!s are so powerful that their retina 
can reflect the image of an object by penetrating forests, mountains, 
earth, and water which may come between them and the object. The 
power of the retina in reflecting the image of the object beyond the 
sensory range becomes by degrees stronger for those celestial beings or 
for those whose birth is apparitional, according to the grade of their 
special power (iddhi). If the light and the optic nerves of the retina are 
extremely powerful, everything that comes between the object and the 
eye is so transparent that it seems nothing has been interposed. It is also 
the same for the various types of impact on the other sensual organs by 
the sensible objects. 
 With regard to the impact with the six different kinds of objects and 
the mind-door process, a great deal needs to be said about that. 
However, something has already been said in the #rst question in 
dealing with the difference between the two relations. In the Atthas!lin$, 
the commentary on the Dhammasa&ga'i, the learned commentator 
mentioned six favourable circumstances by means of which objects may 
enter the avenue of the door of the mind. These six are (1) a previous 
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external intuition (di##hato), (2) an association with a previous external 
intuition (di##hasambandhato), (3) information (sutato), (4) an associ-
ation with (sutasambandhato), (5) experience other than (1) and (3) 
(viññ!tato), and lastly (6) an association with (5) (viññ!ta-sam-
bandhato). Di##ha here means the #ve kinds of objects of sense which 
previously once entered the avenue of the #ve-door process of thought. 
Di##hasambandha means the past, present, and future objects of the #ve 
senses associated with the above. The following is an example to help 
with understanding this : A man who has seen a bullock in his own 
country has the image of the bullock reflected upon the door of his mind 
at the moment he hears the sound of the word “bullock”, which may 
mean the bullock of the past experience or of a future experience in 
another country. 
 Having previously appeared at the #ve doors, sensory objects are 
easily reflected upon the door of the mind. Had these objects been 
apperceived with approval they generally enter the avenue of the door of 
the mind so often that there is hardly any way to forget and remove 
them. If the apperception was associated with an excess of hate, 
revenge, grief, mourning for the loss of beloved wife, children and 
relations, or despair at the loss of properties, and associated with the #re 
of worry which burns every moment that there is reflection on what was 
wrongly done, these objects appear to the door of the mind so clearly 
that one is unable to forget them or to remove them. 
 Why are they so strongly attached to the door of the mind ? Because 
the relation of natural condition (pakat"panissaya) here plays an 
important part. The stronger the objects were associated, the more 
instantaneously they are reflected at will, though they might be of 
objects encountered many years ago, for the mind is always bending 
toward these objects, even as a #sh which is taken out of water struggles 
every moment to get back into the water or even as moths are always 
striving to enter the flame of a #re burning at night. Even while asleep 
those objects are watching the life continuum or the stream of being to 
perturb it at any possible moment they may arise. So no other vision is 
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seen, even in a dream, except what has been previously experienced. 
Now no cause should be searched for other than what has been shown in 
connection with the reflection of objects upon the mind. By simply 
unveiling the face of the process of thought, these ideas distinctly 
appear upon the mind. 
 Then what is meant by unveiling the face of thought ? For instance, 
when a man is fast asleep and perceives some frightful things in his 
dream, he tries to unveil the face of thought so as to wake up, but all in 
vain. After some while, however, as soon as the face of thought 
becomes unveiled, the man wakes up and knows that what he perceived 
was only a dream, and all thoughts of fear disappear. The unveiling of 
the face here represents the rising of an apperception during the process 
of thought at the door of the mind. The exertion to unveil the face is like 
the perturbed state of the life continuum and the arising of conscious-
ness turning to impressions at the door of the mind. Of the two classes 
of consciousness of the life continuum and mind-door apprehension, the 
latter is perturbed by the new object, which it is capable of cognizing. 
As to the former, though it is in the same way perturbed by the new 
object, it is not capable of cognizing the new object, but it cognizes its 
usual object. 
 Phrased logically, the perturbed state, or the vibration of the life 
continuum, should be expressed as the anxiety to give up the old object 
in order to grasp the new one. The presentation of the new object means 
the entry of the impressions of the new object into the door of the mind. 
Thus the new object seems to be pressing forward and occupying the 
place of the door of the mind’s object, and so mind-door consciousness 
falls into a state of hardship as it can neither grasp that new object nor 
give up one of the three kinds of its usual objects, which are comprised 
of the past ef#cient action (kamma), the symbol of the past action 
(kamma-nimitta), and the sign of the tendencies (gati-nimitta), which 
are determined by the force of the past action. Here pressing forward 
means the entry of the impressions of what had been seen before. Let us 
make this clearer. A man is always capable of perceiving all the things 
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in his house or things within the reach of his eyes. But while he is 
sleeping or thinking of something else, he cannot perceive them. 
Though he does not perceive them, they are not removed away from his 
presence, and he does not forget, either entirely or temporarily. These 
objects are always waiting for him to turn his attention to them and are 
close at hand ready to serve. So when he wakes up, or when he 
withdraws his attention from something else, he can at once direct his 
mind toward them and perceive them at will. 
 Just before sunrise, #rst the appearance of the aurora is noticed, and 
then the globe of the sun is seen a little later. Similarly, before the 
reproduction of the images of the past objects that had been seen a 
hundred year ago, in the procedure of the process of thought, the indis-
criminate impressions of these objects are #rst reflected upon the door 
of the mind because the light of not forgetting is supported by the 
energy of the relation of the suf#cing condition. Here, the light does not 
mean the light of knowledge, but that of perception (saññ!). This 
perception disappears and fades away either suddenly or after a consid-
erable length of time. In some cases it remains for the whole term of the 
object’s life. It suf#ces now to have a fair knowledge of past and future 
objects by following what has been shown above. 
 Almost without exception, any and every object is capable of being 
reflected upon the door of the mind, whether it is real or imaginary. On 
account of the marvellous faculty of consciousness, initial application 
(vitakka) and the wide spread of the faculties of greed (lobha), hate 
(dosa), dullness (moha), perplexity (vicikicch!), distraction (uddhacca), 
conceit (m!na), error (di##hi), faith (saddh!), reason (paññ!), etc., 
objects that are real or imaginary, existing or non-existent, are capable 
of being reflected upon the door of the mind without limit. From the 
above, it is clear that the representation of objects is a very easy, natural 
process. 
 Here ends the answer to the fourth question. 

Q. 5. How many relations are applicable when a new feeling (vedan!) 
re-enjoys an old one ? 
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A. 5. When we say that a new feeling enjoys the old one again, we mean 
to say that we are enjoying it inwardly by recollecting all the worldly 
pleasures that we once enjoyed with relish. We also mean that we are 
always delightfully expressing our joys throughout an unlimited length 
of time. It is by the energy of the relation of a natural suf#cing condition 
that past pleasurable objects and craving (ta%h!) have an effect upon the 
newly arising feeling and craving. In order not to forget previous 
objects, feeling and craving are also related to the new lustful feeling, 
lustful apperception, and to their concomitants in the process of the door 
of the mind by way of object. Being dominated by where the attention is 
placed, they are also related to by way of objective dominance 
(!ramma%adhipati) and objective suf#cing condition (!ramma%"pa-
nissaya). Only the relations of fundamental importance have been 
shown, but those relations within the scope of easy investigation are left 
to the inquirer to apply accordingly as they relate in this matter. 
 Here ends the answer to the #fth question. 

2. Ledi Sayadaw’s supplement to the answers 
for the questions on memory and will (1917) 

(Translated by Maung Myo, B.A., Myook, under training, Myaungmya). 

 1. Objective change is concealed by continuity, resulting in the 
illusion of identity produced thereby. This may be added to my previous 
answer to the memory question. This makes it look as if memory is the 
direct result of hallucination, which is akin to ignorance. It may then be 
contended that the Buddhas and Arahants, who are entirely free from 
illusions and hallucinations, would be forgetful of the past. This 
objection may be met by answering that wisdom presupposes a 
knowledge of hallucinations and illusions which it transcends. It is on 
account of their wisdom that they are capable of recognizing past 
objects as the same in the conventional sense, though not in the 
philosophical sense. 
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 11. Such Pali terms, as adhimutti, vimutti, adhimokkha, and 
vimokkha denote different degrees of emancipation. Emancipation is 
either partial or total. 
 Partial emancipation means freedom from inimical influences. It 
does not, however, imply freedom from the influences of the productive 
and supportive kammas which are by no means prejudicial to one’s 
interest. 
 Total emancipation means absolute freedom from all causes or 
conditions and all relations. Nibb!na is the only state that is absolutely 
free and unrelated in this way. All others are only partially free. 
 The controversy between free will and determinism in the West is 
due to a want of a thorough knowledge of the twenty-four modes of 
relation treated of in the Pa""h!na. When these are thoroughly 
understood, the free-will controversy will disappear naturally. Those 
who are ignorant of happening by way of causation and of the twenty-
four modes of relation look upon the past kamma as the only cause that 
determines our present volitions and actions. But those who understand 
them are quite convinced that there are innumerable causes, conditions, 
and influences at work besides past kamma. As soon as this knowledge 
is widespread the controversy will become a thing of the past. 
 As regards the various points raised in your [S.Z.A.’s] letter 
concerning my previous answer, I will answer one by one. 
 First, according to Buddhism, mind and will are conditioned, by 
kamma, mind, climate, or food, and are related in various ways. Hence 
they cannot of themselves change from bad to good, or vice versa 
without some influence or other operating from outside. 
 Second, as our will is partially free, we may be well disposed 
towards good conduct, either permanently or temporarily, on coming in 
contact with good associates and on hearing good advice. 
 Third, the Buddha taught in the Pa""h!na that the immoral may be 
succeeded by the moral. 
 Fourth, the argument that, if will is free, it is not determined, may be 
met by the theory of partial freedom as expounded above. 
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 Fifth, a person can only be well disposed towards good when his 
will has been favourably determined by his past volitions in at least two 
modes of relations (by way of contiguity and suf#cing conditions). But 
because he is free from what is bad, his will may be said to be also free. 
Hence our moral approbation (as a moral free agent). 
 In your illustration of a marionette performance, the puppet, of 
course, does not deserve praise as acquiring merit. Nevertheless, praise 
is due to it for the life-like movements executed by the string-puller. 
 Sixth, determination is not opposed to the theory of free will in 
Buddhism. 
 Seventh, it is obvious from the above remarks that the theory of free 
will is consistent with the belief in the law of kamma. 
 Eighth, in the story of K!kavaliya, the offer of the rice gruel to the 
Arahant on waking from complete trance was determined not only by 
his past kamma but also by good associations and good advice, well 
disposing the hero of the story to a good course of conduct in that life. 
Hence he deserves our moral approbation. The view that if he was under 
the influence of past kamma, he could not possibly help offering such a 
gift to the Arahant under those favourable conditions is erroneous, just 
as the theory of past deeds as suf#cient causes is. 
 The three principal theories of predeterminism, creation, and chance 
are fully expounded in the Tika-nip!ta of the #rst book of the 
Anguttara-nik!ya.2 
 Of these, the #rst, fatalism, consists in believing that one’s happiness 
or misery, prosperity or adversity, good or bad character are pre-
determined by one’s kamma in a past existence. 
 The second consists in believing that happiness or misery, etc., is 
created by the #at of God. The third is the view that they cannot be 
traced to any cause but occur in a fortuitous manner. In this nik!ya the 
Buddha examined these theories in detail. As a Bodhisatta, in the birth 
stories of Mah!bodhi,3 the stories in the Mah!nip!ta,4 and the birth story 
                                                             
2A I 101–300. 

3Ja no. 528. 
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of Bh(ridatta,5 he examined these views. The reproach “like the lifeless 
puppet” is consistent with the Buddha’s spirit of inquiry and scrutiny.  
 As I am now engaged in writing a new treatise on vipassan!,6 I can-
not now explain the main points of the Buddha’s criticism. But if more 
information is required, the details of the Western controversy between 
determinism on the one hand and free will on the other should be pre-
sented to me. 
 The essential point to be borne in mind is that past kamma is the 
main cause and the basic principle of all that takes place in any one 
existence. Hence special importance is attached to it. It must not, how-
ever, be taken that past kamma alone brings about happiness, etc. The 
fact that there are many other causes of what happens, as dealt with in 
the Pa""h!na, may be understood from the example of a tree. The soil, 
water, etc., are required in addition to a seed. I will repeat a discourse 
which I preached in Pazundaung some time ago. By the sentence “The 
King comes” we understand that not only the king but his retinue also 
comes. This mode of speech is known as the suggestive mode of speech. 
The following three statements are suggestive : 

 1. The growth of trees depends upon the seeds. 
 2. The prosperity of men results from the meritorious deeds 

performed in their previous existences. 
 3. All beings, men, gods and Brahm!s can attain the four 

noble paths and their fruition and nibb!na only through 
their past perfections. 

 In saying that trees grow from seeds, we must bear in mind that they 
cannot do so without the soil and the water. Only with the help of the 
soil and the water can seeds produce trees. In the same way, when we 
say prosperity depends upon past kamma, we must understand that it is 
only the main cause of it. Virtue is like the earth ; concentration and 
                                                                                                                           
4Ja section 22. 
5Ja no. 543. 
6This no doubt refers to his Vipassan!-d$pan$, written in 1915. 
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wisdom are comparable to rain water ; and past kamma corresponds to 
the seed. Again, rice plants depend on the early rains, middle rains, and 
late rains for their growth. Virtue may be likened to the early rains, 
concentration of the mind to the middle rains, but wisdom recalls the 
#nal rains. 
 In the parable Buddhists are cultivators. They cannot attain the 
fourth path and fruition and nibb!na through their past kamma alone. 
They must also observe the precepts, practise concentration, and acquire 
wisdom. 
 In the ranks of Buddhists themselves, there are many who hold the 
extreme view that kamma is the only suf#cient cause. These erroneous 
views cannot be dispelled without a knowledge of the Pa#icca-
samupp!da-naya and the Pa##h!na-naya. For a detailed examination of 
them, the reader is referred to the Samm!di##hi-d$pan$7 which was writ-
ten by us in P!li some time ago. 

Ledi Sayadaw’s Answers to the Five Pa##h!na  
Questions Posed by Mrs. Rhys Davids 

Q. 1. Pa#iccav!re ; page 21, lines 19, 21, 23 :8 khandhe […] vippayutta-
paccay! ; this is not a complete sentence. What is omitted ? What is the 
other term in the relation, thus khandhe pa#icca … ? … uppajjati 
vippayuttapaccay! ? 
A. 1. In the above question, the sentence should be completed thus : 
khandhe pa#icca cittasamu##h!na' r"pa' ka#att!r"pa' up!d!r"pa' 
uppajjati vippayuttapaccay!. Here, it being a pa#iccav!ra, we at once 
know that the verb pa#icca must be inserted as soon as we see the object 
khandhe. The words cittasamu##h!na' r"pa', ka#att!r"pa' up!d!-
r"pa' are the subjects of the preceding sentence in the text and they 
                                                             
 7Translated from P!li into Burmese by Ledi Pa"#ita U Maung Gyi, translated 

into English by the editors of The Light of the Dhamma, “The Manual of 

Right Views”, Manuals of Buddhism, 1965, pp. 69–100. 

 8References seem to be to a Burmese edition of the Tikapa$$h!na. See Tikap 

82,29, 33, 36. 
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should be inserted here as well. As regards to the verb uppajjati, it is 
evident that it must also be put here as the principal verb, as it is con-
tained in the hypothetical exposition (uddesap!(i) aby!kata' dhamma' 
pa#icca aby!kato dhammo uppajjati vippayutta-paccay!. 
 Yutti or evidence : In the expositions of the Pa""h!na relations, there 
are three main points to be carefully noted, i.e., 

 i.  the paccayadhamma : the relating thing, 
 ii. the paccayuppannadhamma : the related thing, 
 iii.  the paccaya-satti-visesa : the speci#c function of the relation 

or better the speci#c relation. 

Here the paccayadhamma is indicated with the object khandhe ; the 
paccayuppannadhamma with the subjects cittasamu##h!na' r"pa', 
ka#att!r"pa', up!d!r"pa' ; and the paccayasattivisesa with the instru-
mental case vippayuttapaccay!. Hence, in order to cope with the 
hypothetical exposition, every demonstrative sentence (niddesa-v!kya) 
should have these three main facts in full, and they should be carefully 
noted in every relation. 
 As regards the question, “What is the other term in the relation thus 
khandhe pa#icca … ? … uppajjati vippayuttapaccay! ?”, if there are  
three facts, namely, 1. paccayadhamma, 2. paccayuppannadhamma, 
3. paccayasattivisesa, in full, it may safely be said that the sense is quite 
clear with its own existing words and no other term is needed to make 
the sense clearer. But the adopting of more appropriate expressions 
suitable to a particular person or a country, other than those in the text, 
would conduct the student most bene#cially and readily to the object of 
his search. Such incomplete expressions as khandhe vippayuttapaccay!, 
vatthu' purej!tapaccay!, etc., are only met with in the species of 
purej!ta and vippayutta. The inscription of the Pa""h!na text now found 
in the papers and the palm leaves is not the verbatim exposition of the 
Buddha, but it is to be believed that it exists only as the #rst Sinhalese 
inscribers of the Buddhist canon arranged it. If we were to change the 
sentence khandhe pa#icca cittasamu##h!na' r"pa' ka#att!r"pa' 
up!d!r"pa' uppajjati vippayuttapaccay! into another term, we would, 
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with reference to its hypothetical exposition, change khandhe into 
kusale khandhe, akusale khandhe, vip!k!by!kate kiriy!by!kate 
khandhe, etc., or kusale dhamme, akusale dhamme, etc. ; pa#icca into 
niss!ya, amuñcitv!, avin!bh!vi hutv!, etc. ; and cittasamu##h!na' 
r"pa' up!d!r"pa' into kusala-cittasamu##h!na' r"pa' up!d!r"pa', 
akusala-cittasamu##h!na' r"pa' up!d!r"pa', kiriy!by!kata-
cittasamu##h!na' r"pa' up!d!r"pa', vip!k!by!katacittasamu##h!na' 
r"pa' up!d!r"pa', ka#att!r"pa' up!d!r"pa'. Here, in order to show 
that only the derivatives are needed and not the four great essentials by 
the words cittasamu##h!na' r"pa' ka#att!r"pa', since the 
mah!bh"t!ni are paccayadhammas ; (see the sentence beginning mah!-
bh"te pa#icca cittasamu##h!na'9), the word up!d!r"pa' is added to 
each. It is an easy thing to use different expressions if one grasps fully 
the meaning of the original sentence, otherwise it may be dif#cult to do 
so. The meaning of the word pa#icca should be understood as in putto 
m!tara' pa#icca uppajjati ; aggi ka##ha' pa#icca uppajjati ; div! !loko 
s"riya' pa#icca uppajjati ; etc. 
 Here ends the answer to the #rst question. 

Q. 2. Paccayav!re ; page 5, lines 5, 14, 16.10 vatthu' purej!tapaccay! 
…, here again the sentence is incomplete. How would the full sentence 
be written ? 
A. 2. In this question and in the incomplete sentence vatthu' purej!ta-
paccay!, the object vatthu' indicates the paccayadhamma, and the 
instrumental case purej!tapaccay! indicates the paccayasattivisesa. 
Therefore we at once know that the subject to indicate the 
paccayuppannadhamma and the predicate to complete the sentence are 
wanting. And whereas the hypothetical exposition kusala' dhamma' 
paccay! kusalo dhammo uppajjati purej!tapaccay! and the 
demonstrative exposition kusala' eka' khanda' paccay! tayo 
khandh! ; … pe … dve khandhe paccay! dve khandh! are clearly set 

                                                             
9Tikap 83,1. 

10Tikap 115,4f., 14, 18. 
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forth, we have no doubt in supplying the incomplete sentence with the 
subject khandh! and the predicate uppajjanti. The complete sentence 
will then run as : khandh! vatthu' paccay! uppajjanti purej!tapaccay!. 
It should be paraphrased with reference to the preceding sentence thus : 
khandh! catt!ro kusal! v! akusal! v! vip!kakiriy!by!kat! v! khandh! 
vatthu' hadayavatthur"pa' paccay! paccaya' katv! k!ra%a' katv! 
purej!tapaccay! hadayavatthuno purej!tapaccayasattivisesena 
uppajjanti p!tu bhavanti. 
 Here ends the answer to the second question. 

Q. 3. Pañh!v!re : page 227, lines 11, 12, anantar"panissayo, pakat"pa-
nissayo ;11 pakat"panissayo : here as sometimes elsewhere, out of the 
two of the three subdivisions of upanissayapaccayo (!ramma%"pa-
nissayo being the third) only the third is taken in the speci#c relation 
referred to. I would ask : What are we to conclude with respect to the 
second anantar"panissayo ? This is stated with pakat"panissayo, but no 
use is made of it. Why is it stated ?  

A. 3. Here in the text, in the aforesaid page and line, the hypothetical 
sentence runs as follows : adukkhamasukh!ya vedan!ya sampayutto 
dhammo dukkh!ya vedan!ya sampayuttassa dhammassa upanissaya-
paccayena paccayo. It assumes that the state accompanied by painful 
feeling is the paccayuppannadhamma, and upanissaya is the paccaya-
sattivisesa. Now, the tactile cognition and the twin consciousness rooted 
in hate which are accompanied by painful feeling, being never 
conscious of an object pleasurably cannot obtain the !ramma%!dhi-
patipaccaya, that is, they do not become the paccayuppannadhamma of 
it. And !ramma%"panissaya is synonymous with !ramma%!dhipati. 
Therefore the !ramma%"panissayapaccayo is not mentioned in the text. 
 As regards the two paccayas, anantar"panissaya and pakat"pa-
nissaya, the former is synonymous with the ordinary anantarapaccaya. 
Therefore the exposition of the anantar"panissaya must be the same 
with those of the anantara and samanantara whose expositions have 
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already been mentioned in the text below (see page 222, line 28).12 For 
this reason it is not necessary to mention them again along with the 
pakat"panissaya. But if we are to reproduce it here in the form of 
anantar"panissaya it will runs as follows : adukkhamasukh!ya 
vedan!ya sampayutto dhammo dukkh!ya vedan!ya sampayuttassa 
dhammassa upanissayapaccayena paccayo. !vajjana' dukkh!ya 
vedan!ya sampayuttak!na' khandh!na' upanissayapaccayena 
paccayo. Here the “turning towards the #ve doors” is the paccaya-
dhamma and the four mental aggregates of tactile cognition accom-
panied by painful feeling are the paccayuppannadhamma ; and the 
determining consciousness or the vo##habbana-citta in the sense-door-
process or the mind-door cognition in the mind-door process is the 
paccayadhamma and the four mental aggregates of apperceptions rooted 
in hatred are the paccayuppanna-dhamma. 
 Here ends the answer to the third question. 

Q. 4. Sukh!ya vedan!ya … p. 234, line 1013 … pe … Here should come 
the Paccan$ya', but there is here no na-hetu nor any other na-. What is 
the right title for this section (down to p. 235, line 314) ? What is its 
object ? 
A. 4. Here, although we do not see any na-, we may no doubt assign the 
title Paccan$ya-naya to this section. For this section is indicative of or is 
intended to enumerate the contents of nava expressed in the Paccan$ya-
sa&khy!v!ra as na-hetuy! nava, n!ramma%e nava, etc., which we will 
meet with at the end of this section p. 235, line 3. This type of 
exposition is also met with on pages 130, 131,15 and there called the 
Paccan$yuddh!ra. This is a preliminary enumeration of what is 
obtainable in the Paccan$yav!ra. The obtainable nava are, to wit, 
1. sukh!ya vedan!ya sampayutto dhammo sukh!ya vedan!ya sam-

                                                             
12Tikap 326,5f. 
13Tikap 327,2f. 

14Tikap 327,5. 
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payuttassa dhammassa !ramma%apaccayena paccayo, sahaj!ta-
paccayena paccayo, upanissayapaccayena paccayo, kammapaccayena 
paccayo. 2. sukh!ya vedan!ya sampayutto dhammo adukkhamasukh!ya 
vedan!ya sampayuttassa dhammassa !ramma%apaccayena paccayo, … 
pe …, etc., (down to page 235, line 3). In this statement there is some-
thing to be more especially understood. It is the concise statement 
reducing the twenty-one paccayas obtainable in the Vedan!-tika into 
four, viz, !ramma%a, sahaj!ta, upanissaya and kamma. And the twenty-
one paccayas obtainable are those other than the purej!ta, pacch!j!ta, 
and vippayutta. In this Vedan!-tika, both the paccaya-dhamma and the 
paccayuppanna-dhamma are only the mental aggregates accompanied 
by feeling. Those of p"rej!ta are materials and mentals respectively ; 
those of pacch!j!ta are mentals and materials respectively ; and those of 
vippayutta are materials and mentals and vice versa respectively. There-
fore these three paccayas are excluded in the Vedan!-tika. 
 How the twenty-one paccayas come under the heads of the said four 
paccayas is as follows : By the expression !ramma%apaccayena we get 
one paccaya, that is mere !ramma%a. By the expression sahaj!ta-
paccayena we get, excluding the vippayutta out of the #fteen species of 
sahaj!ta, another fourteen paccayas, viz, hetu, adhipati, sahaj!ta, añña-
m-añña, nissaya, kamma (only sahaj!ta-kamma is meant), vip!ka, 
!h!ra, indriya, jh!na, magga, sampayutta, atthi, and avigata. By the 
expression upanissaya, we get another six, that is to say, anantara, 
samanantara, upanissaya, !sevan!, natthi, and vigata. Now we have 
altogether twenty-one. By the expression kammapaccayena we get 
another one, that is n!n!kkha%ika-kamma alone, sahaj!ta-kamma being 
taken in the sahaj!ta. But this last one should not be taken separately, 
for the name kamma has already been mentioned in the sahaj!ta. Thus it 
reduces the twenty-one paccayas that are obtainable in the Vedan!-tika 
into four as we see in the nine themes, in the Paccan$yuddh!ra. And 
with reference to these nine themes or sentences, na-hetuy! nava, 
n!ramma%e nava, etc., are set forth. It means that in the paccan$ya of 
hetu nine themes and their expositions are obtained. How ? sukh!ya 
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vedan!ya sampayutto dhammo sukh!ya vedan!ya sampayuttassa 
dhammassa na-hetu-paccayena paccayo, !ramma%apaccayena 
paccayo.   sukh!ya vedan!ya sampayuttena cittena d!na' datv!, s$la' 
sam!diyitv!, uposathakamma' katv!, sukh!ya vedan!ya sampayuttena 
cittena ta' paccavekkhati ass!deti abhinandati, ta' !rabbha sukh!ya 
vedan!ya sampayutto r!go uppajjati di##hi uppajjati. 
 In a similar manner it should be shown in full of all the themes and 
their expositions not connected with the hetupaccaya, that is, distribut-
ing severally the twenty paccayas with the exception of hetu. We do not 
deal with them here fully lest it should become too lengthy. In this book 
of Pa""h!na, the #rst chapter, Paccayaniddesav!ra, and the Pañh!v!ra-
vibha&ga are the most important ones, and the expositions contained in 
these chapters alone should be taken as the original verbatim exposition 
of the Buddha himself ; others, i.e. Pucch!-v!ra, Sa&khy!-v!ra, 
Gha#an!-v!ra, Paccan$ya-v!ra, etc., are those of the Mah!theras who 
are exceptionally versed in the doctrine of the Abhidhamma. Only those 
who have thoroughly studied and understood the analytical expositions 
of the contents (m!tik!) of the Dhammasa&ga'i, i.e., Tika-padas and 
Duka-padas, as well as the paccayadhammas and the paccayuppanna-
dhammas of the twenty-four relations can walk their way through these 
v!ras, otherwise they will feel like they are wanderers in some unknown 
region, groping their way without any success. However, if the student 
has understood well only what is said in the Paccayaniddesa and the 
Pañh!v!ra of the Tika- and Duka-padas, though he is not able to 
acquire the knowledge of all the v!ras, he may be said to have 
acquainted himself with the Pa##h!na. 
 Here ends the answer to the fourth question. 

Q.5. What exactly is meant by … t$%i … in the abbreviation used in the 
printed edition, for example, on page 266, line 4,16 and lower again ? 
Does it refer to the eko khandho … tayo … dve ? or to any three 
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propositions concerning dhamma … !h!rapaccayena paccayo, etc., 
etc. ? 
A.5. In this question t$%i refers to any three propositions concerning 
dhamma. On page 266, line 4, the t$%i refers to the following three 
propositions : 1. vip!kadhammadhammo vip!kadhammadhammassa 
!h!rapaccayena paccayo.  vip!kadhammadhamm! !h!r! sampayutta-
k!na' khandh!na' !h!rapaccayena paccayo. 2. vip!kadhamma-
dhammo nevavip!kanavip!kadhammadhammassa !h!rapaccayena 
paccayo.  vip!kadhammadhamm! !h!r! cittasamu##h!n!na' r"p!na' 
!h!rapaccayena paccayo. 3. vip!kadhammadhammo vip!kadhamma-
dhammassa ca nevavip!kanavip!kadhammadhammassa ca !h!ra-
paccayena paccayo.  vip!kadhammadhamm! !h!r! sampayuttak!na' 
khandh!na' cittasamu##h!n!nañ ca r"p!na' !h!rapaccayena 
paccayo. Here vip!kadhammadhamm! are moral and immoral states 
that have effectual properties. Nevavip!kanavip!kadhammadhamm! are 
kriy!citta, r"pa, and nibb!na. Thus we have three propositions in the 
!h!rapaccaya, as vip!kadhammadhamma causally relates either to itself 
or to cittajar"pa or to both. Wherever numerals are met with it is to be 
understood that they refer to the propositions which should be con-
structed according to the relation concerned and with reference to the 
dhammas of Tika- and Duka-padas. 
 Here ends the answer to the #fth question. 

 In Buddhism the teaching of the Buddha is of two kinds, viz, 
teaching regarding the person ( puggal!dhi##h!na-desan!), and teaching 
regarding the subject (dhamm!dhi##h!na-desan!). Almost all of the 
Suttanta discourses which are delivered regardless of the subject but 
suitable to the hearer and, as far as his knowledge is concerned in 
respect of gaining the Paths, belong to the former, and all the Abhi-
dhammical expositions which are propounded to all their intents and 
purposes and in many ways as much as can be obtained, regardless of 
the hearer or the extent of his knowledge in gaining the Paths, belong to 
the latter. Therefore those who wish to gain the Paths in this present life 
should search out from the many Suttanta discourses such as Nid!na-
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v!ra-sa'yutta, Khandhav!ra-sa'yutta, Sa(!yatana-sa'yutta, etc., the 
discourse most suitable to their taste, and from these, acquiring the 
knowledge of how to discriminate the mental and material qualities as to 
their relation by way of cause and effect, and also gaining the methods 
of how to proceed with the exercises of insight, should work out their 
salvation. The discourse on the Pa#iccasamupp!da is capable of gaining 
the knowledge of cause and effect, and is also ef#cient for gaining the 
Paths. The exposition of the Pa##h!na-naya being a dhamm!dhi##h!na-
desan! is beyond the extent of the knowledge of the hearers. It is most 
advantageous to the Ariyan disciples in promoting the growth of the 
pa#isambhid! knowledge. But the study of the philosophy of the 
Abhidhamma to a learned puthujjana [“ordinary person”] in this life is 
not without any effect, for his knowledge of the Paths and Fruitions, 
which he shall receive from future Buddhas will be decorated with the 
knowledge of pa#isambhid!. The philosophy of Abhidhamma in 
Buddhism is the recreation-ground for intellectual minds. It gives 
delight to scienti#c men of other religions. It can also resist the inter-
ference of foreign religions. Those who are well trained in it cannot be 
tempted by any other religion. On these accounts I have written a book 
called Paramattha-sa&khepa (a rhythmical Burmese translation of the 
Abhidhammattha-sa&gaha), which even the girls can learn easily in four 
or #ve months. I have also written a book called Sadda-sa&khepa in 
rhythmical form which also helps a beginner learn P!)i in #ve or six 
months. A rhythmical book entitled Vinaya-sa&khepa, for the bhikkhus, 
has also been written, and it helps the bhikkhus to know easily all the 
rules and duties of a bhikkhu in two months’ time. I have also written 
many other books called d$pan$s in plain Burmese on many subjects 
which I thought important in Buddhism for the general public and these 
spread all over Burma. 

 Ledi Sayadaw 
 5th Waning Kasôn, 1279 B.E. (1917 A.D.) 
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